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guest editors prologue

truman G madsen

A melancholy task is the phrase with which B H
roberts repeatedly characterized the tracing of mormon his-
tory through the tangled missouri period when utopian as-
pirationspirations and fresh fervor met the crunch of tradition oppo-
sition and expulsion

yet the missouri period which had really begun before the
body of the saints departed kirtland ohio and extended into
their later movements into illinois and utah is both tragic and
triumphal moreover the state and many of its locations loom
large in the mormon future something of the temper of that
friendlier day is seen in a witticism of the late president harry
S truman when the mormonscormons return they tell me I1 can
stay

our researches and team efforts in missouri are producing
material for another year and perhaps two this is so even
though a full BYU studies issue has already been published
on events issues and implications of missouri history see
BYU studies vol 13 no I11 autumn 1972

in this issue our missouri revisited reports include person-
alitiesalities documents sites recollections doctrinal developments
and an original letter

perhaps the most famous missouri defender of the mor-
mon cause was alexander W doniphan whose resistance to
military venom saved the lives of leading mormonscormons at the risk
of his own through the researches of gregory maynard we
see a closeupclose up of the man before and after his entrance into
the mormon drama it turns out that doniphan was trained
in the law as well as the military in legislation as well as

dr madsen director of the institute of mormon studies is professor of
philosophy at brigham young university he also holds the richard L evans
chair of christian understanding
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in battle and these disciplines merged in a personality deeply
impelled toward peacemaking the portrait also shows how
often community animosity arose not out of fact but out of
rumor fed by suspicion

if as several recent studies suggest the undergirdingundergirdinundergirding doc-
trinal insights of mormonism were planted in new york and
nurtured in ohio soil they blossomed in missouri gordon
irving shows how the bible and biblical texts figured in the
formation of the mormon kerygma and the early merging of
the new and the old the discovered and the recovered there
is some evidence which suggests yet another project that in
the wake of the publication of the book of mormon and other
revelations it came as a surprise to the mormon leaders that
there was so much in the bible that anticipated commended
and sustained the central dispensation theory of history and
doctrinal insights of this last dispensation

for some years stanley B kimball has been tracing the
strands on a center of capital importance in mormon history
often neglected the city of st louis kimball shows that the
cosmopolitan complexion of st louis provided much suste-
nance to the church for example sanctuary and asylum and
even a somewhat fair minded press from 1830 on it was
also a center of conversion which steadily grew into one of
the early the sixteenth stakes kimball s treatment of the
history of the church in st louis might well serve as a model
to church historians worldwide

paul C richards a research fellow with the institute of
mormon studies has uncovered a cache of ofdocumentsdocuments from
the national archives original contemporary and detailed
accounts of the actual sufferings which the saints recorded and
presented as a memorial to the U S senate As would be ex-
pected the documents underscore the multiplicity and com-
plexity of issues and acts and tend to temper the judgment
either that the whole of missouri was involved or that the
attacks and drivingsivingsdr atrocious though they were were always
atrocities or that the mormonscormons were utterly without friends

through the cooperation of reorganization historian mark
mckiernan we publish here also an original letter of eliza
R snow which inin turn contains a copy of an original letter
of her brother lorenzo snow together they recreate a sense
of living reality almost as immediate and luminous as a head
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line story in a newspaper one can here measure the inner
turmoil that attended the external pressures

leland gentry presents a study of adam ondi ahman as
a stake a model or miniature plat of zion as a city a refuge
a temple site a community committed to the law of conse-
cration and as a place where both the patriarch adam and
the colony of nephitesNephites erected altars he offers considerable
evidence for differentiating between the altar designated by
the prophet as built by adam and a tower designated as
erected by the nephitesNephites he concludes with a chart which il-
lustrateslustrates the perplexities that point to this two altar view of
the city continued work on the historiography of these ac-
counts is indicated

further researches are under way and there will be yet an-
other full issue of BYU studies on the history of the church in
the missouri period



alexander william doniphan
man of justice

gregory maynard

late in the evening of I11 november 1838 major general
samuel D lucas of the missouri state militia issued the fol-
lowing order to brigadier general alexander W doniphan

sir you will take joseph smith and the other prisoners
into the public square of far west and shoot them at 9
oclock tomorrowto morrow morning

upon receipt of this order general doniphan promptly re-
plied

it is cold blooded murder I1 will not obey your order my
brigade shall march for liberty tomorrow morning at 8
0 clock and if you execute these men I1 will hold you re-
sponsible before an earthly tribunal so help me god

doniphan s bold stand against his superior officer not only
saved the life of joseph smith and his fellow prisoners but also
marked him as a man of justice

born on the ninth of july 1808 to joseph doniphan and
anne fook smith alexander william doniphan was the
youngest of seven children 2 from his earliest years doniphan
was taught the value of an education however the education
of young alexander soon fell to his mother for his father died
when alexander was only six he remained with his mother
only two years until she sent him to live with an older brother
george who lived in augusta about fifteen miles away while

gregory P maynard is a graduate student in western history at brigham
young university where he also serves as a research assistant for the charles
redd center for western studies

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 2ndand ed rev salt lake city deseret book co
1971 3190 hereafter cited as HC

ag2gG glen clift history of maysvillemayyMaysmeys zrilevilie and mason county lexington mis-
souri transylvania printing co 1936 p 411
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ALEXANDER WILLIAM DONIPHAN 463

there alexander was placed under the instruction of richard
keene it was keene who helped the youthful doniphan over-
come his clumsiness of expression by exposing him to the works
of the great poets 3

at fourteen doniphan entered augusta college from which
he graduated four years later with distinction after college he
continued his studies toward a law degree under the tutelage
of martin T marshall brother of the supreme court justice
john marshall marshall believed lawyers should be well versed
in the english classics and in history it was from this back-
ground that doniphan was to draw later in his eloquent
speeches before the bar and in public

after two years of study with marshall doniphan passed
his bar examinations and was licensed in ohio and kentucky
searching for a place to locate his new practice alexander
toured the southwestern states for several months before de-
ciding upon western missouri after his admission to the mis-
souri bar he settled in lexington in 1830 three years later he
moved to liberty in clay county because of the 11 prospects of
the early annexation of the platte county to the state and the
growth of jackson county 4

not long after his move to liberty alexander came into
contact with the latter day saints or mormonscormonsMormons for a second
time his first acquaintance having occurred in 1831 on that
occasion he had traveled to independence in order to have a
suit made in the latest eastern style at the hands of a mor-
mon missionary named peter whitmer 5 now in 1833 the
mormonscormons were coming to him actually they approached don-
iphan and three other prominent clay county lawyers as they
attended court in independence the mormonscormons were responding
to a suggestion from governor daniel dunklin to seek redress
in the courts the four lawyers replied by a letter on 30 october
1833 in which they agreed to file the suits if the latter day
saints would agree to pay them each two hundred and fifty dol-
lars the fee was high because

we have been doing a practice here among these people to a
considerable extent and by this engagement we expect to lose
the greatest part of it

isaac george heroes and incidents of the mexican war greensburggreensburyGreensburg
pennsylvania review publishers co 1903 p 17

alexander W doniphan sketch of life doniphan papers missouri
historical society st louis missouri

saints herald 28 june 1881
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if the fee was not agreeable they asked to be notified by letter
immediately

for we can be engaged on the opposite side in all probability
we prefer to bring your suits as we have been threatened by
the mob we wish to show them we disregard their empty
bravadoesbravadoes 6

the mormonscormons accepted their proposal as a last resort
doniphan s involvement in the suits brought him into direct

contact with the mob in mid november he accompanied a
militia escort for attorney general robert W wells into
jackson county wells tried to issue indictments against the
missouriansMissourians but he succeeded only in stirring up the wrath of
the mob doniphan and company were forced to turn back 7

outright defiance of the law was not the only means em-
ployed by the jackson county mobs in order to expedite their
expulsion of the mormonscormonsMormons they also tried to stir up bad feel-
ings in neighboring counties on 16 june 18541834 in liberty about
800 to 1000 citizens assembled at the courthouse to hear a
proposition from the people of jackson county to the mormonscormonsMormons
A delegation from independence presented a proposition to sell
out to the mormonscormonsMormons after a lengthy and self saving presenta-
tion one of their numbers samuel C owens made a flaming
war speech doniphan and others countered in favor of peace
and justice and asserted their belief in the good character of the
mormonscormonsMormons in the heat of the debate which followed pistols
were cocked and knives unsheathed but before events explod-
ed someone cried from the door a man stabbed the meet-
ing instantly came to an end as all rushed outside to see if it
had been a mormon to the disappointment of many the stab-
bing had only involved two missouriansMissourians 8

such efforts to keep the mormonscormons out of clay county failed
because of the influence of doniphan and other just men
nonetheless the increasing numbers of mormon immigrants
into the county continued to create a feeling of alarm on 29
june 1836 a citizens meeting was called and doniphan and
five other men including colonel john thornton and david R
atchison were chosen to draft a resolution asking the mor

HC 1425
journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

183118971831 1897 24 november 1833 LDS church historian s office salt lake
city utah hereinafter cited as JH

HC 29798297 98
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mons to leave the county before violence erupted the latter
day saints agreed to move at the first opportunity and accepted
an offer to help them select a new location 9

that opportunity came in january 1837 with the creation of
two new counties caldwell and daviess in november 1836
doniphan then a member of the state legislature had intro-
duced a bill for the creation of a new county exclusively for the
mormonscormonsMormons after much debate and some compromise a bill creat-
ing two smaller counties was signed into law by governor lil-
burn boggs on 29 december 1836 learning that caldwell
county was to be assigned to them the mormonscormons began moving
into their new home by february of 1837

with the mormon problem apparently settled doniphan
turned his attention to other matters through his as-
sociation with colonel john thornton alexander had made
the acquaintance of the colonel s oldest daughter elizabeth
jane she was beautiful well mannered and intelligent they
were married 21 december 1837 in describing his wife to his
cousin emma doniphan wrote years later

my wife was a lovely woman I1 married her the day she
was seventeen I1 was glad she had no more education than the
common schools of this frontier then afforded I1 desired to
educate her myself to form her mind and tastes I1 was
young liberally educated and energetic I1 never read a book
to myself other than a law work during the more than
thirty years of married life I1 read them all to her and with
her she often relieving me 10

two boys were born to the doniphansdoniphant john thornton in
1838 and alexander W jr in 1840 doniphan was very at-
tached to his boys and was concerned for their education of
them he wrote

I1 may say without vanity that they were the most highly
educated the most finished educations of any boys of that
age in the state besides the ordinary classical and scientific
collegiate training each could speak and write french span-
ish german and italian I1 had provided them with pri-
vate teachers from childhood and never tasked them heavily
and required them to plough and to hoe when I1 feared study
was enervating them 11

ibid ppap 449461449 461
doniphan to his cousin emma richmond missouri 1875 as quoted in

william H richardson journal of doniphan s expedition
ibid
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shortly after the birth of john thornton in 1838 doniphan
was called into service in the state militia the continued
growth and increasing prosperity of the mormonscormons in caldwell
county and their overflow into surrounding counties had
aroused the jealousy and fears of the local missouriansMissourians in the
midst of this increasing antagonism col doniphan again came
into personal contact with joseph smith as a partner to general
atchison atchison appears to have been joseph s legal counsel
in meeting the mobs which were then assembling particularly
those in daviess county and the prophet records the following

tuesday september 4 this day I1 spent in council
with general atchison he says he will do all in his power
to disperse the mob we employed him and alexander doni-
phan his partner as our counsel in law they are considered
the first lawyers in upper missouri

president rigdon and myself commenced this day the
study of law under the instruction of generals atchison and
doniphan they think by diligent application we can be ad-
mitted to the bar in twelve months 12

but political problems apparently intervened and hostilities
again broke out

on 9 september the mormonscormons seized a shipment of arms
enroute to the mobs of missouriansMissour ians roving the countryside
fearing this might ignite a civil war major general atchison
ordered doniphan then brigadier general of the western divi-
sion of the missouri militia to take a regiment of the clay
county militia and prevent a collision between the two oppos-
ing forces on 12 september 1838 doniphan left his
troops on the crooked river and went with his aide to
far west where he asked for the release of the wagon of arms
and the prisoners the mormonscormons were keeping the mormonscormons
complied on the l4th14thlath doniphan marched his troops north in-
to daviess county near millportmillpostMillport he encountered a mob force
under the direction of a dr austin they were read the order
to disperse but they refused doniphan then proceeded to
adam ondi ahman where he found a mormon force gathered
the mormonscormons agreed to disperse if the mob would this not
being likely doniphan encamped between the two forces 13

the groups were finally dispersed after the arrival of general
atchison however trouble soon broke out in carroll county

jhc2hcHC 369
ibid p 78
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the alexander W doniphan family
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the mormon settlement at dewitt was surrounded and the
saints forced to leave the ousting of the mormonscormons from car-
roll county encouraged the mobs in daviess county who gath-
ered together again determined to drive the mormonscormons out in
early october general doniphan informed joseph smith that
a company of mobbersrobbersMobbers eight hundred strong were marching
toward adam ondi ahman 14 he ordered lieutenant colonel
george M hinkle a mormon to raise a force and march to the
aid of his fellow mormonscormonsMormons until he himself could raise a re-
liable company from clay county

the mormon offensive scattered the mobs but in the end
it worked to their disadvantage by seizing gallatin and mill
port the mormonscormons caused rumors to spread among the mis
sourianosourianssourians that they intended to lay waste the entire northern
part of the state the mormonscormons on their part were sure that
mob forces were planning an attack on far west rumors
charges and counterchargescountercharges were so numerous that it made it
hard for anyone to know just what was happening

the final spark that ignited the fire of passion which drove
the mormonscormons from the state occurred on 25 october 1838 the
mormon militia under captain david W patten engaged a de-
tachmenttachment of the state militia under captain samuel bogart at
crooked river the mormonscormons were responding to an attack on
a mormon settlement by bogart on the 24th patten and two of
his men were killed while bogart s forces lost only one man 10

however rumors of a mormon massacre and a probable march
on richmond spread swiftly without questioning the validity
of the reports governor boggs issued his infamous extermin-
ation order on 27 october 1838 in the meantime generals
atchison lucas and doniphan were marching north to restore
order atchison and doniphan requested by letter additional
arms from fort leavenworth to help put down what they
thought was a mormon uprising but colonel mason of the
U S dragoons responded that he could not justify giving arms
to one party to be used against the other he was there to pro-
tect both from indians not to interfere in internal politics 16

it was on the 28th that general boggs order caught up
with the generals the order gave general john B clarkdarkoark full
command and general lucas a subordinate command general

14ibid p 161
ibid ppap 170171170 171
JH 27 Ococtobertoler 1832 p 2
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atchison was not to command any troops 17 atchison resigned
and returned home outraged doniphan continued under lucas
command but paid no attention to the extermination part of
the order for as he stated in his report to the governor it was
entirely illegal 18

about the 29th the state militia arrived in front of far
west at first the mormonscormons thought that the militia was there
to protect them but they soon learned otherwise the mormon
leaders sent charles C rich out under a white flag in an effort
to have an interview with general doniphan they hoped that
this man who had been their lawyer during the jackson county
expulsion would again help them doniphan calmed the fears
of the mormonscormons of immediate doom by agreeing to spare the
people of far west at least until he was directed to do other-
wise during the next twenty four hours colonel george M
hinkle consulted with doniphan twice the exact subject of
their discussion may never be known but the end result was the
betrayal of joseph smith and four other mormon leaders into
the hands of the state militia the next day 1 november a
courtmartialcourtmartial was held at the order of general lucas and the
five prisoners were found guilty of treason doniphan the only
lawyer present objected stating that the court martial was ille-
gal as hell because civilians are not subject to military law
in addition he challenged the makeupmake up of the court martial as
not all the judges were military personnel 19 however the next
morning doniphan received orders to shoot the prisoners he
refused and withdrew his troops to liberty after doniphan s

departure the prisoners were taken to independence while far
west was forced to surrender joseph smith was taken to
liberty where he spent many months of abuse in jail before his
defense lawyer doniphan was able to get a change of venue
from daviess to boone county while enroute to columbia the
prisoners were allowed to escape 20

with the expulsion of the mormonscormons from missouri doni-
phan returned to his law practice and local politics some years
later in 1846 the governor asked alexander to help raise vol-
unteers to fight in the mexican war doniphan consented with
enthusiasm he even volunteered himself to serve as a private

david D march the history of missouri new york lewis historical
publishing co 1967 1567

saints herald 28230
JH 28 may 1868 p 1

march history of missouri ppap 570571570 571
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however he was soon elected colonel of the ist regiment of
missouri mounted volunteers As such he was second in com-
mand to colonel later general stephen W kearny of the
army of the west rendezvousing at fort leavenworth the
volunteers underwent a few weeks of training then on 26 june
1846 they began their march by august the army of the west
had arrived unopposed in santa fe kearny desired to move on
to california so he left doniphan in charge several weeks later
on 9 october the mormon battalion arrived in santa fe en
route to join kearny upon hearing of their arrival doniphan
ordered a one hundred gun salute fired in honor of their loyalty
despite the wrongs they had suffered 21

colonel sterling price arrived shortly after the mormon
battalion complying with orders doniphan turned over com-
mand of santa fe to colonel price and moved south toward
chihuahua where he was to rendezvous with general john E
wool several thousand dry and dusty miles later doniphan
entered chihuahua he had fought two major engagements with
the mexicans at brazinobrazito and sacramento and had been victori-
ous despite being outnumbered four to one more important to
doniphan he had accomplished his assignment with a mini-
mum of casualties to his own men july 1 1847 marked the tri-
umphant return of doniphan and his men to missouri they
had traveled behind enemy lines for nearly 3600 miles living
off the land and out of contact with superiors they had de-
feated two armies and brought nearly all of central mexico un-
der united states control the exploits of doniphan s expedi-
tion became a topic of conversation for years

despite the glory and fame his expedition had brought him
the next ten years were not happy ones for doniphan tragedy
struck his family three times during the 1850s on 9 may 1853
john T his oldest son was accidently poisoned at the home of
his uncle james H baldwin 22 shortly afterwards his wife
elizabeth jane suffered a stroke which left her a semi invalid
until her death in 1873 then in 1858 alexander jr drowned
in buffalo creek while attending bethany college in virgin-
ia 2321 the deaths of his two boys and the stroke of his wife left

21daniel tyler A concise history of the mormon Batallion in the
mexican war 1818811 reprintedreprint ed chicago rio grande classic 1964

Lilibertyferlyherly tribunetrlTrifunehune liberty missouri 184618581846 1858 compiled by nadine
hodges 196711967.119671967.

athe2thethe millennialmillenialMillenial Harhafharbingerfingerhinger bethany virginia 1858 compiled by nadine
hodges 196911969.119691969.
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a deep impression upon the soul of doniphan perhaps for this
reason he joined the liberty christian church in 1860 As he
entered the waters of baptism the people watching on the banks
of the river wept for joy 24

personal tragedy however did not lessen his interest in pub-
lic service in 1861 when the nation was being torn apart over
the issues of slavery and states rights missouri was in the mid-
dle of the controversy missouri was divided the governor and
lieutenant governor were southern in their sympathies while
most of the legislature was prounionpro union on 28 february a pro-
union convention met in jefferson city to decide what course
missouri should take doniphan was a delegate25delegate25 to that con-
ventionvention which adjourned to st louis on 22 march where it
was decided to adopt the crittendon compromise 26 the state
however remained divided

doniphan was very much against secession when he
learned of south carolina s secession he printed and distributed
handbillshandbills inviting missouriansMissour ians to attend a meeting where he
would present his views on the issue the night of the meeting
6000 people came to hear him speak they stayed in the snow
for three hours while he entreated them to remain loyal to the
union 27 shortly after this public meeting he attended the
peace conference in washington D C where he met president
abraham lincoln upon meeting doniphan lincoln stated
you are the only man I1 ever met who in appearance came up

to my previous expectations 28 the peace conference failed
but doniphan and others were able to keep missouri from of-
ficiallyficially seceding from the union when the fighting of the
civil war began doniphan was offered command of the pro
southern troops from missouri he refused for personal and
family reasons in 1863 he moved to st louis

after the civil war doniphan returned to western mis-
souri he settled in richmond where in addition to continuing

gano letter western historical manuscripts collection university of
missouri columbia file 37

W M paxton annals of platrepiaffeplarre county missouri kansas city hudson
kimberly publishers 1897 ppap 306307306 307

march history of missouri 2867
raymond W settle colonel doniphan symbol of pioneer ameri-

canism williamlVilliam jewell college bulletin vol 20 no 7 liberty missouri
1947 p 7

william E connelley doniphantdoniphans expedition topeka kansas 1907
p 39 reprint of D C alienallenailen s colonel alexander W doniphan his
life and character
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his law practice he engaged in banking and traveling until his
death in 1887 on one of his trips in 1874 he journeyed to
utah where he was warmly received by his mormon friends 29

while doniphan was much esteemed by ththe mormonemormon peo-
ple what his interest in them was remains largely in the realm
of speculation not enough evidence has as yet been found to
prove that he held anything more than a professional interest
in them not once did he mention them in his brief autobi-
ographyography nor has any holograph correspondence been found
between himself and the mormonscormonsMormons however mormon accounts
show that doniphan did think highly of the mormonscormonsMormons for
they report he described them as a peaceable sober industri-
ous and law abiding people 30 he is also reported to have said
the following about the mormon leaders

I1 have never met a group of men who had native intelli-
gence and understanding and force of character that have
ever quite equaled the group of men leaders gathered about
joseph smith 31

there are many possible reasons why doniphan never de-
veloped a more personal relationship with the latter day saints
one reason might have been his love for missouri and her
people another reason might have been his own sense of duty
for his life was dedicated to the service of others and to the
defense of truth and justice still a third possibility might have
been that the force of his character and that of joseph smith s

conflicted with each other whatever the reason the nobleness
of the man cannot be denied for there was no oppression in
his presence the great man was forgotten in the genial friend
and faithful counselor 32

deseret evening news 22 may 1874 p 53

saints herald 28230
given in 1884 to john morgan president of the LDS southern states

mission name file church office building salt lake city
connelley doniphantdoniphans expedition p 38



the mormonscormons and the
bible in the 1830s

gordon irving

one does not long study mormon beginnings without
realizing that the bible held a special place in the hearts of
the early saints latter day saint use of its accounts and
teachings greatly influenced the formulation of mormon the-
ology and in addition helped the saints find their personal
and group identity in god s kingdom the deep commit-
ment of early mormon intellectuals to the ancient scriptures
is suggested by the frequency and nature of biblical references
in their writings three church periodicals published between
1832 and 1838 the evening and the morning star inde-
pendencependence missouri 1832331832 33 and kirtland ohio 1833341833 34
the latter day saints messenger and advocate kirtland
1834371834 37 and the elders journal kirtland 1837 and far
west missouri 18381 are the most important representa-
tive samples of the written expression of early mormon
thought and serve in this investigation as indicators of the
attitudes of the saints towards the bible and their uses of its
contents 2 let us begin by identifying two leading assumptions
which governed mormon biblical interpretation

THE MORMON VIEW OF HISTORY GOSPEL uniformity
As marvin S hill has noted the saints adopted christian

primitivism a restorationist view of history which looked to

gordon irving graduated with an honors BA degree from the university
of utah in 1972 and is currently serving as an historical associate for the
historical department of the church

an excellent description of these periodicals appears in peter crawley s
A bibliography of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in new

york ohio and missouri BYU studies 1246546812465 468 474477474 477 491494491 494
518520518 520 summer 1972

this article is based upon the author s thesis mormonism and the
bible 183218381832 1838 honors BA thesis university of utah 1972 fuller de-
velopment and more complete documentation of the ideas presented can be
found in the larger work
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the new testament church as the model for contemporary
church polity and doctrine 3 mormonscormons were strongly im-
pressed that god being perfect and unchanging had pre-
sented to man an organization and a plan of salvation that
were invariable through all time this interpretation was
based not only on the assumption that god is unchanging but
also in the belief that he is impartial since he is no respecter
of persons god has given and will continue to give the
gospel scheme of salvation to all those willing to be instructed
and to be obedient to the principles taught them 4

holding these assumptions about god and gospel mor
mons naturally developed a view of the past which held that
the gospel of christ as presented in the new testament had
been preached to all men since the beginning of the world
and that whenever god s church had existed on earth it
had enjoyed the same gifts as the apostolic church mormon
primitivism took on its own peculiar color when the order
set up in jesus s day was projected both backward to adam
and forward to the mormonscormons themselves

As with many theories of history the saints view of the
past was employed to demonstrate the validity of contempor-
ary mormon ideas and practices and to give the church a
sense of community with the faithful of both the old and
new testaments mormonscormons often referred to the old testa-
ment to show that the gospel of apostolic times had also been
preached prior to the birth of christ that being true they
reasoned then the same gospel ought to be taught and ac-
cepted in modern times the saints worked hard to establish
the concept of the unchangeability of the gospel which in
the context of mormon periodical literature as a whole seems
to have been mainly intended to winwin converts to mormonism
by showing that all other religions failed to believe this
basic doctrine of the uniformity of the gospel in all dispensa
tionseions and were hence perverted gospels

marvinarvin S hah1hill11 the role of christian primitivism in the origin and
development of the mormon kingdom 183018441830 1844 phd dissertation uni-
versity of chicago 1968 see also hill s article the shaping of the mormon
mind in new england and new york BYU studies 93513529351 352 spring
1969

sidneykidneymidney rigdon the gospel no V latter day saints messenger and
advocate 171 february 1835 hereafter cited as MA alexander cheney
the gospel MA 2498 may 1837 W W phelps the gospel the

evening and the morning star 182 83april 1833 hereafter cited as EMS
and many other references
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in presenting the idea that the gospel had been and must
always be what it was in christ s day there was a need to
back up mormon claims with references to authoritative
sources three tools for convincing the world of the uni-
formity of the gospel as well as of other mormon doctrines
were used the bible a reasoned common sense and the
revelations given to joseph smith preference was given to
the three in this same order reasoning based upon the bible
would have more effect on the non mormon reader than
would arguments drawn from an unfamiliar and suspicious
work like the book of mormon the book of mormon might
have been a favorite missionary tool as has often been sug-
gested but mormon writers certainly tended to favor argu-
ments from the bible when trying to deal with sectarian ideas
at least in that way both mormon and non mormon could
start from a common position 5

not only were latter day saints likely to draw their argu-
ments from the bible for pragmatic reasons they had divine
sanction for doing so note the following instruction to
sidney rigdon in a revelation given by joseph smith in de-
cember 1830 thou shalt preach my gospel and call on
the holy prophets to prove his joseph s words as they shall
be given him 6

although for purposes of discussion the mormonscormons might
choose to reason from the bible they also hadhd revelations as-
serting that the gospel has always been the same which were
a good deal clearer than the old testament passages upon
which they relied joseph smith s revision of the bible teaches
at some length that adam enoch and noah had the gospel
and that it consisted of faith repentance baptism in the name
of christ for the remission of sins and the reception of the
gift of the holy ghost 7 however it would seem that the
mormonscormons would have been believers in the antiquity and uni-
formity of the gospel even without these explicit statements
from joseph smith mormon writers were convinced of the

see eg the atlas article MA 2302 april 1836 W A cowdery
to the editor EMS 121 november 1834

doctrine and covenants of the church of latter day saints kirtland
1835 EMS p 117

see joseph smiths new translation of the bible independence
1970 ppap 356835 68 these passages from the bible revision were published in
the EMS during W W phelps editorship EMS 11819118 19 737573 75 818381 83 august
1832 and march 1833
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truth and plainness of the bible in line with their assump-
tions they expected the plan of salvation to be uniform the
old and new testaments ought to present the same message

an interesting aspect of the mormon idea of gospel uni-
formity is the way in which the lives and merits of certain
biblical figures were often used to authoritatively demonstrate
lasting gospel values mormonscormons frequently cited writings of
the prophets and apostles but it was largely the old testa-
ment patriarchs who were chosen to personify gospel principles
the ten men most frequently discussed were adam abel
cain enoch noah melchizedek abraham joseph moses
and elijah their experiences served to typify the following
mormon tenets man receiving by revelation the divine gospel
of jesus christ the uniformity and antiquity of the gospel
the princely role of adam the offering in righteousness the
heritage of persecution the treachery of apostates who rebel
against the light of god the perfectibility of man the gather-
ing of the elect in preparation for the second coming and the
triumph of the saints the future millennial state to be enjoyed
by the earth the warning to be given the wicked prior to
the great day of destruction the importance of contemporary
revelation and prophets the necessity of possessing proper
authority and priesthood in order to act for god the im-
portance of the covenant relationship of god with israel
adoption into the seed of abraham the doctrine of the elect
the book of mormon as the record of joseph the penalty
suffered for apostasy and the sending of heavenly messengers
to restore the truth to the earth A better compendium of
early mormon doctrine can hardly be imagined and the mor-
mon found all this taught and symbolized by the lives of ten
figures from the old testament

MORMON literalism
the veneration for the bible felt by mormonscormons led the

saints to put great stock in the scriptures the bible was to
be understood literally for mormonscormons of the 1830s the literal
view of the scriptures involved several accepted assumptions
the meaning of the various books was both clear and con-
sistentsistent historical accounts were accurate and factual biblical
prophecies were to be fulfilled exactly as written and many
parts of the bible were of direct application to modern times
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there was thus no need to seek some hidden or allegorical mean-
ing which might lie behind the words of the book rather the
message of the bible lay on the surface to be discovered and
readily understood by any man possessed of an average amount
of common sense

this approach to the bible which in recent times has been
labeled fundamentalist could be illustrated in terms of
the mormon view of the new testament church with refer-
ence to historical portions of the old testament or in terms
of the saints approach to biblical prophecies let me use the
last of these three as an example four assumptions governed
mormon thought concerning the prophetic statements of the
bible the prophets were inspired men who knew what they
were talking about prophetic language was clear enough to
be understood the prophecies were to be fulfilled literally
and much of what the prophets said in ancient times about
the future was intended to refer to the nineteenth century
other churches were frequently criticized for spiritualizingspiritual izing
the prophecies by claiming that they were to be fulfilled
in some figurative sense mormonscormons argued that whatever was
predicted would occur exactly as the prophet had said it
would joseph smith went so far as to say that the mormonscormons
believed what the bible foretold while the sects of the day
only held to interpretations of the book the mormonscormons
claimed to be so literal in their reading and the bible so
clear in its meaning that there was little room for error in
their perception of god s plan for the future as revealed in
holy writ 6 mormon preachers limited their assertions
to those capable of support from the bible always striving
to adhere to the text as closely as possible the saints invited
their hearers to examine the passages cited with full confidence
that the straight forward consistency of the bible could be
counted on to sway the sincere mind 9

many persons found this approach compelling the jour

sidney rigdon faith of the church of christ EMS 2153 may 1834
joseph smith elders journal of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 14243142 43 july 1838 hereafter cited as efel

parley P pratt A voice of warning new york 1837 chapter
1 cf rigdon faith of church of christ EMS 2145 april 1834
W W phelps preach the word EMS 191 may 1833 prophecy of
zephaniah EMS 2133 140141140 l4llal february and march 1834 W A cow-
dery to the editor letter no 2 MA 1113 may 1835 synopsis of an ad-
dress by sidney rigdon printed in the ohio free press MA 2314 may 1836

signs in the heavens EMS 2116 december 1833
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nals of many converts show that they were seeking a common
sense church which followed the new testament pattern A
missionary reporting the success of his labors noted that when-
ever ministers of other faiths met him on bible ground
their influence suffered 10

periodical literature extant from the early days of the
modern church shows that the saints made both doctrinal and
1 nondoctrinalnon doctrinal uses of biblical teachings and phraseology
writers saw biblical situations being repeated in the mormon
experience and drew such analogies to the attention of their
readers sidney rigdon noted for example that john the
baptist the harbinger of christ had pointed to the master
who was to follow after him and suggested that alexander
campbell s millennial harbinger ought to point to something
or other too the image of the mob at ephesus shouting
great is diana of the ephesians was used to typify the up-

roar caused by ministers of the various sects in response to the
mormon attack upon the ministerial livelihood parley P
pratt to present a final example called a convert a good old
cornelious 11

As can be seen the mormon writer was so familiar with
the bible that he often illustrated his points by referring to
scripture A parallel nondoctrinalnon doctrinal use of the bible resulted
from the mormon tendency to slip into biblical phraseology
oliver cowdery s remark to his brother that had certain men
traveling with him in the east been as eager for the kingdom
of god as they were for dinner they would take it by
force illustrates the way in which the bible could be cited
without any intention of comparing the present to the biblical
situation simply because the words were both familiar and
fortunate 12

ANALYSIS OF BIBLICAL PASSAGES USED

but more significant than these more casual comparisons
were the doctrinal explications based upon biblical passages
in order to determine which books of the bible and which
portions of them latter day saints were fond of citing the

egg james holts journal in our pioneer heritage salt lake city
1970 13469 john gregg to the editor EMS 2192 september 1834 cf
extract from the brookvilleBroo kville enquirer in MA 177 february 1835

EMS 21261272126 127 january 1834 MA 33963973396 397 october 1836 EJ
18918 9 october 1837

12MA 3386ff october 1836 the scripture cited is matthew 1112
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passages used inin the church periodicals between 1832 and
1838 to establish doctrine as distinguished from other uses
of the bible just discussed were identified as far as possible
and tabulated table I11 gives the results of this tabulation
for the three periodicals published during the period each
volume of the three journals being tabulated separately fol-
lowed by the total for the sixsix year period the first figure
given represents the number of passages cited while that be-
low it shows this number as a percentage of the total number
of passages tabulated inin that particular column

in view of the large number of articles of so many different
kinds being considered it might be useful for the reader to
know how this tabulation compares with a similar analysis
of a unified doctrinal work parley P pratt s A voice of
warning published in 1837 would seem to be suitable for
this purpose and the scriptures used therein are tabulated in
the last column on the right in table 1

NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES

the early latter day saints emphasized the new testament
during the period being considered some 762 or 63 percent

TABLE I11
SOURCE OF BIBLE PASSAGES USED FOR DOCTRINAL

PURPOSES IN MORMON periodical
literature 183218381832 1838

EMS EMSFMS MA MA MA EJ 6 year
v I11 vvav22 vvlI1 vvav22 Vvav33 vvlI1 total pratt
32332 3 33433 4 34534 5 35635366 6 36736 7 37837 8 32832 8 37

genesis 6 2 17 6 5 0 36 9
31 08 48 42 26026 0 30 51

other pentateuch 17 7 io10 5 4 0 44 2
8.888888 8 282 8 282 8 353 5 2.121212 1 1.313131 3 3.636363 6 1.111li111 1

Ilisthistoricalorical books 5 4 4 2 1 0 16 11
2 6 1.616iglg1 6 11 1.4141 4 0 5 0 1.3131 3 6.262626 2

writings 18 8 26 7 13 2 74 7
9.393939 3 3.333333 3 7.373737 3 494 9 6.767676 7 2.525252 5 6.161glgi6 1 3.939393 9

major prophets 48 37 40 27 26 5 183 36
248 150 112 190 135 63 151 202

minor prophets 23 32 22 8 8 3 96 14
11911.9ilg11 9 13013 0 626 2 565.6gg665 6 41 383 8 7.979797 9 7.979797 9

gospels and acts 35 64 125 40 54 27 345 49
181800 260 350 282 22808 0 342 285 275

pauls letters 25 61 85 38 58 33 300 35
12912.912912 9 24824.824824 8 23823.823823 8 26826 8 30030.030030 0 41.841841841 8 24724 7 19.719719719 7

other letters 9 18 9 4 19 4 63 6
464.6464 6 7.373737 3 252 5 282 8 9.999gg999 9 51 5.252525 2 3.434343 4

revelation 8 13 19 5 5 4 54 9
4.141414 1 5.353535 3 3.535353 5 355035703 5 262 6 5.151515 1 454.5454 5 5.151515 1

old testament 117 90 119 55 57 11 449 79
603 366 333 387 296 139 370 444

new testament 77 156 238 87 136 68 762 99

397 634 667 613 704 861 630030 556
other scriptures 105 14 13 20 3 5 160 5
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of the scriptures used in the periodicals were drawn from the
new testament this reflects the desire to present the scrip-
tural pattern for the gospel and the church of christ whose
basis is to be found almost entirely in the new testament
pratt s voice of warning is useful in demonstrating that mor-
mon challenges to doctrines of other churches tended to center
around new testament passages in a chapter contrasting
church and gospel scriptures with sectarian perversions of
the same verses all the passages cited with one exception
came from the new testament

table 2 shows which specific new testament passages
were cited most frequently eighteen of the twenty seven
new testament books account for 94 percent of all new
testament passages LDS writers drew from roughly three
quarters of the chapters of the new testament while that
might imply a fairly even coverage of these books this does
not prove to be so the fifty nine specific passages listed as
being most frequently used are drawn from only fifty four
chapters and yet account for more than half of all the new
testament passages used thus mormon use of the new
testament was only superficially thorough actually the saints
concentrated on certain key passages

while the sources of mormon scriptural references are
of interest more useful to the historian is the analysis of the
content of those passages most frequently used table 3

breaks down the fifty nine specific passages listed in table 2
according to subject matter as seen by mormonscormonsMormons

this tabulation shows that the new testament passages
used generally stress one or more of four themes

1 primitive church pattern most often scripture was
used to show the pattern for the proper organization and basic
doctrines which characterize the church of christ with special
emphasis on the doctrines of faith in christ repentance bap-
tism and the gift of the holy ghost as well as the spiritual
gifts which are bestowed upon the faithful the scriptural
pattern as understood by the latter day saints was seen to
be identical with their own church polity passages asserting
that there is only one true pattern for church and gospel were
used frequently to enhance the authority of mormonism as well
as to challenge other systems of christianity

2 apostasy and restoration the new testament was



TABLE 2
THE selectivity OF MORMON SCRIPTURE USE

EIGHTEEN NEW TESTAMENT BOOKS
MOST frequently CITED

times chapters chaperschafers specific passages tintimesnes
usedaused in book used used Ffrequently Ususeded

matthew 106 28 23 mt 55 3

77 8 3

715 16 3

2818 20 9 54154
2334 38 3

24 19
2521 23 5

2534 3

1615 19 6

mark 25 16 9 mk 1614 19 14 14114

luke 32 24 13 lk 1 32 33 3

2124 27 5

2439 50 9 17117

john 69 21 17 jn 35 4
1411 19 6
1522 26 5

166 16 7
1710 24 7 29291

acts 94 31 20 acts 11 8 4
19 11 7

214 22 5

233 39 12

319 25 10
817 18 5

1044 48 3

191 6 5

2028 30 3 54154
romans 44 16 12 rom 116 5

10 5

1119 28 12
154 4 26126

I1 corinthians 57 16 12 1I cor 125 27 3

26 10 6
12 11
13 10
1433 3

151 8 4 57137371
galatians 32 6 3 gal 16 12 14

363699 8
326 28 4 26

ephesians 35 6 6 eph 13 11 9
411 17 13 22122

colossians 8 4 3 col 28 9 3 313
1I thessaloniansThessalonians 8 5 4 1I th 413 17 3 313

II11 thessaloniansThessalonians 9 3 2 11II th 2 7 7

11II timothy 26 4 4 11II tim 19 10 3

31 5 8

41 7 9 20
hebrews 46 13 11 heb 11 16 igl16116
james 15 5 3 jas 115 17 6

127 4 iollol10110
II11 peter 21 3 3 11II P 120 21 6

21 7 7 r
31 7 5 18

jude 8 1 1 jude 141514 15 7 771
revelation 52 22 17 rev 146 7 3

1910 3
20 6
2217 19 3 15

687 221 162 378

awherewhereadhere identifiable by chapter
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TABLE 3

classification OF NEW TESTAMENT
PASSAGES frequently USED

timesrimes
Ppassagesassuagesassages used

1 the true church
first principles 10 73
redemption through christ 2 12
only one gospel any other doctrine

not of god 7 31
spiritual gifts given to faithful 8 53
pattern for church organization 3 30

subtotal 30 199
2 the gospel and the world

apostasy
mankind to forsake true gospel 4 29
faithful to be hated and persecuted 2 8
false prophets to come 3 13
warning against vain philosophies 1 3

partial subtotal 10 53

restoration of gospel 3 17
saints called to preach gospel 5 35

subtotal 18 105
3 millennialism eschatological doctrines

second coming of christ 8 62
resurrection and immortality 6 33
judgment 4 25
reward of the faithful 4 17

subtotal 22 137

4 uniformity of the gospel links be-
tween old and new testaments

god does not vary 1 6
fulfillment of inspired prophecy 4 30
gospel and the patriarchs 4 38
faifthful adopted into israel 6 43
christ to reign over israel 1 3

subtotal 16 120

5 christian living 2 14
6 scripture 3 13

grand total & 91 588

totals are higher than table 2 figures as many passages fit several categories
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employed to show that an apostasy from the true church of
christ and a subsequent restoration of the gospel to mankind
had been foreseen by jesus and his apostles the greater
emphasis was placed on the theme of apostasy as it provided
theraisonthe raison d etre for mormon restorationism the new testa-
ment was also seen as calling members of the true church to
take the message of the restored gospel to all peoples as well
as predicting that they could expect to be hated and persecuted
for doing so

3 millennialismMillenmalism mormonscormons also used frequently those
new testament passages dealing with the second coming of
christ and the end of the world not only were the signs
of the times referred to but mormon editors especially
W W phelps often cited contemporary news stories as evi-
dence that the signs foretold by jesus had appeared passages
relating to the resurrection and the respective rewards of the
wicked and the faithful were also often cited

4 uniformity of the gospel while mormon logic dic-
tated that the existence of a church set up by the son of god
meant that such a church should be the pattern for christs
church through all time other elements of the new testament
were also emphasized to demonstrate that the gospel had al-
ways been the same the latter day saints were fond of using
pauline passages which suggest that the christian faithful
are adopted into the old testament house of israel and
that christ will reign over israel passages implying that old
testament prophets and patriarchs knew of jesus christ and
his gospel were often quoted as were others asserting that the
church had fulfilled the messianic predictions of the hebrew
prophets

three of these four themes were polemical tools in the
mormon struggle to win converts away from the perverted
forms of christianity found in other churches the idea that
there was a set form that christianity should follow that man-
kind had deviated from that pattern and that the gospel in
past times had followed the new testament norm prescribed
by mormon writers were all scriptural defenses of the mor-
mon claim to be the true church of christ and the only earthly
vehicle of salvation mormonscormons aimed these new testament
arguments at a world deeply impressed by the authority of
the bible that the challenge to other religions was a power
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ful one is indicated in part by the conversion of so many bible
reading americans to mormonism as well as by the violent
opposition to the new church on the part of many american
protestants

OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES

table I11 shows that only 37 percent of the biblical passages
used by mormonscormons were drawn from the old testament yet
the fact that the old testament was in a way overshadowed
by the new should not lead one to think it unimportant in
mormon thought for example one volume of the evening
and the morning star used more old testament passages than
new testament references published on the missouri fron-
tier away from the learned men of the east and debates
with other churches the star in its first year gave special em-
phasis to millennial themes most of the documentation for
articles dealing with the gathering the second coming and
similar themes came from the old testament and from the
new revelations given the church through joseph smith pratt s
book also cited a higher percentage of old testament passages
than did the mormon periodicals over the period this also
resulted from the writer s special emphasis on millennial
themes the old testament throughout the period served if
not as the source then at least as a reinforcement of mormon
millennialism

table 4 shows which passages from the old testament
were cited most often fifteen of the thirty nine old testa-
ment books provided 93 percent of all identifiable old testa-
ment passages used fewer than one in six old testament
chapters were drawn upon by mormon writers indicating that
the saints were more selective with regard to the old testa-
ment than they were with the new this impression isis
strengthened by noting that the fifty three specific passages
listed which account for roughly one half of all old testa-
ment passages used were drawn from only five percent of
the book s chapters the saints limited their total use of the
old testament to a small fraction of the volume while those
passages seen as important enough to be used repeatedly were
drawn from an even more limited portion of the work

table 5 categorizes the fifty three specific passages listed in
table 4 according to subject matter as perceived by the mor
mons three major themes recur



TABLE 4
THE selectivity OF MORMON SCRIPTURE USE

FIFTEEN OLD TESTAMENT BOOKS
MOST frequently USED

times chapters chaperschafers specificic passages timestiniesles
used in book used used frequently usedUs d

genesis 31 50 18 gen 69 2

17 4
4849 6 12

exodus 8 40 6 ex 195 6 2
20 2 414

deuteronomy 26 34 12 dt 427 34 3

1815 19 5

28 33 15 23123
job 10 42 3 job 1923 29 8 8
psalms 52 150 34 Ps 27 2

142 3 3

503 5 2

8511 12 2
1056 10 2
144 4 15115

isaiah 116 66 38 isa 1 2

21 4 7
42 6 2
714 2

1111ilililli11111616 9
18 2
2416 23 6
288 23 3

294 14 3
351 10 7
436 3
45.4454454 2

527 8 4
533 10 4
5919 20 3
602 4
6217 5
6618 20 2 170170

jeremiah 28 48 11 jer 3123121818 2
161416141919 4
237 8 5

311 20 4
3133 34 2 17117

ezekiel 18 48 7 ezek 37 8 8
daniel 17 12 4 dan 2442444545 6

79 13 4
joel 17 3 2 121 2 12

jlji 228228522283232 12
316 21 2 14114

amos 6 9 3 amos 37 4 4
micah 9 7 3 mic 41 7 5

51 2 3 818
zephaniah 5 3 3 zeph 38 20 5 515
zechariah 15 14 6 zech 105 12 4

142 5 5 919
malachi 10 4 2 mal 36 3

38 12 2
41 2 717

368 530 150
passage identifiable by chapter
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TABLE 5

classification OF OLD TESTAMENT
PASSAGES frequently USED

times
passages used

1 millennial prophecies
gathering of israel 11 44
kingdom of god to be established 2 9
israel to be purified 2 4
spirit to be poured out in last days 1 12
apostasy of mankind in last days 2 7
destruction of wicked 5 19
ancient of days to come 2 6
second coming of christ 4 19
restoration of jerusalem 1 5

conditions during millennium 7 27

subtotal 5737 152
2 uniformity of the gospel

predictions about christ 10 43
patriarchs 4 13
necessity of having prophets 1 4
invariability of god 1 3

subtotal 16 63
3 israel

covenant called to be holy nation 7 19
tyttitttlT tl T lqblessings given israelaisrael 2 21

subtotal 9 40
4 book of mormon foreseen 3 13
5 miscellaneous

beauty of message of salvation 1 4
ten commandments 1 2

tithes and offerings 1 2

grand total b 68 276

passages also seen as having millennial overtones
totals are higher than in table 4 as some passages fit more than one
category

1 1 millennialismMillen malism the greatest number of passages used
were prophecies dealing with the events to precede the day
of the lord these were cited to inform the world and the
church membership of the gathering of israel to be followed
by the destruction of the wicked the second coming of christ
and the savior s millennial reign on earth
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2 gospel uniformity many passages were used to
show that the prophets knew of christ long before his birth
other passages cited were seen to indicate or imply that the
patriarchs were also aware of christianity prior to the christian
era

3 special role of israel A third class of passages were
cited to explain the place that israel had in history as god s

chosen people the covenants made by god with the patri-
archs were emphasized as were the blessings to be enjoyed
by israel if faithful

aside from the predictions regarding the messiah to come
the selection of old testament passages reflects the mormonscormonsMormons
interest in the last days rising out of their belief that their
day would see the fulfillment of the millennial prophecies of
the old testament god was about to set his hand a second
time to fulfill the covenant made with his chosen people
israel and to carry out the promises made through his proph-
ets in the old testament the mormonscormons saw as clear a picture
of their own times and of their immediate future as though
it were one of the revelations of their own prophet

reinforcing EFFECT OF OTHER MORMON scriptures
also important is the way in which the new volumes of

scriptures produced through joseph smith reinforced mormon
interpretations of the bible the book of mormon and the reve-
lationslatiobations of joseph smith are based upon the same assumptions
about the scriptures the gospel and the church as those which
governed the thoughts of joseph smith his fellow mormonscormonsMormons
and indeed many other evangelical christians of the time
mormon extra biblical scriptures emphasize millennialist
themes accept the uniformity of church and gospel through
all periods of history and persuade the reader to interpret the
scriptures literally whatever thediedle source of joseph smith s

writings once in print the new mormon scriptures reinforced
LIDSLDSliisllis interpretations of the bible and the gospel of jesus
christ

not only did the content of the new mormon scriptures re-
inforce mormon views but analysis of the passages cited
from them by the saints in their periodical literature shows
that they appreciated this fact the book of mormon and
the portion of joseph smith s revision of the bible now known
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as the book of moses were frequently used to show that the
gospel had always been the same as that preached by the
mormonscormonsMormons while the doctrine and covenants used also for
this purpose served dramatically to strengthen mormon mil-
lennialistlennialist emphases

whether the frequent use of biblical passages should be
viewed as the effort of early LDS leaders to reassure them-
selves and the world post facto as to the validity of mormon
doctrines or whether the bible should be seen as the primary
source of latter day saint ideas is a point which deserves
further examination whichever alternative is true it cannot
be disputed that the bible was the prime authority to which
mormonscormons looked for affirmation of their doctrinal assertions
in the first decade of mormon intellectual history



the saints and st louis 183118571831 1857
an oasis of tolerance and security

stanley B kimball

although surrounded by apostates we feel per-
fectly safe inin the midst of an enlightened people who alike
know how to appreciate political liberty and religious free-
dom

conference resolution 10 feb 1845

this city has beananbeenanbeen an asylum for our people from fifteen
to twenty years there isis probably no city inin the world
where the latter day saints are more respected and where
they may sooner obtain an outfit for utah the hand
of the lord isis in these things

st louis luminaryLummary 3 feb 1855

during most of the nineteenth century st louis was the
hub of trade and culture for the great western waterway
system of the upper and lower mississippi ohio missouri
and illinois rivers founded by the french in 1764 st louis
was by the time the mormonscormons first visited it a sixty seven
year old settlement a nine year old city a young giant des-
tined to become the fourth city of our country by the end
of the century throughout the missouri and illinois periods
of the church up to the coming of the railroad to utah in
1869 and beyond st louis was the most important non
mormon city inin church history

it became not only an oasis of tolerance and security for
the mormonscormonsMormons but a self sufficient city never fully identified
or connected with rural missouri or with nearbynear by illinois

dr kimball professor of history at southern illinois university at edwards
ville works in two fields of historical research east european and mormon
he has studied widely in church origins and is a former board member of the
mormon history association
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areas it considered backward and inferior this is one rea-
son why st louis never condoned nor participated in the
missouri or illinois persecution of the mormonscormonsMormons

st louis has played two important roles in mormon his-
tory as a city of refuge and as an emigrant center As a
large and tolerant city it gave protection to mormonscormons in the
1830s when they fled persecution in western missouri and
to the refugees from illinois mobs in the mid 1840s the
first wave of convert emigrants from europe passed through
the city in april 1841 and until at least 1855 the main route
for thousands of european converts to nauvoo illinois and
later to utah was via st louis

in 1949 the st louis post dispatch summed up the mor-
mon experience in st louis very well when it printed it
was the only town in the middle west large enough to give
the saints some degree of anonymity cosmopolitan enough
to be tolerant of the new and strange religion and prosperous
enough to provide work for newcomers 1

although the history of the church in st louis is episodic
and the sources scanty 2 many interesting and important events
took place there almost every major church leader of the
period was connected with the church in st louis there
were the prophets and apostles joseph smith brigham young
heber C kimball john taylor parley P pratt sidney rig-
don oliver cowdery martin harris frederick G williams
willard richards charles C rich franklin D richards ezra
taft benson george A smith erastus snow abraham 0

fromrom a feature story on the st louis stake by dickson terry 2 june
1949

understandably then the three short accounts of the church in st louis
S A burgess st louis in the early history of the church journal of

history 1737611737 61 january 192411924 louise linton salmon st louis in the
story of the church the improvement era november 1954119 54 ppap 788-
789 830831830 831 and kate B carter compiler the cormonsmormons in st louis salt
lake city daughters of the utah pioneers 1962 are sketchy episodic and
not well documented

other than the manuscript history of missouri counties and settlements
183818561838 1856 and nine skimpy volumes of st louis branch records in the church
historian s office in salt lake city there is little else recorded in salt lake
city or in st louis I1 found the st louis press especially helpful two
mormon newspapers the st louis luminary for the period november 1854
december 1855 and the times and seasons parley P pratt ed autobiog-
raphy of parley parker pratt 6thath ed salt lake city 1966 and andrew karl
larson s erastus snow salt lake city 1971 were also of some value it
must be admitted that this present attempt to synthesize and interpret the his-
tory of the church in st louis has had to be fleshed out by what I1 trust is
judicious conjecture
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smoot orson pratt jedediah M grant orson hyde orson
spencer amasa lyman moses thatcher and other leaders
such as peter whitmer jr edward partridge W W phelps
A S gilbert newel knight david patton newel K whit-
ney william clayton john M bernhisel and richard ballan-
tine emma smith made at least two visits to the city on
behalf of joseph and orrin porter rockwell was arrested
there

it was also in the words of a local saint in 1846 the
first place where apostates vomit their venom and explode
their spleen 3 a reference to the trend of dissatisfied and ex-
communicated mormonscormons to settle in st louis and especially
to the anti mormon activities of sidney rigdon william
smith john C bennett and oliver olney after their excom-
municationmunication in passing it may be noted that charles B thomp-
son the baneemytes lived and published in st louis 1847-
1848 that joseph morris the morrisitesMorri sites lived in st louis
for at least two years 185118521851 1852 and that a colony of the
brewesteritesBrewesterites followers of john E brewester settled in st
louis for a season 4

other interesting and important events connected with the
church in st louis include the publication of william clay-
ton s emigrants guide and the establishing of a mormon
newspaper the st louis luminary as well as the funerals of
william clayton s father thomas elder orson spencer
and andrew L lamoreaux onetimeone time president of the french
mission public solicitationssolicitations to aid destitute mormon exiles
the organization of a lyceum the organization of the first
stake outside of utah the exhibiting of the joseph smith
egyptian mummies and papyri and the casting of the font
of type for the deseret alphabet

the church inin st louis grew from a small colony to a
large stake which included all or parts of five states missouri
illinois iowa indiana and kansas territory its early history
can conveniently be divided into the following periods the
colony 183318431833 1843 the branch 184418471844 1847 the district 1847-

3millennial star 1 may 1846 see also note 36
although conventconvert emigrants from europe were routinely warned to

beware of the apostate spiritspirlspirit that reigns in this city the local mormonscormons con-
sidered st louis as an asylum st louis luminary 3 february 1855 martha
brotherton who claimed that both joseph smith and brigham young wanted
her for a plural wife went to st louis where she published her versiversionon of
what was wrong inin nauvoo in the st louis bulletin 15 july 1842
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1854 and the stake 185418571854 1857 discontinued reestablished
1958

THE COLONY 183318431833 1843
less than one year after the organization of the church on

6 april 1830 the first mormonscormons passed through st louis
in obedience to a commandment doctrine and covenants
28 to take the gospel to the lamanitesLamanites on the western
frontier consequently in october 1830 four missionaries
oliver cowdery parley P pratt peter whitmer jr and
ziba peterson left fayette new york on foot for western
missouri they traveled via kirtland ohio where frederick
G williams joined them to cincinnati where they boarded
a steamer for st louis ice at the mouth of the ohio how-
ever forced them to walk the remaining 200 miles to st
louis sometime during january 1831 they crossed the mis
sisippi on a ferry to the foot of present day market street
and headed west again on foot via st charles to independ-
ence missouri during the short layover in st louis and vi-
cinity they did some preaching and made some friends if not
converts

elder pratt recorded the following about this journey

we halted for a few days in illinois about twenty miles
from st louis although in the midst of strangers we
were kindly entertained found many friends and preached
to large congregations inin several neighborhoods

in the beginning of 1831 we renewed our journey and
passing through st louis and st charles we traveled on foot
for three hundred miles to independence missouri

5

the following february elder pratt returned east to report
to joseph smith on the mission he records the following in
nine days I1 arrived at st louis I1 spent a few days with
a friend in the country at the same place we had tarried on
the way out and then took a steamer in st louis bound for
cincinnati 6

that june joseph smith and others passed through st
louis enroute to independence and were soon followed by the

pratt autobiography p 52
ibid p 58 of all church leaders pratt was the one most closely identi-

fied with st louis he visited the city often until his death in 1857
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whole colevilleColeville new york branch of about sixty members
which stayed in st louis during 131813 18 june before proceeding
to independence on a boat up the missouri in 1832 joseph
smith again passed through enroute to independence and
parley pratt was there several times in february or march
pratt and john murdock held some formal meetings in st
louis 7

by 1833 as a result of missionary activity and missouri
mobs there was a small group or colony of mormonscormons in st
louis throughout the rest of the decade st louis received
informal visits from missionaries 8

in march 1837 charles C rich the future apostle was
in st louis from his home in independence while there he
wrote to a miss sarah D pea of belleville illinois and began
courting her by mail they had never met but had been
highly recommended to each other by missionaries they were
married the following february in independence 9

the journal of sarah pea rich tells us something of early
missionary work in madison and st clair counties just east
of st louis in illinois an area which then and now was part
of the st louis church area she records that during the
summer of 1835 two mormon elders came to preach at her
father s house nine miles from belleville apparently the
elders were enroute from missouri to ohio later on 15 dec-
ember sarah was baptized when the same two elders returned
and succeeded in building up a branch of some seventy mem-
bers including sarah s father mother and sister

in 1838 the st louis press began to take some notice of
murdock s wife had died in 1831 after giving birth to twins the twins

emma smith bore on that same day died and she and joseph adopted the
murdock twins one of these twins julia later married a john middleton
and lived in st louis during the early 1870s see julias letter to emma
smith in the emma smith bidamon papers in the huntington library

missionaries had also visited union missouri which is today part of the
st louis stake see evening and morning star february 1833

this pretty little story comes from russell R rich those who would
be leaders provoprovoprove utah 1963 ppap 787 8 charles got right to the point in
his first letter 1I will let you know the reason of my boldness in writing to
you it is because elder G M hinkle and others have highly recommended
you as being worthy of my attention I1 should be happy to get a
good companion and I1 should be very happy to see you and converse
with you on the subject

sarah s reaction to this forward approach was 1I was truly struck with
wonder and surprise and could not help but think the hand of the
lord had something to do in this matter journal of sarah pea rich see
also john henry evans charles coulson rich new york 1963 ppap
274327 43
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the mormon question 10 on 8 november the st louis daily
evening gazette briefly reported on troubles in the western
part of the state and on 20 december the missouri argus ex-
pressed sympathy for the mormonscormons and their sufferings that
december when john morrill a mormon state representa-
tive from caldwell county presented a petition to the state
legislature for protection henry S geyer of st louis and
another member of the legislature staunchly defended the
mormonscormons and threatened to leave the state if the mormonscormons
were driven out A noble but futile gesturegesture1111

during the subsequent expulsion of the mormonscormons from
missouri throughout the winter of 183818391838 1839 a number of
leading newspapers in st louis supported the mormonscormons and
condemned gov lilburn W boggs such efforts did the mor
mons of western missouri no good but it may be one reason
why no mormonscormons in st louis were expelled some of the
citizens of st louis held meetings to raise funds to assist the
destitute exiles 12

soon after the removal of the mormonscormons to nauvoo illi-
nois the results of the british mission opened in 1837 were
felt in st louis the first emigrant group passed through

1I have collected 690 references to the mormonscormons in the st louis press
for the period of 183918481839 1848 alone most however refer to events in nauvoo

corrill important in church affairs in missouri later apostatized and
was excommunicated 17 march 1839 that same year in st louis he pub-
lished a booklet entitled A brief history of the church of latter day saints

in which he gave his reasons for having left the mormonscormonsMormons geyer was
one of the best lawyers and statesmen missouri ever had he was active in
state politics from 1818 and served in the US senate from 1851 to 1857

corrill s work was the first in a small corpus of early st louis mormon
imprints others which followed are elder john lee an attempt to prove
the propriety and utility of saints washing one anothersAn others feet 1841
elder orson hyde missouri persecutions 1842 james H hunt A history
of the mormon war 1844 george T davis an authentic account
of the massacre of joseph smith 1844 james H hunt mormonism

1844 G W westbrook the cormonsmormons inin illinois 1844 oliver
olney spiritual liferywifery at nauvoo exposed 1845 josiah B con-
vers A brief history of the leading cause of the hancock mohmob in
1841 1846 charles B thompson baneemy 1848 william
clayton emigrants guide 1848 and the newspaper the st louis
luminary 185418551854 1855

some of these publications are listed in the incomplete the american
imprints inventory no I1 A preliminary check list of missouri imprints
1808185080818501808808 1850 washington DC 1937 others are listed in dale morgan s
A bibliography of the churches of the dispensation western humanities

review vol 7 no 3 summer 1953 ppap 107181107 181 and russell R rich
those who would be leaders mimeographed provo utah 1963

the daily evening gazette of 22 january 1839 even suggested that
some of the newly arrived german emigrants should go to caldwell county
and buy out the mormonscormonsMormons
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in april 1841 throughout the nauvoo period and up to
1818555 5 the emigrants came up the mississippi from new orleans
to st louis where it was necessary to change boats to con-
tinue on the upper mississippi to nauvoo while most of the
converts proceeded to nauvoo as quickly as possible some
stopped over in st louis for a variety of reasons the main
one was to work and recoup their finances over the years
so many mormonscormons worked in st louis that in 1855 the sfst
louis luminary reported

st louis is a fine large and flourishing city and has
furnished employment to many hundreds and thousands of
our brethren there are few public buildings of any con-
sideration in this city that our brethren have not taken an
active and prominent part in erecting or ornamenting there
are few factories foundries or mercantile establishments but
they have taken or are taking an active part in establishing
or sustaining 13

consequently the colony prospered
the st louis press began to take increasing notice of the

mormonscormons and printed many generally favorable accounts of
them so much so that on 9 september 1846 the quincy whig
complained that the st louis peoples organ was a bitter
reviler of the anti mormonscormons in september 1841 for example
the st louis atlas printed the following

THE MORMONS an intelligent friend who called
upon us this morning has just returned from a visit to nau-
voo and the mormonscormons he believes just as we do
that they have been grossly misunderstood and shamefully
libeledlabeled the people are very enterprising industrious and
thrifty they are at least quite as honest as the rest of
us their religion isis a peculiar one but it isis a faith
which they say encourages no vice at this moment
they present the appearance of an enterprising industrious
sober and thrifty population such a population indeed as
in the respects just mentioned have no rivals east and we
rather guess not even west of the mississippi 14

further evidence of the maturity and fairness of the st
louis press was the calm way it responded to the bennett

13 3 february 1855
4reprinted in the 1 october 1841 issue of the times and seasons the

official mormon newspaper in nauvoo illinois on the preceding 15 may
the times and seasons had reprinted another article from the st louis pen-
nant and native american As the name suggests this organ was anti emigrant
and its comments about this fanatic tribe and wretched creatures which
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11 exposesexpos6s of 184218431842 1843 john C bennett former mayor of
nauvoo was excommunicated in may 1842 for immorality
he hurriedly went to st louis to publish a book the history
of the saints and to seek his fame and fortune two st louis
newspapers however took a dim view of his efforts the
st louis gazette for example was entirely opposed to the
publication of any book on nauvoo seduction as a great deal
of money has been made by the sale of documents and papers
pretending to give accounts of the latter day saints the
missouri reporter commented we confess however that we
place no great confidence in the statements of bennett rig-
don & co and was suspicious of why bennett did not at-
tack the mormonscormons until after he had been expelled by them 15

such openly expressed negative views may be why bennett
had his book published in boston

six months later in january 18431845 bennett was back in
st louis giving lectures on holy joeismjoeisy alias mormonism
again the press was calm between 19 and 21 of january he
offered three lectures against the mormonscormons in the concert
hall and lyceum hall admission to the first two was 12.5125
cents the third on polygamy cost 25 cents and was too
indelicate for ladies so none were admitted the press re-
strictedstricted its coverage to mere announcements of the lectures
and bennett s paid advertisements 16

although barely mentioned by the st louis press the
arrest of orrin porter rockwell sometime bodyguard to joseph
smith and one of mormondom s most colorful characters in
st louis on 4 march 1843 was an important event on
6 may 1842 an attempt had been made on the life of ex gov
boggs of missouri by an unknown would be assassin rock

arrived from england day before yesterday should not be taken too
seriously

throughout october and november 1843 the peoples daily organ
printed a series of twenty three lampoons of mormon history written in
pseudo book of mormon style the flavor of which may be gained from the
following and it came to pass in the second year of the reign of andrew
whose surname is jackson who judged the people of columbia for they did
have no kings over them that there rose up in those days many prophets and
led much people after them and among the prophets there arose one joseph
whose surname was smith now joseph affirmed that by a revelation from
heaven he was made prophet and leader of a sect to be called latter day
saints

cited in the times and seasons 1 august 1842
according to the peoples organ of 16 and 19 deccemberDeccember 1843 bennett

was back in st louis again this time debating with a dr underhillunderbill on the
subject of mesmerism
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well was immediately suspected of having been commissioned
by joseph to do the job for sometime thereafter rockwell
made himself scarce and apparently went east later during
march 1843 he tried to return to nauvoo in st louis he
was quickly recognized by one elias parker who indicated in
an affidavit that he was the rockwell advertised for in the
papers rockwell was arrested and put in jail for two days 17

the jail was then located on the southeast corner of chest-
nut and sixth streets he was taken to independence to stand
trial escaped was caught and returned to prison when his
trial came up however there was not enough evidence to
convict him and he was released after having spent nine
months in prison

there was a little flurry of missionary activity on the
illinois side of the river in 1843 in january two elders en
route to kentucky had preached in madison county they
later reported they had gone to highland madison county
preached several times and baptized three where by the help
of brother cooper a high priest we organized a branch
consisting of seven members ordained one priest 18 during
a special elders conference in nauvoo on 6 april held for
the purpose of sending elders forth into the vineyard to
build up churches an elder john zundallcundall was sent to
muskootau mascoutahMascoutah st clair county 19 at a similar

conference in july elders G P dykes and samuel brown
were sent to st clair county and elder elisha H groves
was sent to madison county 20 later that year in december
an elder francis M edwards enroute to tennessee laid over
in lebanon st clair county where he baptized eight 21

the sources are almost mute however regarding the
thoughts and activities of the east side mormonscormonsMormons in addition
to the above quoted journal of sarah pea rich we do have
one letter from a matilda R bailey of edwardsvilleEdwardsville madison
county illinois dated 14 february 1842 and addressed to

this is the only incident of a mormon having difficulties with the
law in st louis that I1 have found and it was caused by missouri rather
than st louis officials see rockwell s own account in the millennial star
2251752022517 520 and 535536535 536 see also harold schindler orrin porter rockwell
salt lake city 1966 ppap 8810788 107

times and seasons 1 november 1843
191igiibid191bidbid 1 april 1843 that the april first issue could carry news of a

6 april conference suggests that the issue was late
ibid 15 june 1843
manuscript history of the southern states mission december 1843
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emma smith A few of her lengthy comments bear repeating
among other things she reports 1 I have been in this state
four years without friends and brethren apparently
the east side mormonscormons were not well acquainted with one
another perhaps the most important comment is one regard-
ing joseph duncan the whig candidate for governor of
illinois in 1842 duncan who had already served one term

183618381836 1838 as governor of illinois was no friend of the
mormonscormonsMormons in 1842 he pledged that if elected he would either
exterminate the mormonscormons or drive them from the state the
good people of illinois did not however reelect him matilda
who claimed to have worked for duncan had the following
to say to emma

they say that jo duncan is up for governor if he is
elected I1 say that mobs and destruction await the saints
unless he is a better man than when I1 worked for him
I1 washed and ironed for his family to the amount of six
dollars and seventy five cents and because we lived in a
wretched old house not one cent would he pay me he gave
me the most abusive language that I1 ever heard a man
utter and although they called him governor he did
not appear to me bigger than a skunk nor of any more
importance 22

THE BRANCH 184418471844 1847

apparently it was during the spring of 1844 that the first
formal branch of the church was organized in st louis we
are told something of these events in the biography of thomas
wrigley

we for some time felt afraid of the exterminating
orders23orders23 of governor boggs which were still in force but
our numbers began to increaseincrease in that city and we took
courage and a few met in a private house and organized a
branch but it was sometimes hard work having to con-
tend with the prejudice of the people of the world and every
apostate that left nauvoo came here and did their best to
bring persecution on us

times and seasons 1 june 1842

the so called exterminating order 27 october 1838 was an order
from boggs to general clarkdarkoark and stated in part the mormonscormons must be
treated as enemies and must be exterminated or driven from the state if
necessary for the public good this order is routinely cited from the history
of the church 3175 the ur text however is document containscontaingCon taing the corres-
pondencepondence order &cac in relation to the disturbances with the mormonscormons

fayette missouri 1841 p 61
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A man by the name of small was appointed to preside
over the branch and he turned out to be very small for he
soon backed out and left the church and went after sydney
rigdon the next man appointed to preside was a richard
james riley 24

in the same year one of the earliest stories appeared in the
st louis press about local mormonscormonsMormons on 16 may the peoples
organ reported we understand that a few of the followers
of holy joe have located themselves on morgan now del-
mar st and hold forth in the school house every now and
then A week later the branch was visited by brigham young
heber C kimball and perhaps 100 other elders this sud-
den influx from nauvoo was the result of joseph smith s
decision to campaign for the presidency of the united
states although he knew he had no chance of winning it
did give him a nationwidenation wide audience for his principles and
it also saved him from the awkward necessity of siding with
one party or the other in illinois As it was he alienated both

to stump for him joseph called about 350 able bodied
men to spread throughout the country 25 brigham young and
his group arrived in st louis on 22 may there they called
the church together and instructed them both religiously and
politically heber C kimball recorded that about 300 were
present 26 on the 23rd the group sailed for cincinnati and
the east

instead of being elected joseph was assassinated 27 june
1844 and the st louis press printed many stories condemning
this murder typical of the attitude of the st louis press re-
garding this event is the following statement from the st
louis evening gazette of 1 july THE MURDER OF THE
PROPHET it was murder murder of the most deliberate
cold blooded atrocious and cowardly description

the following september the first victims of illinois law-
lessness began coming to st louis on 15 september the
weekly reveille reported that many mormonscormons have visited
st louis during the week for the purchase of provisions they

carter cormonsmormons in st louis p 497
times and seasons 15 april 1844 six of these men andrew H per-

kins john lowry william G rule william corey 0 M alienallenailen and william
H jordan were dispatched to missouri

heber C kimball journal no 92 may 1844 both kimball and young
had passed through the city once before in july 1842 while enroute east
to collect money for building the temple and the nauvoo house
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state that there is a general combination of illinois and
missouri people against them provisions on their way to
nauvoo are in every case intercepted and the friendly farmers
ill treated the design is to starve them out of the country

sidney rigdon also came to st louis that month but for
a different reason on 8 september he had been excommuni-
cated for his insistence that he should succeed joseph smith
he left almost immediately for pittsburgh his former home
the st louis republican noted that sidney rigdon had ar-
rived on his way to pittsburgh where he would establish a
paper he was still a believer in the doctrine though the
twelve would not allow him to rule 27 apparently he only
laid over between sailings for on 12 september aboard the
mayflower he wrote a long letter which was printed on 16
september by the st louis new era and the peoples organ
he explained his position and why he had left nauvoo he
also announced that orson hyde was in st louis and was
going to preach against him that week

also during that same september what was perhaps the
first mormon conference ever held in st louis took place on
the 29th the new president of the branch at that time was
james riley and the main purpose of the conference was to
sustain the council of the twelve and not sidney rigdon
during this conference a special committee was appointed

to district the city so that the priests and teachers may the
more conveniently attend to their duty and that the poor
and the sick may be attended to and that all things may be
done in order 28 concerning the rigdon question the
trial of rigdon was read before the congregation and then
brother riley addressed the meeting when the question
was put to a vote all but four voted to sustain the twelve

there was a second conference that year on 10 novem-
ber orson hyde was present at this time along with 233
others the largest congregation ever assembled in this city
to hear an elder of the latter day saints preach 29 among
other things elder hyde encouraged the saints to subscribe
to the official mormon newspaper the times and seasons

cited in the burlington hawkeyehawkey e 19 september 1844
times and seasons 1 november 1844 according to the st louis new

era of 10 december 1844 they were meeting opposite the north market
ibid 15 november 1844 someone must have forgotten that at least 300

turned out to hear brigham young and heber C kimball in 1844
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published in nauvoo and called upon all mormonscormons to unite
with the branch apparently not all saints cared to join the
branch for this admonition was given repeatedly by the au-
thoritiesthorities it is reported that during the conference seventeen
members joined with the branch and one convert was baptized

the branch continued to grow and prosper in january
1845 orson hyde returned and delivered a lecture on mor-
monism and things in general at the headquarters next door
to the liberty engine house 30 upon his return to nauvoo
hebe reported that

I1 was highly pleased with the spirit that prevails among
the saints in that place they are united in fellowship they
are one in heart one in faith and one in their resolutions
to serve and honor the lord to uphold the regular author-
ities of the church and listen to the counsel and instruction
of the twelve 31

since the branch president left the church later that year
it is interesting to note what elder hyde said of him in
january

the vigilant exertions of bro riley the presiding elder
together with all the official members of the church are
truly praiseworthy they are indefatigable in their labourslaboure
to gather together all the scattered sheep and bring them
back to the fold they visit the sick and administer to their
wants they also remember the building of the
temple there is much interest felt by many inin st
louis for our cause more or less are being baptized weekly
and the saints number between three and four hundred 32

the branch had been asked to support the building of the
nauvoo temple and elder riley had solicited help from st
louisianslouisianaLouisians in general he prepared a statement or a handout
addressed to the ladies and gentlemen of st louis res-
pected friends your attention is here with invited to the build-
ing of the TEMPLE OF GOD in the city of nauvoo illinois

we would ask if there are not good samaritanssamaritanaSamar itans in st
louis that will pour a little of the mammonofmammon bfof unrighteousness
to aid us in completing our house of worshipworship3333

another conference was held on 10 february in the frank-
lin hall and 403 329 members 4 high priests 18 seventies

peoples organ 15 january 1845
times and seasons 1 february 1845
ibid321bd

ibid 15 january 1845
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25 elders 15 priests 6 teachers and 6 deacons were pres-
ent nearly double the congregation of the preceding novem-
ber conference this conference considered and resolved many
things including the resolve to sustain the twelve to help
rear and finish the temple and to patronize the times and
seasons such things as would hold the group together and
strengthen its union with nauvoo the conference also re
solved that we view with mingled emotions of grief and
surprise the proceedings of the highest court in the state of
illinois in taking away the chartered rights of nauvoo they
also resolved that although surrounded by apostates
we feel perfectly safe in the midst of an enlightened people
who alike know how to appreciate political liberty and re-
ligious freedom and who have too much respect for the
sanctity of constitutional rights to trample upon the law and
the rights of others 34 this resolution may have been as much
a suggestion as a compliment to st louis

the sincere and well meant resolves however were not
enough to protect the little branch from the trouble that was
brewing in nauvoo that fall and winter the st louis
saints were severely tried as a result of the defection of
william smith brother of joseph smith william had been
excommunicated 12 october 1845 in nauvoo for not support-
ing the twelve and claiming the right to succeed his dead broth-
er As rigdon and bennett had done before him after their ex
communications william quickly set out for st louis on 21
october the missouri reporter said that he was in st louis
and had been compelled to flee nauvoo both the st
louis american of 28 october and the peoples organ of 30
and 31 october reported that william was to lecture in the
mechanics institute on third street on the corruption of the
twelve in nauvoo

As a direct result of william s lectures there was a
GRAND FLAREUPFLARE UP IN THE MORMON CHURCH IN

ST LOUIS the peoples organ of november reported
that on wednesday 19 november at the regular meeting in
the mechanics institute someone publicly denied the spiritual
right of the twelve to the patriarchal government and accused
the twelve of robbery assassination and adultery the chair

34ibid 15 february 1845 special note was taken of an elder williams
who represented a branch of six in belleville
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man tried to stop the proceedings but was prevented from
doing so by many shouts of sit down let him speak privi-
lege go on etc according to the reporter one of the
denunciatorydenunciators was a brother riley according to thomas
wrigley s journal riley left the city and went to nauvoo but
soon returned a bitter enemy to the church 35

one who may have attended this meeting wrote a letter
three days later in which we have a confirmation of riley s

disaffection and from which we learn that william smith

contends the church is disorganized having no head that
the twelve are not nor ever were ordained to be head of
the church that joseph s priesthood was to be conferred on
his posterity to all future generations and that young joseph
1joseph smith III111 is the only legal successor to the presi-
dency of this church intends holding a conference there
this week and organizing the church on the old original plan
according to the doctrine and covenants book of mormon
and the new testament two highighh priests have been dis
fellowshippedfellowshipped one seventy and a number of other officers
and members from this branch I1 suppose will join the smith
party amongst them is our late president high priest
james riley 36

about a month later the warsaw signal of 31 december
reported that the st louis branch of the mormon church
it appears had revolted and joined the standard of the patri-
arch bill smith those were trying times the st louis
branch was torn by factions and the saints in nauvoo were
preparing to leave illinois the following spring

on 9 january 1846 the st louis organ commented on the
persecution of mormonscormons in illinois after criticizing governor
ford for having acted unwisely the paper said it is no-
torious that the great mormon eaters of the upper missouri
were the greatest scampsscalps in the country and we have very
good reason to believe that the same remarks would apply
to the tribe who are now persecuting them in illinois the
organ then quoted the peoria register to the effect that joseph
and hyrum had been murdered in cold blood an act of

carter cormonsmormons inin st louis p 497
31 31millennialmillennial star I11 may 1846 letter of james kay kay an english

convert had apparently left nauvoo inn december 1844 and was then living
in stst louis the reference to young joseph is noteworthy burgess form-
er hstorlhistorianan of the RLDS church contends on the basis of kay s letter that

the name of young joseph was first publicly raised in st louis
burgess st louis
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atrocity unparalleled in the history of the age and that the
persecutors will continue to have apologists for their mis-
deeds in the shape of some sixpenny journal of the calibre of
the warsaw signal quincy whig &cac &cac

the exodus from nauvoo commenced in february and
continued throughout that year that july when brigham
young was preparing to winter in the council bluffs lowaiowaiowa
area he instructed the church trustees in nauvoo to determine
the number of saints in st louis who wanted to join him
apparently not many were ready or able to go at that time
for there is no mention of the st louis saints moving to
winter quarters in august bishop newel K whitney
came to st louis from winter quarters to purchase sixty
tons of supplies and it is possible that some of the saints
from st louis returned to the winter quarters area with
him

we do know however that many mormonscormons from illinois
who did not go west with brigham young did come to st
louis especially during the mormon war in nauvoo of
101310 13 september when mobs drove the remaining mormonscormons
out 37 the st louis daily union of 22 september for ex-
ample reported that the new haven brought a number of
families from nauvoo to st louis many mormonscormons are leav-
ing nauvoo on 29 september the same paper said the
new haven brought down from keokuk some forty families
of mormonscormons whose purpose it is to settle in this city 38 many

one or more of the six cannon used against the mormonscormons may have
come from st louis for the st louis daily missouri republican of 7 sep-
tember 1846 reported that the anti mormonscormons were waiting the arrival of
mr wagoner from st louis who was sent there to get a cannon with which
to storm nauvoo this may have been george C waggoner a member of
the carthage greys

in the encyclopedia of the history of st louis 31567 we read in
1845 sic after the expulsion from nauvoo a considerable number of mor
mons came to st louis among them were joseph knowles william gid-
dings thomas kent matthew kent and others some of them engaged in
digging coal on rankins s farm over on the illinois bluffs eight miles from
the city knowles and giddings worked with elder thomas digging coal on
dry hill wwithinthin the limits of the present forest park

in 1851 a dry hill branch of about eight families was organized some
of the branch records have been preserved record of member and council
minutes dry hill branch st louislouslouls stake 185518591855 1859 and as skimpy as
they are they are superior to other branch records of that time the branch
seems to have been made up completely of colliers from great britain at
one time the branch had fifty four members met in a meeting house had
three dozen chairs and purchased a five dollar stove

coal was mined in forest park near steinberg rink until at least
1916 mary joan boyer s the old gravois coal diggings imperial mo
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of these saints settled in st louis but others stayed only long
enough to get an outfit in order to join brigham young

that same september the church trustees in nauvoo came
to st louis to collect funds and goods to relieve the distress
of the exiles in reference to this the st louis union of 5

october printed the following MORMON SUFFERERS IN
NAUVOO the public has been apprised that mr heywood
is here as a committee to receive contributions of food
clothing or anything else that the benevolent may choose to
send to the sufferers 1 I39

A week later the st louis weekly reveille published a
lengthy announcement from peter G camden mayor of st
louis

THE MORMON SUFFERERS in the recent expulsion
and flight of the mormonscormons from nauvoo and its vicinity
many of the poorest most friendless and helpless have been
left behind how or why these unfortunates are in
their present condition there isis no time now to enquire
it should suffice that we have the highest authority and en-
couragementcouragement for believing it isis always more blessed to give
than to receive it isis hoped that the people of st
louis will on this occasion maintain their former high
character for sympathy and liberality 40

in october brigham young sent word to joseph A strat-
ton who had succeeded riley as branch president to send
as many men west as possible with the understanding that
they could bring their families later 41 again the sources are
silent regarding how many if any left st louis at that time
we do know however that in spite of all these difficulties
the well known mormon penchant for making the best of things
brought about in october the organization of the st louis
lyceum devoted to adult education and the study of the gos-
pel 42

1952 mentions some mormonscormons in this occupation but they seem to have
all been of the RLDS persuasion matthew gauntt an english convert left
nauvoo during this period and went to st louis eleven of his letters are
in the missouri historical society in st louis he makes no reference how-
ever to the mormonscormons in that city

probably joseph leland heywood a former resident of alton illinois
the success of this appeal isIs questionable the quincy whig of 28

october 1846 gleefully announced that only 300 in provisions had been
raised

missouri counties and settlements october 1846 hereafter cited as
MCS

12this venture was not successful it lasted four months met twice weekly
and had abutabout seventy members who palpaipaidd dues of ten cents monthly minutes
of the st louis missouri lyceum october 1846 january 1847
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the new year of 1847 started out with a conference on
31 january at which time it was reported that in the st louis
area there were 1478 members present 43 since prior to the
exodus from nauvoo there had only been about 400 mem-
bers in st louis many mormonscormons must have come to st
louis from illinois and most of the 1846 migrants must have
decided to remain in st louis rather than push on to troubled
nauvoo or distant winter quarters

the branch also got a new president after president
stratton left for winter quarters in february nathaniel H
felt 181618871816 1887 was called to succeed him in winter
quarters elder stratton reported two cases of polygamy in
st louis to president young brigham young prudently sent
back word to st louis that the two polygamists should join
the main body of saints as quickly as possipossiblepossibletobletoto avoid trouble
in st louis 44

since there were already more than 1500 saints in st
louis and other hundreds on the way from europe and since
president young had not yet settled his people anywhere st
louis was designated as a gathering place for the driven
from nauvoo and the converted from europe coming up from
new orleans 45 and the branch organization was expanded
to that of a district

THE DISTRICT 184718541847 1854

to enable the local leaders to fulfill their new responsi-
bilitiesbilities as a gathering and outfittingoutwittingoutfitting place the original
branch was divided into six branches on 25 march each with
its own presidency 46 and became therefore a 11 conference or
district the only one in the church for sometime outside of
wherever brigham young happened to be and felt became
the district president during the rest of that year three new

st louis branch records 184618471846 1847
MCS 6 february 1847 apparently they did so for I1 have never found

a reference inin the st loulouisloulsis press to local polygamy there may have been
at least one more case of polygamy inin st louis for on 10 february 1848 a
theodore curtis who had been excommunicated for performing the marriage
of a man and another man s wife formally requested a rehearing of his case
MCSAICS 10 february 1848

carter cormonsmormons in st louis p 445
ibid p 441 A branch was probably organized inin each of the six po-

litical wards of the city since there is no evidence that there was ever more
than one hall of worship inin the city these branches seem to have been only
administrative units all six apparently met collectively in one building or
another
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branches in gravois dry hill and in alton illinois47illinois47

were organized some saints were shipped to winter quarters
hundreds more were received from europe and money and
teams were sent to help with the forthcoming move from
winter quarters 48

in february of 1848 william clayton came to st louis
to oversee the printing of 5000 copies of the latter day saints
emigrants guide written expressly to aid mormonscormons in their
long trek from winter quarters west 49

so many hundred emigrants flooded into the city that
president felt took most of the mound house hotel for tem-
porary housing and rented the larger and more suitable con-
cert hall on market street between second and third
streets west side for sunday services he divided the gravois
branch into four units one of which was welsh and found
himself by september 1849 shepherding from 3000 to 4000
members the largest district in the church 50 the population
of st louis was then about 63000.63000

even throughout the great cholera epidemic and fire of
1849 the district continued to grow the frontier guardian
reported on 13 june that great accessions are made to the
church in st louis in the midst of fire cholera and death
among those who died that summer was william clayton s
father thomas

gravois was an ill defined rural area southwest of st louis since elder
snow once reported that 1I visited the gravois branch 6 miles out of town

1 I I1 have concluded that the branch was near present day tower
grove park larson erastus snow p 259 at one time there were about 250
members in this branch dry hill was a coal mining district which also had
some 250 members the alton branch reached a peak membership of about
150 in 1850 research to date has failed to turn up a single reference in the
alton press to the mormonscormons in that area even though the alton press fre-
quently commented on mormon affairs in nauvoo

411 on 21 april 1848 orson hyde wrote to elder felt congratulating him
on the 2000 raised within the last year by voluntary contributions
carter cormonsmormons in st louis p 441 heber C kimball also wrote to felt
from winter quarters on 22 april 1848 praising the st louis saints who
have contributed so liberally in their poverty for the public good during the
past year heber C kimball papers carton 627 church historian s
office salt lake city utah

clayton s guide listed in R F perotti and T N luther important first
in missouri imprints 180818581808 1858 kansas city missouri 1967 p 25

this guestimateguestimate comes from john M bernhisel in a letter to his wife
from washington DC dated 10 september 1849 he had passed through
st louis the preceding august enroute to washington with a petition from
brigham young for territorial government MCS 10 september 1849 one
eil B kelsey reported in the 15 january issue of the millennial star that

the branch in st lo10 is numbers about 3000 saints of all ages hot warm
and cold with far less proportion of the cold than I1 anticipated
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during these trying times it was later reported that elder
felt was called on constantly by the afflicted people hour
after hour without stopping sometimes to eat or sleep presi-
dent felt visited the sick administering to them comforting
them in their pain cheering them advising and guiding
them 51 we learn something of the affairs of the
district from john taylor who spent some time in the city that
winter while enroute to a mission in france he wrote his
family

after a long absence I1 now sit down to write you I1
have been in this city about three weeks here the saints
have a magnificent hall and a splendid band and do things
up in good style on my arrival here the saints
flocked around me like bees and the greatest trouble I1
have is that of not being able to fulfill the many engage-
ments that have pressed themselves upon me 52

during january of 1850 elder taylor was joined by
elders erastus snow franklin D richards and jedediah
M grant who helped out with administrative and emigration
problems before moving on to various mission fields in feb-
ruary elder taylor conducted a conference at which 1814
were present 53 his main message was to urge them to go
west as soon as possible one of those who did so was presi-
dent felt who was succeeded by his first counselor alexander
robbins

emigrants continued to come in on 17 june the frontier
guardian noted that during the past three or four days not
less than 1000 emigrants passed through st louis on
their way to the great salt lake the st louis press took care-
ful note of the arrival of the emigrants and their activities
on 8 may 1851 for example the missouri republican carried
the following

although we have no mormon church inin st louis and
though these people have no other class or permanent pos-
sessionsession or permanent interest in our city yet their numerical
strength here is greater than may be imagined our city is
the greatest recruiting point for mormon emigrants from
england and the eastern states and the former especially

carter cormonsmormons in st louis p 446
B H roberts life of john taylor reprint salt lake city 1963 ppap

206209206 209
3mcsMCS february 1850
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whose funds generally become exhausted by the time they
reach it generally stop here for several months and not in-
frequently remain among us for a year or two pending the
resumption of their journey to salt lake

there are at this time in st louis about three thousand
english mormonscormonsMormons nearly all of whom are masters of some
trade or have acquired experience in some profession which
they follow now As we said they have no church but they
attend divine servicesservices twice each sunday at concert hall
and they perform their devotional duties with the same regu-
larity if not in the same style as their brethren in the
valley

we hear frequently of mormon balls and parties 14545414.14 and
concert hall was on several occasions filled with persons
gathered to witness mormon theatrical performances we
have witnessed the congregation as it issued from the hall
and at religious meetings on sunday and certainly we think
it does not compare unfavorably with other congregations

on 28 june the same paper reported that upwards of
1000 had arrived at st louis since spring not more than
600 of whom had been able to leave

despite heroic efforts to ship the emigrants west more
than eleven companies left in 1852 the district continued to
grow in october of that year horace S eldridge 181618881816 1888
was sent from utah to preside over the district and to act as
general emigration agent for the church in st louis even
though during the 1853 and 1854 seasons he purchased about
800 wagons and 4000 head of cattlecattle55cattie55 to ship emigrants with
the district flourished

finally at the 1854 april conference the leaders in salt
lake city designated st louis as a place to which the latter
day saints might gather with approbation who were unable
to go directly through to utahutah56 and appointed erastus snow
of the quorum of the twelve to go to st louis and organize
a stake direct emigration and preside generally over the whole
church in the area at the same time milo andrus 1814-
1893 was called to preside over the stake which elder snow
was to organize

at one such party during christmas time of 1854 600600goo church members
gathered in the church larson erastus snow p 262

leonard arrington great basin kingdom lincoln nebraska 1958 p
105

6frederick H percy route from liverpool to the great salt lake valley
1962 ed cambridge 1962 p 199
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THE STAKE 185418571854 1857
elder andrus left salt lake city more than two months be-

fore elder snow and on 30 may arrived in st louis where
he was met by orson pratt and horace S eldridge while
waiting for erastus snow he kept busy in one of his letters
to the deseret news he reported

I1 began to feel after the saints and found many disaf-
fected and the holy spirit came upon me when I1 thought
of the best plan to save the most and I1 counseled them to re-
new their covenants by rebaptism and by making new rec-
ords as the old were imperfect I1 also opened the door to
those who had been cut off only forbidding such as were
forbidden by all laws this side of the mountains the result
is the saints are rejoicing and bear testimony that they have
never felt better in their lives and about twentyfivetwenty five more
have been baptized some of whom had been cut off

in the month of august last I1 received an invitation to
go90 to illinois about 10 miles from the river I1 went and
preached and then sent others and last sunday oct 15
1I went again and organized a branch called centrevilleCen treville
branch consisting of eight members 57

on 28 augaugustust elder snow arrived in st louis and boarded
with elder andrus A few days later on 12 september he
wrote to franklin D richards in england that

brother andrus had succeeded well in his labors here and
on my arrival he was stirring up the saints to renew their
covenants in baptism and nearly all have done so after
this month we shall leave concert hall and occupy lease
the old methodist church on fourth Streetstreets58s a spacious
building with a gallery which will be under our entire
control including a basement in three rooms suitable for
councils storage or rendezvous for our emigration I1.11
propose calling a special general conference inin this place
on the first saturday and sunday in november 59

printed in the deseret news 4 january 1855 the sources do not tell
us much about the number of converts in st louis at that time and one con-
cludes that there were comparatively few perhaps the most notable convert
was henry eyring the first of that prominent family to come into the church
from germany he came to st louis in march 1854 became a druggist was
baptized 10 december 1854 and spent four and a half years in the cherokee
mission before going to utah see the journal of henry eyring privately
printed salt lake city 1951

this chapel built of brick in 1830 stood where the missouri
athletic club is today it was considered the mother of methodism in st
louis in 1854 the congregation moved to a new building whereupon the
chapel was available to the mormonscormonsMormons later in 1857 the building was razed
by a mr G W clarkdarkoark who built a block of five story buildings on the site

millennial star 28 october 1854 not only was he concerned with the
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on the following 4 november the most important single
event in the history of the church in st louis took place the
organization of the first st louis stake by elder snow the
sixteenth stake to be organized in the church according to
the st louis luminary orson spencer was also present milo
andrus was sustained as president with charles edwards and
george gardner as counselors a high council of twelve men
was also organized the stake consisted of at least fifteen
branches inin missouri illinois and iowa and 1320 members
attended from the following branches st louis first 59
st louis second and third 164 st louis fourth 157 st
louis fifth 158 st louis sixth 250 gravois 216 dry
hill 45 bellefontaineBellefontaine 2323602560 alton illinois 102 centrevilleCen treville
illinois 8 keokuk iowa 35 bluff city iowa 71 maquaketaMaquaketa
iowa 16 and fairfield iowa 16 61

that same month elder snow established the st louis
luminary a weekly newspaper to promote science religion
general intelligence and news of the day he used a base-
ment room in the chapel for an office and hired a mr
drake of connecticut who was friendly towards the church
as his foreman the first issue appeared 22 november and for
a year until 18 december 1855 it advocated and defended
the restored gospel 62 it also reprinted much from the deseret
news including public discourses of president young and

discouraged and backslidingback sliding saints but wlwithth what most visitors to st louis
inin august are concerned with the heat on 23 september he reported 1I
landed here on the 28th of august weather for two weeks after was so op-
pressive I1 could hardly live over ffiftyftyaty men are said to have fallen dead from
the effects of heat in this city this summer deseret news 21 december
1854

while inin st louis snow undoubtedly looked up his in laws his fourth
and last wife julia spencer had lived inin st louis during the 1840s and her
father matthias and some brothers and ssistersistersaisters remained in st louis after
julia her mother and younger sister went to utah in 1850 snow left for
st louis ten days after they were married larson erastus snow p 278

bellefontaineBellefontaine was platted in 1836 in section 10 of st ferdinand town-
ship which then included the abandoned ft bellefontaineBelle fontaine on the missouri
river this town fourteen miles north of downtown st louis no longer
exists and the area of the old fort isis now a home for boys only a few
mormonscormons between twenty three and thirty three during 1854 and 1855 ever
lived in this area

0missourimissouri republican 8 november 1854 the autobiography of john
powell as cited by carter cormonsmormons in st louis ppap 476486476 486 gives many
details about the stake during this perlperiperiodod of the first st louis stake the
city grew rapidly from 77830 in 1850 to over 162000 in 1860

larson erastus snow p 260 the luminary 185418551854 1855 the mormon
ed in new york CIcityty by john taylor 185518571855 1857 and the western standard
ed by george Q cannon inin san francisco 185618571856 1857 were all organized at
about the same time for the same purpose
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other prominent leaders and proclamations correspondence
and messages from the first presidency we learn little of
the day by day activities of the stake from its pages but it did
carry complete accounts of various conferences held in the
city that year

As with the district the biggest work of the stake was
emigration indeed the sketchy records of that time reveal
little else and the arrival and departure of emigrants is

faithfully chronicled many were shipped as far west as
possible on the missouri river and others overland by wagon
and team so extensive were the mormon purchases of wagons
that they were credited with having helped launch the largest
and best known wagon factory in the country

in 1843 a german emigrant louis espenschied established
his wagon factory at 1815 north broadway it appears to
have been the mormonscormons who gave espenschied his first con-
siderablesiderable business inin prairie schoonersschoonensschooners an account was
found dated 1855 may 16 paid 2000.00200000 to louis es-
penschiedpenschied and co for wagons john wardle and erastus
snow 63 there is also some evidence that brigham young
had ordered wagons from espenschied inin 1846 and 1847
apparently espenschied continued to do considerable business
with the mormonscormonsMormons for he advertised continually in the lumi-
nary and held notes on the utah firm of hooper and williams
and payment was overdue at one time on nearly nine thousand
dollars espenschied asked erastus snow to straighten this
out with brigham young which he did

in spite of the hundreds who left for utah the stake
continued to grow at the april 1855 conference 1661
members were present all but 140 of whom were in the st
louis area 04 the records of the october conference that
year show a membership of 2044 in thirty branches inin
missouri illinois iowa indiana ohio and kansas territ-
ory 6515 that fall both andrus and snow returned to utah

see the espenschied papers missouri historical society st louis
missouri

st louis luminary 21 april 1855 A decision was also made to organize
the saints in the st charles area into a branch ab1bibidd 14 april 1855

ibid 20 october 1855 the ththirty1rtyarty twotvo branches were as follows six in
st louis 975 gravoisgravolgrabols 243 dry hill 22 bellefontaineBelle fontaine 33 Platpiatplattenflattenterr mo
6 weston mo 40 alton ill111iiiililii 123 calhoun 111illili 20 centervilleCenterville ill111111.ililii 12
kingston ill111111.ililiiiiilil 19 jacksonville ill111111.iliiiilii 12 sullivan ill111iiiililii 7 maqueketaMaqueketa ill111111.iiiliiili 11
bluff city iowa 20 indian creek iowa 6 keokuk iowa 50 burlington
iowa 13 failfallfalifairfieldfield indiana 14 carelton indiana 11 ft riley kansas ter
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and the senior member of the high council james henry
hart 182519061825 1906 became the next stake president on 6
october and remained so until 1857 after which the stake
was allowed to wither away

there were two important funerals in st louis in 1855
andrew L lameraux returning to utah after having served
as president of the french mission died of the asiatic
cholera in st louis on 13 june 66 after erastus snow re-
turned to utah elder orson spencer who bore the title
president of the church in the ohio and mississippi vall-

ies was sent to st louis he arrived 7 july contracted ty-
phoid fever and died 15 october 67 the following spring
his remains were shipped to utah for reburial

in 1855 the church encouraged european emigrants to
sail to the east coast at first they took the railroad to pitts-
burgh then went by boat to st louis but in 1856 they went
by rail to iowa city and proceeded to utah by handcart this
decision was the beginning of the end of the st louis stake
thereafter although the church kept an emigration agent in
st louis for several years most of his work was in connection
with iowa city affairs for a season the stake marked time

one church related matter concerning some mummies once
owned by joseph smith however should be pointed out in
1835 the church purchased four mummies and some papyri
which joseph smith said contained ancient writings of abra-
ham and joseph after the death of joseph smith and by
1856 two of these mummies and some of the papyri were
being exhibited in st louis in wyman s hall an important
museum and concert hall operated by edward wyman then
located immediately south of the old court house on the
south side of market street there they remained until 1863
when wyman sold his whole collection to a chicago exhibitor
there is unfortunately no known reference to these mummies
in st louis by a mormon of that day 68

ritorymitory 20 mormon grove kansas territory 28 cincinnati ohio 98 and
pomeroy ohio 39

his obituary was printed in the luminary of 16 june 1855 and his re-
mains were later shipped to salt lake city

his funeral was reported in the luminary 20 october and 10 november
1855

A good study of this is walter L whipple the st louis museum
and the two egyptian mummies and papyri BYU studies vol 10 no I11
autumn 1969 ppap 576457 64
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although st louis was no longer an important emigrant
center the needs of the saints there who would not or could
not emigrate had to be tended to and for this reason both
andrus and snow returned to st louis during the spring of
1856 thereafter the main efforts seemed to have been de-
voted to strengthening the faith and testimonies of those who
remained behind to this end elder snow instituted the refo-
rmationor a reform movement which commenced in utah in
mid 1856 and swept throughout the church in 1856 and
1857 until every saint was rededicated to the kingdom
through baptism or purged from membership 69

on 7 january 1857 elder snow preached in the fourth
street chapel and himself entered the font newly installed
for that purpose followed that day by thirty seven others
and later by hundreds of others 70 snow next visited all the
wards and branches in the area preachingPreachinga excommunicating
and rebaptizingbaptizingre in february apostles parley P pratt and
george A smith were sent to st louis to help with the
reformation this was to be elder pratt s final assignment
the last incidents related in his autobiography mention that
on I11 march he and elder snow preached the message of the
reformation three times and on 3 march he refers to his work
assisting elder snow with the deseret alphabet 71 soon there-
after he left for arkansas where he was killed on 13 may 7271

the great reformation proved to have been the last major
activity of the organized st louis stake the threatening
utah war of 1857 pretty much killed it to strengthen the

church s defense against the US army advancing on utah
brigham young called erastus snow and all others who could
to leave st louis that summer this essentially brought an
end of the stake the razing of the chapel later that year by

gustive 0 larson outline of utah and the cormonsmormonsMormons 3rdard ed salt lake
city 1965 p 91

st louis record of members 185618621856 1862 7 january 1857
the deseret alphabet was an abortive attempt to simplify the orthogra-

phy and reading of english for the benefit of thousands of european emi-
grants pouring into utah the effort was commenced october 1853 a font
of type was cast in st louis and by 1869 three books had been printed
the deseret first and second readers and the book of mormon the experi-
ment quickly died out

pratt was actually knifed and shot to death by the husband of an aban-
doned wife whom pratt had married see reva stanley the archer of para-
dise caldwell idaho 1937 ppap 298308298 308 part of the time he was in st
louis he was in hiding snow helped him elude officers who were searching
for him and when pratt left he was in disguise
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the four presidents of the st loulslouislouiilouig stake

milo andrus 185418551854 1855 james H hart 185518571855 1857

roy W oscarson 195819691958 1969 boyd F schenk 1969
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its owner was the symbolic end among those who left was
james H hart the second president of the stake thereafter
the sources regarding the church in st louis are even more
scanty than for the earlier period

apparently brother eldridge more or less presided over the
saints in st louis until he returned to utah in 1858 the dry
hill branch kept records until 14 april 1859 but they are
mainly a record of those who emigrated erastus snow passed
through st louis during november 1860 enroute east on a
mission there is a reference to an elder elijah thomas work-
ing here in 1861 from 1862 to 1868 and again from 1870
to 1877 st louis was a branch of the indian territory mis-
sion the branch had 75 members in 1864.1864 in 1863 brig-
hamhamYoungyoung sent an agent to st louis to buy machinery for a
cotton and woolen factory in utah in june 1877 a conference
was held in the broadway hall at 1310 no broadway with
42 in attendance thereafter there was very little mormon
activity in the area until 1896 one exception was a concert
presented by the tabernacle choir 2 september 1893 in the
music hall of the exposition building

in 1896 salt lake city sent two elders melvin J ballard
the future apostle and ezra christensen to renew church

activities in st louis in 1904 utah had an exhibit in the
st louis world s fair from 1907 to 1916 the reorganized
branch rented a store at 4265 easton ave and used it for re-
ligious services on 26 november 1916 elder james E
talmage dedicated a chapel which the branch had purchased
at 5195 maple ave

STAKE reestablished 1958 PRESENT

the next important event was on 4 september 1949 when
george albert smith president of the church dedicated a
new chapel at 4720 jamieson the first chapel the mormonscormons
had even built or owned in the area nine years later
on I11 june 1958 the second st louis stake was organized with
roy W oscarson as president this the 265th stake in the
church consisted of six congregations south st louis north
st louis rolla alton illinois east st louis illinois and
belleville illinois

I1
and about 1750 members today the stake

is made up of over 5000 members in thirteen congregations
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the fourth president of the st louis stake since 1969
is boyd F schenk

st louis more than deserves the compliments paid it by
the early mormonscormons who sought security there and its role
in church history needs to be better understood and appreciated
today in conclusion it should be added that in addition to the
important members of the church mentioned above there
are at least eighty seven other prominent men and women
listed in andrew jenson s latter day saint bibliographical en-
cyclopedia who were in some way connected with the early
church in st louis 73

they are henry arnold ellen martin barrusbarms ann bawden henry
bawden sarah bawden henry beal william bricker thomas briggs reuben
broadbent henry buckwalter joseph bull john T caine george cannon
martha telle cannon nathaniel G chambers john H clarkdarkoark thomas clay-
ton matthias F cowley charles C crump ephraim P ellison nathaniel
H felt thomas fenton edmund burk fuller lewismjewism grant george god-
dard niels hansen martin H harris james henry hart amos howe julia
cruse howe riego hawkins henry C jackson william jennings capt dan
jones andrew L lamoreaux christopher layton theodore B lewis joseph
S lindsay feramorz little elijah malin samuel matthews john D T mc-
allister theodore mckean thomas mclelland john mcneil joshua midgley
alvin M monteirthMonteirth isaac B nash alice W needham james needham
john needham william J newman george osmond samuel R parkinson
william C parkinson richard pilling joseph pollard alexander C pyper
henry rampton mary parker richards alfred H riding richard S robin-
son george romney thomas F rouche david salisbury john sharp mary
ann ford simmons thomas S smart william C staines james standing
edwin stott joseph E taylor thomas S terry george thomson john
thornley ephraim tillotson john tingey edward tolton luther T tuttleturtletunnietuttie
david king udall peter M wentz david williams sarah T williams henry
woolley attewallattewellAttewall wooten and james woolstenhulmeWoolstenhulme



missouri persecutions
petitions for redress

paul C richards

when the latter day saints first appealed to the U S gov-
ernment in 183918401839 1840 for redress of wrongs committed against
them in missouri church president joseph smith said about
491 individuals gave in their claims against missouri which I1
submitted to congress 1 more than 200 of these same
claims or affidavits plus other important original documents
relating to mormon history inin missouri have been uncovered
by the institute of mormon studies at the national archives
in washington DC

these affidavits sworn to by members of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints shortly after they were driven
from missouri in 1839 constitute a veritable gold minemine of first-
hand accounts covering the 183118391831 1839 period of LDS church
history on the western frontier they document the persecuperselu
tionseions depredations and murders committed against the saints
but at the same time raise a few questions about traditional
LDS views of that period of history they point up the need
for a new look at mormon history in missouri

the new document find contains affidavits letters and
petitions from 229 individuals including affidavits from
twenty eight women and several children 2 only a few of these
documents have been published in the history of the ahtochtochurchch

paul C richards received his MA degree in church history from brigham
young university in 1972 and is currently a feature writer for the BYU news
bureau

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of Ltwitterditerafter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city 1966 474 hereafter cited as
HC

these names are listed alphabetically in the accompanying appendix

520



this affidavit by edmund durfee jr written 4 january 1840 has a
plot plan scribbled on the back all of the affidavits sent to wash-
ington by the mormonscormons were notarized this one was done by james
M campbell clerk of the county commissioners court mcdonough
county illinois
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of jesus christ of latter day saints and in other works leav-
ing the rest as essentially untapped primary source documents
covering this period even in the case of the printed materials
it is valuable to have the originals to make comparisons and
to see what editorial changes have been made among the col-
lection is an affidavit of bishop edward partridge describing
the time he was tarred and feathered at independence not
the same document as in HC 1390911390 91 more than ten affi-
davits from witnesses of the haun s mill massacre and num-
erous other personal accounts covering almost every phase of
church history in missouri

the collection also shows that the latter day saints made
two more redress appeals in congress following the well
known unsuccessful 1840 appeal As already pointed out jo-
seph smith submitted affidavits from 491 individuals during
that first attempt these documents were retrieved by LDS
delegate elias higbee at the conclusion of the four month ap-
peal before the senate judiciary committee on 24 march
1840 higbee wrote to smith who had already returned from
washington to nauvoo illinois

dear brother our business isis at last ended here
yesterday a resolution passed the senate that the committee
should be discharged and that we might withdraw the ac-
companyingcompanying papers which I1 have done I1 have also taken
a copy of the memorial and want to be off for the west
immediately 4

the original memorial or petition from which higbee took
his copy remained in washington and today is filed in the
national archives under senate record group number 46
it is a twenty eight page handwritten document two different
hands dated 27 january 1840 at washington and signed by
joseph smith sidney rigdon and elias higbee this petition
appears in HC 42438424 38 but with numerous editorial changes
which will be discussed later

the latter day saints sent another delegation to washing-
ton in 1842 this time to appeal before the house of repredepre

HCSHC contains affidavits from more than forty persons written in 1839
and 1840 about the missouri persecutions see HC 3183 323325323 325 44971449 71
the two which are duplications of documents in the new flfindnd are from joseph
young licilcFICHC 3183 and amanda smith HC 33233253323 325 HC also contains
the petitipetitionon which the saints sent to congress HC 42438424 38 the original
of this isis in the new document find

HC 49899498 99
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sentativessenta tives in the newly seated 27th congress major LDS his-
torians are silent on this second appeal 5 again the effort was
unsuccessful but this time the affidavits were not retrieved
instead they were kept by the house and eventually filed in
the national archives with the 1842 house of representatives
collection HR 27a g101glo16101gloa where they are now unfort-
unatelytunately the collection contains less than half the affidavits
that were submitted during the first appeal it might be as-
sumed that all were not used in the second appeal except for
the fact that a note on one of the document folders indicates
some papers may have been misplaced 6

other documents pertaining to the 1842 appeal are also
filed in this collection they are as follows

1 A twenty four page handwritten petition which is a
copy of the 1840 memorial except that it is dated 10 january
1842 and signed by elias higbee john taylor and elias
smith

2 history of the late persecution inflicted by the state
of missouri upon the cormonsmormonsMormons a sixty four page book written
by parley P pratt during his eight month imprisonment in
missouri this work was published in detroit by dawson
and bates in 1839

3 facts relative to the expulsion of the cormonsmormons or lat
ter day saints from the state of missouri under the extermi-
nating order a forty three page booklet by john P greene
published in cincinnati by R P brooks in 1839

4 document containing the correspondence orders &
C in relation to the disturbances with the cormonsmormonsMormons and the
evidence given before the hon austin A king this
163 page document was published at fayette missouri by or-
der of the missouri general assembly in 1841 therefore it

the congressional globe also is silent on this second appeal but a hand-
written note on one of the containers holding the documents of this appeal
reads

document presented by mormonscormons may 10 1842 and on may 21
1842 to the house judijudiciaryciaryclary commlcomalcommitteetteeatee and the petition of elias
higbee john taylor & elias smith delegates of the LDS referred
on feb 14 1842 to that committee setting forth certain grievances
and asking for the redress of them

A check of the congresscongressional0onainal globe on the dates above indicated shows no
action on the matter by the main body of the house see blair and rives
eds the congressional globe vol 11 no 15 washington 184218421

the note reads document number 3 has not been located it is possi-
ble that the original1 papers comprising this file are scatter sic throughout
the other documents inin this group
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could not have been part of the documentation for the saints
1840 appeal before congress

copies of items 2 3 and 4 have long been available in
mormon americana so their recent discovery in the national
archives is not particularly significant however it should
be pointed out that items 2 and 4 were nevertrimmednevernever trimmed during
the book binding process the pages are not separated at the
top thus indicating that the house judiciary committee which
handled the second appeal never examined these documents

one more document was uncovered which shows the saints
made still another appeal in 1844 among the senate records
of the 28th congress first session sen 28a g72672 is a fifty
foot petition containing 54193419 signatures from inhabitants
of nauvoo the document includes about three pages of
memorial giving an overview of the saints problems in mis-
souri and asking for redress it was dated at nauvoo 28 no-
vember 1843 and was referred to the senate judiciary com-
mittee on 5 april 1844 7

copies of all these documents have been made and are
filed in the brigham young university archives as manu-
scripts collection 942 the collection totals more than 580
pages and is divided rather randomly into fourteen folders 8

it adds nothing earthshakinglyearthshakingly new to the general overall
history of the missouri persecutions but contains many inter-
esting detailed accounts which augment and sometimes correct
existing histories for instance compare the following two ac-
counts concerning the death of william carey who was taken
prisoner along with other mormonscormons near far west in 1838
the first account is from HC 3182 190

tuesday october 30 the advance guard of the mob were
patrolling the country and taking many prisoners among
whom were brother stephen winchester and brother carey
whose skull they laid open by a blow from a rifle barrel
in this mangled condition the mob laid him inin their wagon
and went on their way denying him every comfort and
thus he remained that afternoon and night

wednesday october 31 after we arrived inin the
camp brother stephen winchester and eleven other brethren

the congressional globe substantiates this appeal see entry for friday
5 april 1844 vol 13 no 32 p 497

hereafter references are from MSS 942 and are cited according to folder
number eg MSS 9427 the pages are not numbered within the folders
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who were prisoners volunteered with permission of the offi-
cers to carry brother carey into the city to his family he
having lain exposed to the weather for a show to the inin-
human wretches without having his wound dressed or being
nourished in any manner he died soon after he reached
home

the second account is from the affidavit of john smith

they placed several guns in our wagon we then
drove to their camp about three miles after we came into
their camp they toockboock up their guns and fired them of
except one which missed fire they layedbayed it down and left
the gun locked thiretttharett dunihue came along and got in to
the wagon to hand out the guns he picked up the gun that
was locked and said hear you adamddamd son of a bich you
have cocked your gun to shoot us carey replied I1 did not
cock it said dunihue dont you contradict me you damdadamd
sone of a bich you by the time the words came out of his
mouth he struck mr carey a full blow with the brich of
his gun upon his head I1 was sitting by the side of mr carey
upon the same seat when he received the fatal blow mr
carey pitched forward and would have falen out of the
wagon but I1 caught hold of him and raised him inin the
wagon his head was split open the sergon washed his
wound he was in great misereymiseray but could not speak a
word he lived about forty seven houresboures and expired 9

the affidavit of john loveless adds further information
about the character of carey s assailant

I1 was presant at the that wm cary was stuck
over the head with a gun by one one of the militia by the
name of dunnohoo winwm cary was A prisner at the time
and at the same time this dunnohoo jurkedjerked up a spear and
made an attempattempt to take my life and likewise saw this
dunnohoo brake open several houses while I1 was a prisner

10

most of the affidavits in MSS 942 were written in 1840 in
response to an appeal from washington by joseph smith and
elias higbee they wrote

we want you to assist us now and also to forward us your
certificates that you hold for your lands inin missouri your
claims to preemptionpre emption rights and affidavits to prove that
soldiers were quartered on us and inin our houses without our

MSS 94211 As with other documents cited herein original punctuation
and spelling are preserved

MSS 94211
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consent or any special act of law for that purpose contrary
to the constitution of the united states

these facts must be authenticated by affidavits let any
particular transaction of the outrages in missouri that can be
sworn to by the sufferers or those who were eyewitnesseseye witnesses to
the facts be sent specifying the particulars have the evi-
dence bona fide to the point 11

the saints in illinois rallied together to write the affidavits
they appeared almost en masse before justices of the peace to
have the facts bona fide to the point one such justice was
william laughlin who verified thirty five affidavits on 7 and
8 january 1840 to make sure there was no question nicho-
las wren clerk of the county commissioners court in adams
county illinois was called on to certify that laughlin was an
authorized justice of the peace

some of the affidavits almost parrotedparroterparro ted smith s and higbee s
words to show that the depredations were executed 11 without
our consent the following two are typical

these troops came to far west and lived upon us with-
out our consent as far as my knowledge extends 12

general clarksdarks troops came to mr yales house and
stoptstept their for about two days and destroyed considerable
property they tore up both the floors of the house destroyed
their poultry and hogs and set fir to a hay stack I1 saw them
set fire to the stack which was entirely destroyed they took
what corncomcob they wanted for their horses from mr yale and
I1 believe he had about ten acres destroyed besides a hay
stack this they did without leave from mr yale or any one
who had authority 13

A note written by bishop edward partridge at the bottom
of nathan knight s affidavit indicates the urgency involved in
getting the affidavits together

we will procure the proper certificate to show that wells is
a justice and forward it soon be patient brn will do as fast
as we can we may send you some things which you do not
want and omit some things which you do want but we will
do the best we can14

the note was written 3 january 1840 on another sheet
partridge submitted a list of twelve land patents for property

HC 444 7 december 1839
MSS 94210 affidavit of J S miles
MSS 94210 affidavit of mary K miles
MSS 9427
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affidavit of elisha hill written 6 january 1840 most of the affi-
davits in this collection were written inin january 1840 in response to
the appeal from mormon delegates inin washington DC to send doc-
umentationumentation on the missouri persecutions
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he held in jackson county missouri it was thought best not
to send the patents themselves for fear of losing them a note
said

many mormonscormons have come to regard the missouri persecuperselu
tionseions as among the mostatrociousmost atrocious crimes ever committed by
man it may be disappointing to some then to explore the
MSS 942 affidavits and find that many of the saints who lived
through the persecutions really didndian t say much about them
take for instance the affidavit of william allred

september the 3rdard AD 1839
state of illinois pike county

of damage sustained by mr wm allred by the mob of
the state of missouri and the exterminating order of
governor bogs it is 4 fourthousandFourthousand dollars at a moderate
rate

william allred15allredaliredailred15

not all are so short A few go on for as many as twenty
pages but most involve one third to one half of an 81281 by
11 inch sheet of paper many of the affidavits deal almost
entirely with losses rather than with accounts of what hap-
pened the following by andrew moore written 25 september
1839 illustrates the point this was written before the appeal
came from smith and higbee in washington to substantiate
the outrages committed against the saints

A bill stating the loss of property and damages that I1
sustained by the inhabitenceinhabitanceinhabit ence of the state of missouri unlaw-
fully I1 imagratedimagrated with my famalyfagaly in the year 1834 from
the state of ohio to the state of missouri with the ex-
pectationpec tation of resideingresideing there which cost me one hundred
dollars there I1 bought land and paid for it in clay county
being compeldcompeli to leve there with out any just caus or provi
cation I1 lost on my land there one hundred and ten dollars
I1 remoovedremooved from clay to caldwell co damages for remoove
ing from clay to caldwell one hundred and ten dollars
there I1 bought land andand made me a farm there being
compeldcompeli to leve the state inin 1838 lost on land twelve
hundred dollars on corn cattle and other property two
hundred dollars on hoggs fifftyfiffey dollars two rifle guns thirty
five dollars one swaardswaart eaightealghtelight dollars on 2 town lots in
farwestfarbest one hundred dollars I1 was seraunded and taken and
and ceptcapt under gard unlawfully six days damageesdamagersdamagees twenty
dollars loss of time and damageesdamagersdamagees for remooveing out of the

aissnissMSSalss 9427
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issac leany laney wrote seventeen pages describing the missouri
persecutions he told his readers he was not learned and that they
must watch for his meaning not his imperfections
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state one thousand dollars all with out any just caus or provi
cation the amount of all losses and damgees as nigh as I1

can ascertain amounts to two thousand ninenine hundred and
thirty three dollars16dollars16

imagine what could be done claimwiseclaimwise with a case like
that in a modern day lawsuit lewis abbot was getting close
to the idea of collecting more than tangible losses when he
wrote

I1 think the state had ought to pay me for my loss 1500
at least and for my damage a great sum as money would not
hire me to pass through the same scenes again 17

loyal C K griffgriffenen expressed similar sentiments

from the comensmentcomen sment of this fus to the end of it was
as much as 1000 thousand dollars damage to me and my
famerlyfarmerly this would not tempt me to go th rought the same
trublesstrubles and loses of time a gane so I1 close my trublesstrubles by
being a friend to the laws of my country18country18

the reverend isaac mccoy a baptist missionary among
the indians is named in LDS histories as being one of several
religious leaders who led mobs in attacks on mormonscormons in
missouri the MSS 942 affidavits also mention him as a perse-
cutor of the saints lewis abbott s reference is typical

this is to certify that I1 moved from wayland mass 1832 to
jackson co missouiamissoriaMissouia there I1 perchesdpercheporchesdsd 80 acres of land
I1 remained there untill the mob had driven the largest half
of our sosietysociety out of the co where then I1 was attackdattacks
by a company of 40 mobers well armed and under the com-
mand of rev isaac mccoy an indian missionary they threaten
my life with much violence but left me on condition I1 would
leave the county accordingly I1 move into clay co 1833 199

perhaps nothing more need be said except that research
by RLDS historian warren A jennings indicates that mccoy
may having been acting at the head of the mobbersrobbers to keep
them from murdering the mormonscormonsMormons 20 mccoy s journal for
6 november 1833 states

MSS 9427
MSS 9429
MSS 94213

vmssMSS9mss 9429
warren A jennings professor of history at southwest missouri state

college in springfield has studied the 38 volumes of mccoy s letters and
mccoy s journal housed in the manuscript division of the kansas state hist-
orical society topeka kansas
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I1 set out for independence and met a small company who
desired to make an excursion in the upper mormon settle-
ment in order to take the guns which might yet be found
among them fearing that the mormonscormons would be rashly
used by them I1 requested to forbear until I1 returned from
town & I1 would then accompany them this they agreed
to A few miles farther I1 met a company of 30 or 40 per-
sons coming up on the same errand believing that some
of the mormonscormonsMormons now conquered would likely be killed by
them I1 proposed to turn back with them to this some who
were bent on avenging the deaths and wounds which had been
occassioned by the mormonscormonsMormons objected though in respectful
terms several advised me to proceed to town a few ex-
pressed a wish that I1 should go with the company the one
party lest I1 should be present when some one would be
killed and the other that I1 might prevent the killing of any
I1 however turned and went with the company many of
whom I1 discovered were determined to kill I1 embraced the
earliest opportunities of conversing alone with the most mur-
derouslyderous ly disposed we immediately entered the mormon
settlement and I1 as soon perceived that my anticipations had
not been erroneous there was need of some to regulate the
conduct of the rash two guns were at one time cocked for
the purpose of shooting a mormon when I1 rushed forward
and prevented I1 had to use similar efforts afterwards to
prevent one from being beaten with a stick and another with
a gun I1 prevailed upon the company to stop a little from
houses and allow me with one or two only to approach and
ask for their guns &cac had it not been for this measure
the alarm and injury to the mormonscormons would have been much
beaten and the injury considerable sic in some instances I1
had to pacify some of our party by telling them that the mor-
mon had laid himself liable to prosecution and it would be
better to hang him by law than kill him & thus expose them-
selves to prosecution the mormon men were generally hid
though we spoke to several my business in approaching
their houses alone was dangerous for I1 knew not at what
moment some one of them in their alarm might knock me
in the head we found two guns

the company dispersed at night and I1 returned to my
house fatigued in the extreme yet satisfied that I1 had been
the means of saving several mormonscormons from being murdered
on that day and from suffering severely in other respects 21211

maybe mccoy was whitewashing the matter but with all
that the MSS 942 affidavits say about him there is nothing to
contradict his version of the story in all cases he is reported

reprinted in warren A jennings isaac mccoy and the mormonscormonsMormons
missouri historical review vol 61 no 1 october 1966 ppap 707170 71
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as coming at the head of a mob and demanding that the mor
mons leave not once is he cited as physically attacking any
of the saints this situation calls for more study and points
up the need for a new look at mormon history in missouri

A comparison of the original 1840 petition with the printed
version in HC 42438424 38 shows many differences for example
only two lines of the published version on page 25 are printed
without changes all the rest have been altered note the
differences in the following passages the first is from HC
425

they then proceeded to the dwelling of mr partridge
the beloved bishop of the church there dragged him and
his family to the public square where surrounded by hun-
dreds they partly stripped him of his clothing and tarred
and feathered him from head to foot

the following is from the original handwritten petition sub-
mitted to congress in 1840

they then proceeded to the dwelling of mr partridge the
beloved bishop of the church they dragged him from his
family to the public square and when surrounded by hun-
dreds of spectators partially stripped him of clothes and
in the most unfeeling manner covered him with tar and
feathers from head to foot 2212

the first account is shorter and less colorful however it
does involve the family whereas the second one doesndoean t now
compare these two accounts with partridge s own affidavit as
found in MSS 942

on the 20th day of july AD 1833 george simpson
and two other mobbersrobbers entered my house whilst I1 was
sitting with my wife who was then quite feeble my youngest
child being then about three weeks old and compelled
me to go with them soon after leaving my house I1 was
surrounded by about fifty mobbersrobbers who escorted me about
half a mile to the public square where I1 was surrounded
by some two or three hundred more

rupell hicks esqresar appeared to be the headahead man of the
mob he told me that his word was the law of the county
and that I1 must agree to leave the county or suffer the con-
sequences I1 answered that if I1 must suffer for my religion
it was no more than others had done before me that I1
was not conscious of having injured any one inin the county
therefore I1 could not consent to leave it mr hicks then
MSS 9425
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the first page of a three and one half page letter from sidney rigdon
to the honorable felix grundy asking for legal advice concerning the
plight of the saints written 23 february 1839 at quincy illinois
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proceeded to strip off my clothes and was disposed to strip
them all off I1 strongly protested against being stripped
naked in the street when some more humane than the rest
interfered and I1 was permitted to wear my shirt and panta-
loons tar and feathers were then brought and a man by
the name of davies with the help of an other
doubeddaubed me with tar from the crown of my head to my feet
after which feathers were thrown over me for this abuse
I1 have never received any satisfaction although I1 commenced
a suit against some of them for 50000 damage and paid
my lawyers six hundred dollars to get a change of venue
my lawyers after getting their pay of me made a compro-
mise with the defendentsdefendants without my consent and threw
my case out of court without giving me any damages by
their agreeing to pay the costs which they never have paid
that I1 know of and I1 never could prevail upon my lawyers
to collect them for me though they agreed so to do

quincy III111111ililii may 15 1839
edward partridgepartridge2323

it is interesting to note that some more humane than the
rest intercededintercedesinterceded to keep the rest from stripping their victim
naked mormonscormons today are not accustomed to thinking of
frontier missouriansMissourians as humane or even human but this and
other affidavits contain statements showing that some actually
helped the mormonscormonsMormons

here is another comparison between the published and
original versions of the petition the first is from HC 426

shortly after the meeting above referred to another per-
secutionse commenced some of the mormonscormonsMormons were shot
at others were whipped their houses were assailed with
brickbatsbrickbats broken open and thrown down their women
and children were insulted and thus for many weeks with-
out offense without resistance by night and by day were
they harassed insulted and oppressed

the original reads thusly

shortly after the meeting above referred to another per-
secutionse commenced with increased sufferings on the part
of the devoted mormonscormonsMormons some of their people were shot
at others were whipped without mercy their houses as-
sailed with brickbatsbrickbats the doors broken open and thrown
down their women grossly insulted and their weeping
daughters brutally abused before their mother s eyes thus
were they for many days and weeks without offenceoffense and

MSS 9429
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without resistance by night and by day harassed insulted
and oppressed 24

it seems that the editor wanted to tone down the severity
of the account at least he leaves out the part about the weep-
ing daughersdaughertdaughers being abused before their mothers eyes perhaps
he was justified in this because the affidavits including the
twenty eight written by women give little or no evidence of
attacks on women it may be that victims of such assaults were
as today reluctant to talk about them hearsay evidence in
HC 3428 and 464 indicates that several women were violated
by mobs but there is no direct evidence for such instances in
MSS 942 in fact a study of the affidavits leaves one with the
feeling that even the worst of the missouriansMissourians had a certain re-
spect for women even mormon women knowing what sol-
diers and street gangs have done in more recent times perhaps
we tend to pin these same types of atrocities on the early mis
sourianssourianosourians but the affidavits do not back up this assumption
the following account by catherine fuller describes conditions
which would afford every opportunity for mobbersrobbers to violate
mormon women yet no mention is made of this type of atroc-
ity

I1 hereby certify that my husband and myself settled within
about a mile of haun s mill caldwell co missouri in the
fall of AD 1836 where we lived untill the massacre at the
mills the 30th of octrocar 1838 at which time and place my
husband was killed about a week after the massacre I1
was at the mills and saw a large company of our enemies
as I1 understood tented there I1 heard one of them by the
name of comstock say to sister merrill who lived in the
house with me that if he could get his eye upon her hus-
band he should be a dead man companies of from six to
ten came to our house enquiring for men and guns a number
of times 2025

this affidavit exhibits a strange matter of fact association
with the mobbersrobbers that gives cause for wonder ruth naper s
account also is intriguing because of her concern for seeming
trivia after having lived through the haun s mill massacre
the affidavit also deals with the assault question

after a few days there came back a large company of
armed men and took possession of haun s mill and they
also crowded into our house and crowded me and my chil

MSSIMSS 9425
25mssMSS 9428
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dren away from the fire without my consent they lodged
there and one night one of them came to my bed and laid his
hand upon me which so frightened me that I1 made quite
a noise and crept over the back side of my children and
he offered no further insult at this time this company
camped in the neighborhood between one and two weeks
to our great inconvenience for they took from the brethren
grain cattle hogs bee stands &cac as free to appearance as
though they were their own 26

only one other affidavit says anything directly about as-
saults on women it is interesting because it shows that mis-
souri mobbersrobbers could be dissuaded from their plans the fol-
lowing account is from elijah reed

I1 was closely pursued I1 was at a br jimmisonsJimmi sons house
inin a by place on the 28th of oct & inin the night of of that
day a company of men came to the house & demanded
admittenceadmittanceadmit tence & threatened to brake down the door mr J
got up and opened the door meantime 1I hid under the
bed the men came in and said they were soldiers & he
must go with them his wife asked where they said to the
malitia camp above richmond he dressed himself & he
& one of the men went for a horse at the stable when they
had got a little from the house the man fired a gun &
said the dd rascal had run from him he then returned to the
house & they began to abuse mrs jimmison wanting to sleep
with her but she begged & cried for them to desist & they
did so I1 lay under the bed during this time they soon left
the house & we supposed they had killed him I1 lay inin the
feild the remainder of the night 27

in examining documents like the affidavits in MSS 942
there is always the question of how much is fact and how much
is exaggeration As can be seen from the affidavits already
quoted there is an amazing matter of factnessfastness concerning some
pretty terrible events many of the affidavits exhibit this same
tone but others such as the one following leave the reader
wondering if the facts weren t a bit overplayed the affidavit
is from truman brace and concerns an event which took place
in the fall of 1832 in jackson county

one day as I1 was hauling a load of wood I1 saw a num-
ber of armed men on the prairie then they saw me two of
them came up to me they ordered me to stop or they
would shoot me one of them named J young asked me

21mssMSS 9428
MSS 94210
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the first page of the 24 page petition submitted to the house of rep
resentatives in may 1842 by elias higbee john taylor and elias
smith the petition isis essentially the same as the one submitted to
the senate in 1840 by joseph smith sidney rigdon and elias higbee
the petition was published in edited form in the history of the
church
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if I1 believed the book of mormon I1 told them that 1 I
did they said that I1 must leave the county I1 told them
I1 had neither team or means to take me and my family away
the said young then said he would shoot me and immedi-
ately made ready to carry his threat into execution but the
other man persuaded him not to do so the rest of the
company then rode up I1 suppose there were about fifty of
the the said john young then took an axe gad which I1
held in my hand and commenced beating me with the
same I1 suppose I1 received about fifty strokes after breaking
it he got a raw hide and commenced whipping me with
it he cut my hat nearly all to pieces while he was thus en-
gaged a man of the name of jennings came behind me and
struck me on the head with a rifle which nearly knockdknocke
me down john young then took an axe from me and going
a few steps back threw the axe at me with great force
but fortunately it did not hit me at this time my wife and
daughter seeing me there situated came and entreated the
mob to share my life I1 then went to the house and was
followed by the mob they came into the house I1 sat me
down on the chair when one of them thrust the mussle of
the gun against my neck and thrust me against the wall
and then kicked me on the mouth with his foot and cut
my lip this was inin my own house 28128211

As stated earlier MSS 942 contains about ten affidavits
dealing directly with the haun s mill massacre which took place
30 october 1838 the collection includes the affidavit of
amanda smith thus affording another opportunity for com-
parisonsparisons sincesince the affidavit was published in HC 33233253323 325
As with the petition to congress the smith document appears
in a heavily edited form in the published version the most
significant difference is the names of the mobbersrobbersmobbers HC 3
325 reads

I1 will mention some of the names of the heads of the
mob two brothers by the name of comstock william
mann benjamin ashley robert white one by the name
of rogers

compare this with the original

I1 will mention some of the names of the heads of the mob
two brothers by the name of crumstockkrumstockCrumstock william and benja-
min ashby robert white and one by the name of rogers

29

MSS 9429
MSS 9428
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the last of three pages written by amanda smith who lost her husband
and one son in the haun s mill massacre about ten of the affidavits
in the collection deal directly with the haun s mill incident
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amanda smith s young son who was in the middle of the
massacre also swore out an affidavit it is a priceless first-
hand account

I1 hereby certify that my father stopedscoped at hauns mill and
was living in a tent at the time the massacre took place
there I1 was inin the tent when the company rode up some
of our people hallowd to the women and children to leave
the tents I1 run into a blacksmith shop where my father was
I1 crept under the bellows as also did my brother and another
boy by the name of charles merrick I1 was wounded on the
hip my brother had his brains blown out and the other
boy received three wounds and has since died of them my
mother tells me that I1 was eight years old last month I1
saw some of our enemiesenemies pull off my fathers boots before
he was dead

his
alma X smith3osmith30smithio

mark

the above was written 3 january 1840 note that the docu-
ment was signed with an X nineteen of the affidavits were
thus signed six of the nineteen signers were women

some of the affidavits are interesting because of the fron-
tier language they portray they wrote the way they talked
consider the following which deals also with the haun s mill
massacre

all of A suding the war whoop was heard and an armed
force ameadiately hove in sight and commenced firing upon
men women and children our society called for quarters
but none granted the women and children then fled inin
every direction nearly frightened out of there sensissensis inin this
awful seene of destruction I1 made out to escape and after
a short and bloody conflict the mob dispersed not leaving
so much as the clothes of the dying and wounded but
littralylittraly took thier clothes from thir backs & boots &
shoes from thire feet also most of thire furniturfurniturefurn itur and to
prove their savage feracity more clearly they also li tearly
took a corn cutter and mangled an ole revolutionary soldier
by the name of memc beide inin cool blood 16 were killed
and among the number killed was my father and two sons
dyed of their wounds

his
mosiahmoslah X benner3lbenner31Benner31

mark

MSS 9428
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tarlton lewis who was wounded in the hauns mill
tragedy wrote an affidavit which shows that all Missourmissouriansians
were not set on murder all of the time speaking of the time
after the massacre he said

while I1 was confined with my wound companies of
sixsix or eight came to my house three or four times enquir-
ing for arms and threatening to take me a prisoner and carry
me off twice they examined my wounds to see if I1 were
able to be moved but concluded that I1 was not 32

similar things happened to other saints at other times in
missouri for instance david pettigrew wrote concerning the
jackson county era

they still continued their depradationsdepredations till in oct when
a mob came to my house in the night of between 50 and
a hundred men headed by brazill moses wilson luis frank
lyn and burst open my door and cried how many mormans
have you got here I1 told them we ware sick to come in and
light a candle and see which was done by brazill he then came
to the bed and felt the faottsfaotta of my self and wife and
pronounced us sick the cry was made to tare down the house
which was forbidden to be done that night by brazill but
threttoned us with ammediatemediateimmediateam destruction if we did not
leave the county forthwith 33

other affidavits show that some of the missouriansMissourians actually
helped the mormonscormonsMormons elisha whiting wrote

and soon taken sick and in a few days a mob threatened
to come upon and drive me from my home not withstanding
my sickness but through the kindness of a neighbor who
informed me of the plot and offered me an asylum under
his roof which I1 accepted and escaped from their snare

34

the whole missouri affair is not a simple story of the good
versus the bad both sides drank in rumors and spread propa-
ganda that could cause almost any culture to go to extremes
to defend itself an example of how the missouriansMissourians felt is
depicted in david pettigrew s conversation with judge elisha
cameron of clay county

and now will retaledetale a conversation that took place
between judge elisha camron and myself as I1 met him in

12mssMSS 9428942 8
MSSIMSS 94210942 10
MSS 94211942 11
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the road he said its terrible times oaid man the maill carrier
eat breakfast at my house this morning and said he came
by an army of mormonscormons this side of richmond and they are
twelve hundred strong in jackson and they have four cannon
and recruits are coming in from other counties continually
for gods sake dont take your family over thare to be cut
all to peicespeaces 35

then with missouri lieutenant governor lilburn W
boggs stirring up both sides it is no wonder that the conflict
worsened isaac morley said he had a talk with the lieutenant
governor in jackson county in 1833

about this time lieutenant governor boggs came to my
house and advised me if any of the citizens came and des-
troyed any of my property by night if he was in my place
he would return the same injuries to them in the dark

36

only samplings of a few of the documents in MSS 942
have been touched on here the entire collection deserves de-
tailed study perhaps the most interesting thing about the docu-
ments is that they give the reader a more humanistic view of
frontier missouriansMissourians than is generally available in LDS his-
tories

list of names of the signers of the memorials affidavits
and letters in the 1840 and 1842 appeals to congress by the
LDS church

note this list does not contain the 3419 names signed by
nauvoo residents on the fifty foot petition submitted to the
US senate in 1844

lewis abbott mary benson levi bracken
rufus abbot lettice bent lindsey A brady
david W adams samuel bent john brassfield
william aldrich henry best alanson brown
H M alexander betsy bidwell mary brown
albern allenalienailen robert W bidwell horace burges
james D alienallenailen adam black daniel B bush
martin C allred george boosinger reynolds cahoon
william allred william bowman daniel cathcart
philip ballard peter boyce lorenzo D chamberlin
lucinda barlow squire bozarth solomon chamberlin
moriah benner truman brace amelia chapman
jerome M benson james bracken nathan cheney

MSS 9429421010
MSS 94211
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james clarkdarkoark mary ann hoyt elijah reed
moses clawson smith humphrey john reed
barnet cole jacob huntsman elisha richards
anthony coombs james huston sidney rigdon
lucy corkins charles jameson oren P rockwell
john corrillcorn 11 mahlon johnson sarah rockwell
david crenshaw moses kelly noah rogers
charles crismon H N kent james H rollins
lyman curtis perry keyes stephen M st john
nahum curtis joseph C kingsbury william seely
percy curtis nathan K knight elihah shaw
alpheus cutler john lawson joel shearer
thaddeus cutler isaac leany benjamin slade
john daley alfred lee clarkdarkoark slade
daniel C davis elielleil lee alma smith
isaac decker wm leffingwell amanda smith
david C deming tarlton lewis elias smith
moses dudley john loveless john smith
edmund durfee jr robert lucas joseph smith
jabisjablsjabs durfee arza ludd jnrenr willard snow
james durfee john M mccall chester southworth
perry durfee jesse mccard charles squires
david dutton enos mchall daniel stanton
hannah dutton william marks henry stephens
elisha edwards eliphaz marsh henry stevenson
rufus edwards moses martin dexter stillman
isaac ellison J S miles coonsodcoonrod stokes
lydia B english mary K miles nathan stuart

widow of william samuel miles gabriel N taylor
whiting samuel C miles john taylor

henry ettleman alexander mills george B teeples
philipphiiipphi lip ettleman albert miner darrill S thomas
LaLadawdawickck H ferre andrew moore lewis thompson
reuben foot isaac morley john thorp
jonathan ford arthur morrisonmornson james B turner
clarissa fosdick elizabeth C munjar lewis turner
catherine fuller william munjar nelson turner
david fullmer john murdock waw1williamlilamiliam turner
D H gilmer philindia myrick elizabeth tyler
charles gouletglulet reuben naper john P walker
charles granger ruth naper wmwin C walker
loyal C K griffen elijah newman john welch
selah J griffen williwilliamam niswanger elisha whiting
thomas grover daniel norton andrew whitlock
solomon hancock harvey omstead bradley B wilson
james M henderson john outhouse eleanor wilson
rueben hendrix mahalaanonMahal aanon oventoroventon george C wilson
jordan P hendrixson john pack lewis D wilson
amos F herrick james B F page polly wilson
lemuel herrick abraham palmer waw1williamiliamlilam waw1wilsonisonlson
phebe herrick edward partridge david winter
elias higbee charles W patten giddion D wood
john S higbee john patten hannah wood
elishaellsha hill P paullin william woodland
curtis hodges sen david pettigrew james worthington
elizabeth holsclaw jeremiah plumb hannah yale
jonathan hoopes merlin plumb hannah york
warner hoopes urluriuriahurlahah B powell jane A young
joseph hormuth terah pulsipher joseph young
eliehelleil houghton tunis rappleye phineus H young
james houghton harlow redfield
ornanoman houghton delia reed



eliaelizaeilaellzaeilza R snow

letter from missouri

caldwell co feb 22183922 18591839
estr streator

you have so long been relfelfeifeliereliefeilerelieverelievdievereudievdvd from my preaching as you
sometimes calldcalidcalad it I1 think you may well afford to endure a
little interruption you need not anticipate another intrusion
very soon for as yet we have no continuing city or sure abiding
place and one week more will probably find us on our journey
from this state we wish to give you some few items of the
movements here before we leave for we find from the reports
which go and come thro the newspaper medium that you get
nothing correct and as you are a politician & fond of politics
perhaps you will take some pleasure in contrasting those of mis-
souri with your own father is so busy preparing for our next
move that he has not a moment to spend in writing this is my
apology for addressing you probably before you receive this
you will have seen a letter which father wrote judge atwater
two or three weeks since in which he gave some few of the par-
ticularsticulars respecting what has transpirtranspiretranspir d since our arrival but it
would require a volume to give a full account things have
movamov d with such rapidity and of such a nature as might well
allay doubts if doubts are yet remaining in the mind of any
that these are indeed the last days and that the inhabitants of
the earth are some of them at least beginning to be in haste to
fill up their measure before the lord shall come forth from his
hiding place the nations of the world can never fill the cup of
their iniquity without shedding innocent blood and the blood
of the latter day saints will that of many of them be re-
quired of the present generation the lord has commenccommena d a

used by permission of the western reserve historical association and sub-
mitted to BYU studies by dr F mark mckiernan a distinguished RLDS
scholar and director of historic site program development and research hist-
orian for the restoration trail foundation
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work that is destin d to try the sincerity and the strength yes
and the legality too of every creed and profession both politi-
cal & religious upon the face of the whole earth the religion-
ists of the day who have been crying do as you would be done
by will have ample opportunity to see if they will put their
own excellent precept in practice and those who sit in the halls
of justice as the dispensers of rights between man and man
will be put to the test whether they judge righteously for
righteousness sake it is comparatively an easy matter to act
uprightly when public opinion and the weight of influence
favor the act but it requires some courage when a man is
obliged to bid defiance to popular feeling in order to do right

when a man must place his life in jeopardy in order to decide
with impartiality between man & his fellow man this has been
fully proven in the state of missouri there are those who
actuated by the spirit of republicanism and without any partial-
ity to the religious views of our society have risquedrisquee their repu-
tation and endanger d their lives by pleading the cause of the
innocent while judges & lawyers have dispersed with the
high dignity of their profession and while preachers and dea-
cons have laid aside the sacred insignia of their office to wield
the sword against a people whose only crime was in believing
in the times of the restitution not destruction of all
things and proving their faith by their works in persecuting
us & driving us from city to city & from state to state no
doubt like saul of tarsus they think they are doing god serv-
ice and so they are for as a pharoah was necessary to the es-
tablishment of israel in the land of canaan so are the persecu-
tors of the saints of the last days necessary in bringing about
the great purposes of god they mean it for evil but the lord
means it for good offensesoffencesOffences must needs come we have a
copy of gen clarkdarkoark s concluding speech which was delivered
to our brethren at far west a few days after the surrender
which will give some idea of the spirit of the times our breth-
ren have not taken up arms except in self defence expecting
you have seen father s letter refer d to above I1 shall not say any-
thing about what transpirtranspiretranspir d previous to the last of oct when
an army of 95 hundred encamp d about far west threatened an
immediate massacre soon as our people ascertain d that they
were authorizauthorizeauthoriz d militia they surrender d the leaders of the
church delivered themselves up and went to the camp of the
militia with the promise that they should return to their famicami
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lies in the morning gen lucas was first in command the
prisoners 7 in number instead of returning home the next day
were tried by a court martial & 13 generals out of 17 con-
demned them to be shot a company was chosen to execute the
sentence the hour was appointed & the place chosen which
was the center of the city in sight of their families those who
were chosen refus d to perform & a second company chosen
when gen donithan told them they were acting illegally and
if they proseededproceededproseeded he would expose them they then concluded
to take them to jackson county thinking the mob spirit there
would furnish executionersexecutioners without ceremony but they were
mistaken our people found warm friends in that co who even
invited joseph smith & S rigdon to bring their families &
settle there they were then taken back to richmond & put in
chains where they were kept four weeks when prejudice was so
strong it was thought wisdom to remove them to liberty where
they were considered more safe they were tried about the last
of jan the excitement was great about 250 mob collected &

seeing that nothing could be brought against the prisoners
threatened to shoot both judge & jury if the verdict was given
and the prisoners were hurried back to prison one of our neigh-
bors was there on the day of trial who said he should judge
that no less than 1000 people gathered in and when he was re-
turning home met 300 arm d men who swore that if the pri-
soners were releasbeleas d they would kill every mormon in the
state but to return to the surrender at F west after the 7
were taken the city was kept with a strong guard the men
calldcalidcalad together to lay down their arms and were compelldcompelfdcompellocompel Fdld at
the point of the sword to deed away all their property both
real & personal estate to a committee chosen for this purpose
all of which was done so cheerfully that the militia were quite
angry three or four days after this general clarkdarkoark came with
several hundred who ratified the treaty made by gen lucas I1

will send a copy of his address that you may have it in his own
words the list of names refer d to in the speech are those
of between 60 and 70 who were driven to prison soon after
like sheep to a market most of whom were releasbeleas d after a con-
finement of a month the rest are in prison now unless they
have been privately set at liberty for the mob law is the law of
this state and but few dare act except in accordance with it A
copy of the general s speech
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gentlemen

you whose names are not attachdattached to this list of names
you will now have the privilege of going to your fields to
obtain corn for your families wood &cac those that are now
taken will go from this to prison to be tried & receive the
due demerit of their crimes but you are now at liberty all but
such as charges may be brought against it now devolves
upon you to fulfilfulfill the treaty that you have entered into the
leading items of which I1 will now lay before you the first
of these you have already complied with which is that you
deliver up your leading men to be tried according to law
the second is that you deliver up your arms this has been
attended to the third is that you sign over your property to
defray the expences of the war this you have done another
thing yet remains for you to comply with that is that you
leave the state forthwithforth with and whatever your feelings con-
cerning this or whatever your innocence is nothing to me
general lucas who is equal in authority with me has made
this treaty with you I1 am determined to see it executed the
order of the governor to me was that you should be exterm-
inated and not allow d to continue in the state and had
your leaders not been given up the treaty complied with
before this you and your families would have been destroyd

your houses in ashes there is a discretionary power
vested in my hands I1 shall try to exercise for a season I1 do
not say that you shall go now but you must not think of stay-
ing here another season and putting in another crop for the
moment you do the citizens will be upon you I1 am deter-
mined to see the governors message fulfildfulfillfulfild do not think
that I1 shall act as I1 have done any more but if I1 have to
come again because the treaty which you have made shall
be broken you need not expect any mercy but extermination
for I1 am determinddetermineddetermind that the governor s orders shall be exe-
cuted As for your leaders do not once think do not imag-
ine for a moment do not let it enter into your minds that
they will be delivered or that you will see their faces again
for their fate is fix d their dye is cast their doom is sealdbeald
I1 am sorry gentlemen to see so great a number of apparently
intelligent men found in the situation that you are and oh
that I1 could invoke the spirit of the unknown god to rest
upon and deliver you from that awful chain of superstition
and liberate you from those fetters of fanaticism with which
you are bound I1 would advise you to settle abroad and
never again organize with bishops presidents &cac lest you ex-
cite the jealousies of the people and subject yourselves to the
same calamities that have now come upon you you have
always been the aggressors you have brought upon your-
selves these difficulties by being disaffected and not being
subject to rule and my advice is that you become as other
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citizens lest by a reoccurrence of these events you bring
upon yourselves irretrievable ruin

the generals assertion that our people had been the ag-
gressorsgressors is too false to pass without some comment for we
have been driven from jackson clay dewittde witt and daviess
yet as a people have always been in subjection to the powers
that be not that there has been no wrong done by those that
are calldcalidcalad mormonscormonsMormons for we profess the ancient order of
course our greatest perils are those we have to encounter among
false brethren for we have those among us who have not only
tasted the good word of god but also the powers of the
world to come who concerning the faith have become repro-
bates these constitute the most powerful earthly ally which
satan has to boast but be assured these are not the followers
of joseph smith for so long as they conform d to his teaching
they were righteous men I1 now anticipate your question do
you yet believe joseph smith is a prophet I1 have not seen or
heard anything which caus d me to doubt it even for a moment
if possible I1 have better testimony that J smith is a prophet
than that jeremiah was one altho he has not been kept in pris-
on quite so long S rigdon is liberated I1 do not know whether
he was let down the wall in a basket but his keepers thrust
him out privately for fear of the people and then circulated the
report that he was baildbaiad out in two thousand dollar bonds but
this is only to appease the wrath of the multitude he has gone
clear and the others are only kept for our safety for it is sup
pos d the mob will either revenge on us or on those who hold
them in confinement if they are liberated before most of us get
out of the state the gov of illinois says our people may come
there they have been going all winter and move very fast
A man just arrived from 111 who said he counted 220 wagons
between this and the mississippi it has been judg d there were
eight thousand of our people in this county but the season has
been a stormless one the most favorable for moving that we
could wish and the word impossible has become obsolete with
us therefore I1 think we shall get out in pretty prompt compli-
ance with the orders of government those who will deny the
faith have the privilege of staying some will accept the terms

lorenso left us in the forepart of oct we received a letter
from him which he commenccommena d in ill111111.iliiiilii it was maildmaiidmalidhaild in kent-
ucky where I1 suppose he is now had but partially recover d
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from an attack of the fever & ague when he started I1 will
transcribe as much of his letter as my paper will admit which
is as follows

dear father

it being six weeks today since I1 left home
I1 feel an anxiety to address you upon the subject of my
welfare & prosperity since I1 left far west my health has
thro the great mercy of god continually been improving
and now am enjoying excellent health the morning on
which I1 left far west appear d big with evil forebodings
dismal were the prospects before me terrible reports
from dewitt were in circulation and a severe relapse rend-
ered me to all human appearances unfit to perform one
half mile journey I1 put my trust in the arm of jehovah &
set forth I1 gradually received strength until my disease
was entirely removed the next day we met a company
of armdarad men who viewed us very narrowly as we pass d
which causdcarusd us to suspect they were a mob we manag d to
get by them unmolested some of them however calldcalidcalad very
lustily after us to know where we were from at rich-
mond landing we found two brethren who were desirous
of getting on board a steam boat for st louis in conse-
quence of the lowness of the water the prospects being small
of any boat arriving soon we concluded to unite together &
build a skiff & row ourselves down the missouri waters we
built our skiff and embarkdembarksembarkd the next day we rowed nearly
50 miles it was very unpleasant travelling inin consequence
of the leakiness of our boat and the coldness of the
weather the next day we travelled about the same dis-
tance and at evening sold our skiff the next morning we
all started on foot for boonvilleonvilleblonvilleBo the same night stay d with
a man who was one of the mob at dewitt just before we
arrived at boonvilleblonvilleBoonville we parted with our brethren the
same evening we reachdreacha the village of palestine where we
proclaimed our name and business A congregation was im-
mediately obtained & I1 delivered them a discourse upon the
principles of salvation among my auditors was one of the
governors guards who had about one week before accom-
panied the gov with three thousand volunteers to boon
ville with the intention of going against the mormonscormonsMormons he
gave me a very polite invitation to preach at boonvilleonvilleblonvilleBo
we traveled a south western direction calling on all men
every where to repent the country we found generally thinly
settled consequently we preachdpreache from house to house
when we got into settlements where we could hold meet-
ings we did so on the osage river I1 found our people
from mantua mr dresser mr bliss and the mr jones
we found here a most cordial reception we stay d two or
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three days and held one meeting from this we directed our
course to washington co holding meetings whenever oc-
casion offered & warndbarnd the people inin their houses in their
synagogues in their lanes and inin their streets the lord
who sent us giving us power & bringing all spirits under
our subjection in this manner I1 have strong faith that
we have succeeded thro the grace of god inin planting the
seeds of life inin the hearts of many which will eventually
shoot forth into everlasting life I1 parted with brother B
at belview washington co I1 held fifteen public meetings
in the state of missouri and if ever man received assistance
from god I1 also receivreceiverecelvrecely d of his assistance inin performing a
mission thro that state when I1 now look back upon the
scenes thro which I1 passdpassapass d inin traveling inin that state I1 am
astonishdastonished and caus d to marvel it certainly appears more
like a dream than a reality upon the swift waters of
missouri I1 have traveled inin the dark night amid terrible

snags and daring savages in an open pine camp death
staring me in the face I1 have slept in the open wood
upon the bare ground all night waiting the rising sun I1
have slept inin the house of him who was seeking the lives
of my people I1 have declarbeclar d the gospel among those who
would they could cover a multitude of sins to kill a
mormon I1 have been to those places where if I1 should
go it was declarbeclar d inin demoniacal rage I1 should be tied to the
whipping post man has sought for his fellow man for
strength to take me to drag me from my congregation I1 have
taken breakfast at that man s house whose eyes were red with
hellish rage for my destruction I1 have been as a spy taken
& searchd by a magimaglmagistratestrate judge and six or eight assistants
calldcalidcalad from my bed in the silent night my license de-
manded my vallese searchd from top to bottom from
end to end after all the lord has brought me off unin
jur d without the loss of an hair of my head I1 am
now in illinois in about 13 miles of the ohio river about
60 from its mouth I1 travelled 585 miles inin missouri &
held 15 meetings in ill111iiiliilil I1 have travelled 75 miles and
held eleven meetings in this settlement I1 have baptizbaptie d five
adult persons the lord has been pleased to give me here
a father and mother one brother & two sisters I1 baptlzdbaptizdbaptizedbaptizd
a mr cotton of the baptist order & upwards of sixty years
of age in order to perform the ordinance of baptism we
were obligdobliga to open the iceice yet notwithstanding the ex-
treme coldness of the water the women came forth from the
water clapping their hands and shouting praises to god

I1 have not room to transcribe all of his letter I1 wrote him
& directed to washington co kentucky have receivreceive d no reply
as yet letter conveyance is very uncertain here for which rea
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son I1 intend mailing this in illinois please let cousin pease &
wife see this I1 purpose writing to uncle granger s family after
we get located for now I1 could not tell them where to write
us

confiding in the lord s protecting care we go as abra m
did not knowing where I1 have not written half that I1 want
to say to you but my paper is full and it would be superfluous
to tell you I1 have written in too much haste to keep my pen in
order we have so much to do to prepare for the journey

respectfully
elisa R snow

to esqresar streator mrs streator charity and all the rest
I1 find upon folding my letter a little more room the mis
sourianssourianosourians had commenccommena d mobbing in daviess co previous
to our arrival but were very friendly at that time & were very
anxiousanxious to sell to us our people purchaspurcliascilas d their farms they
removdemov d their families away and raisralsraisrals d a mob painted their
faces like indians & came directly back to drive us from the
lands we had purchas d of them calculating to chase us away
& repossess the country this we suppose because when we did
leave by order of the militia we were hardly out of our houses
before the former owners occupied them when the militia
came the mob volunteerdvolunteers & join d them you will understand
from this the character of the militia I1 will transcribe a
pass which every man was requirbequir d to carry for his own pro-

tectiontec tion and that of his property 1 I permit oliver snow & sons
to remove from daviess to caldwell county there to remain
during the winter or to pass out of the state

nov 9thath 1838 signed R wilson brig gen

it astonishes our enemiesenemies that our people suffer no more while
passing thro these scenes of suffering they say the mormonscormons
have always rejoicrejoin d in tribulation but they will do sonsomethinglethingbething
now that they will not rejoice in 1I fear them not but know not
what new tortures they majmayinayfhay invent they have not burnt any of
us at the stake yet they have imprison d whip d ston d and
shot some but death does not terrify us enough to suit them
for they say that the mormonscormons are so d d sure of going to
heaven they had as lief die as not the lord makethmabeth the wrath
of man to praise him let his name be magnified

E R S



adam ondi ahman
A brief historical survey

leland H gentry

the recent renewal of interest in adam ondi ahman as a
place of historical importance for latter day saints suggests
the need for a new look at the site indeed at least one writer
has called for an archaeological reconnaissance of the area
before it becomes too accessible to tourists and souvenir seek
ers 1 it is not the the purpose of this paper to defend the pros
and cons of such a plea rather this work is written to help
identify facts in relation to several important questions 1 l1
how when and by whom was the area of adam ondi ahman
laid out 2 how large was the town plat and what purposes
did the city serve by its settlement 3 what do we know
about there being a tower and one altar or two in the area

exploration AND SURVEY ATTEMPTS

As early as september 1837 joseph smith and sidney rig-
don were requested by a conference of the church at kirtland
to 11 appoint other stakes or places of gathering for the saints
and this was one of the principal purposes behind their visit

dr gentry has been an institute teacher serving several years at the logan
institute adjacent to utah state university he is now inin the institute curr-
iculum division of the church department of education

seeee john H wittorf an historlhistoryhistoricalcalcai investigation of the ruined altars
at adam ondiondl ahmahmanan missouri newsletter and proceedings of the S E H
A M wells jakeman ed no 113 15 april 1969 ppap 181 8 the fore-
going newsletter is published at brigham young university several times
yearly by the society for early historic archaeology wittorf presents an
impressive array of evidence gleaned from the journals and writings of early
members of the church and concludes that the necessity for postulating two
adamic altars separated by a distance of about a mile as1sis likely nonessentialnon essential
in this matter he differs from the conclusions reached by elder alvin R
dyer the Refiners fire salt lake city deseret book co 1968 ppap
171175171 175
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to far west missouri in november of 1837 2 subsequent to
their arrival the church in missouri had appointed david
whitmer oliver cowdery john corrill lyman wight and
david W patten to explore possible sites for future settlement
in northern missouri 3 the ideal place to begin was in daviess
county 4 a sparsely settled area in which some few latter day
saints had already located 5

an official report of the exploring committee s efforts was
made to the saints in far west by oliver cowdery and david
W patten on 7 december 1837 they declared the area
ideal for settlement and suggested a more thorough reconnais-
sance in the near future in a personal letter to joseph smith
oliver cowdery reported that he in company with others had
spent twenty days exploring daviess county 1I found a great
many of the finest mill sites in the western country he re-
ported and made between forty and fifty locations 6 the
church in missouri accepted the committee s labors with grati-
tude and the subject was laid over until such time as a more
complete survey could be made 7 in the meantime however at

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city deseret book co 1957 2514 commonly referred
to as the documentary history of the church and hereinafter cited as HC

elders journal 127 november 1837
daviess county was formed in december of 1836 at the same time that

caldwell county came into existence shortly after the settlement of the
saints in both counties far west became the chief city of caldwell and
adam ondi ahman the same in daviess see leland H gentry A history
of the latter day saints in northern missouri from 1836 to 1839 phd
dissertation brigham young university 1965 ppap 606560 65

lyman wight and a few other members of the church moved into the
grand river area in the spring of 1837 shortly thereafter they were given

public notice by the non mormon residents to leave the county or face the
consequences these and similar threats were ignored but there can be no
doubt that the tendency of the saints to fan out into ever expanding circles
of country was a source of great vexation to their gentile neighbors see
HC 2496 times and seasons 165 march 1840 and gentry A history
of the latter day saints ppap 224225224 225

this quotation is found in a letter which oliver wrote from far west
to his brother warren a resident of kirtland ohio on 21 january 1838part of the letter was intended for joseph smith 01oliveriverlver who at this time
was temporarily disaffected from the church wrote several letters between late
december 1837 and april 1838 at least four of these are preserved in a
special collection in the huntington library san marino california the
special collections section of the brigham young university library has micro-
film copies of all the letters and they make most interesting reading since
they help to show the feelings of oliver during the period just preceding his
excommunication from the church

the conference minutes and record book of christs church of latter
day saints hebelonginglonging to the high council of said church of their successors
in office caldwell county missouri far wesswest april 6 r838i838 ppap 878887 88

sometimes known as the far west record this source will hereafter be cited
as fuiFWIFWRR
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least two members of the committee oliver cowdery and david
whitmer hadbad a falling out with their missouri brethren
which eventually led to their excommunication from the
church further exploration attempts waited the arrival of the
prophet joseph smith in march of 1838 8

about a month following the prophet s arrival the matter
received renewed attention on 26 april 18581838 a revelation
was received stating that other places should be appointed for
stakes in the regions round about caldwell county 9 less
than a month later an exploratory committee joseph smith
at its head journeyed to daviess county to lay out a new stake
of zion the propprophethet gives the following description of this
effort

friday may 18 1I left far west inin company with sid-
ney rigdon thomas B marsh david W patten bishop
partridge elias higbee simeon carter alanson ripley and
many others for the purpose of laying off a stake of zion
making locations and laying claim to lands to facilitate the
gathering of the saints for the benefit of the poor in up-
holding the church of god we traveled to the mouth of
honey creek which is a tributary of grand river where
we camped for the night

saturday 19 this morning we struck our tents and
formed a line of march crossing grand river at the mouth
of honey creek and nelsonsbelsonsNelsons ferry we pursued our
course up the riverniverriver mostly through timber for about eight
teen miles when we arrived at colonel lyman wights
home 10

the actual work of exploration and survey appears to
have occupied some time joseph smith reports that hebe was
personally involved in the same between 18 and 24 of may
while others of the party were active until 28 may under
date of 4 june however he reports 1I left far west with
president rigdon my brother hyrum and others for adam
ondi ahman and stayed at brother moses dailey sovers over night
and on the morning of the 5thath went to colonel lyman
wight s inin the rainrain we continued surveying building houses
day after day for many days until the surveyor had completed
the city plat the next journal entry is 11 june and we

HC 38
millennial star 1614714816147 148
OHCHC 33435334 35
ibid p 38 the company s chief surveyor was alanson ripley a faith-

ful member of the church abraham 0 smoot was flagman when ripley
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are left to conclude that the prophet and his party were also
busy at the same work during the week of june 4 to 11 lyman
wight gives us the following report

about june joseph smith together with many others of
the principal men of the church came to my house and
taking a viewview of the large bottom inin the bend of the river
and the beautiful prairies on the bluffs came to the conclu-
sionsionslon that it would be a handsome situation for a town we
therefore commenced surveying and laying off town lots
and locating government lands for many miles north of this
place 12

wight s reference to locating government lands for many
miles north of this place deserves more than passing notice
it appears to have been the intent of the saints to spread
both north and south of the grand river and thus occupy large
segments of northern missouri on the afternoon of 19 may
1838 for example thedie prophet accompanied by sidney rig-
don and george W robinson went a half mile up the grand
river from wight s home for the purpose of selecting and
laying claim to a city plat near said ferry in daviess county
township 60 ranges 27 and 28 sections 25 36 31 and
30 13 the next day however the prophet s company
traveled about six miles north the following morning 21

may work was begun making locations for settlement inin town-
ship 61 ranges 27 and 28 following which the company re-
turned to robison s grove some two miles to the south
and set up camp 14 that evening the prophet called a council
of thetlletile brethren for the purpose of deciding whether it was
wisdom to go immediately into the north country or tarry here
and hereabouts to secure land on grand river etc each one
present was permitted to express his feelings after which the
prophet said he felt impressed to tarry and secure all the
land nearby that is not secured between this and far west
especially on grand river the council voted unanimously

surveyed the town plat oliver B huntingtonhunti ngtonagton when the farming area around
the settlement was surveyed oliver B huntington adam s altar and tower
juvenile instructor 30701

the foregoing is taken from lyman wight s journal and is quoted ininrollin J britton early days on the grand river columbia missouri state
historical society 1920 ppap 676 7

HC 335
this would still be some four miles to the north and if the party fol-

lowed the course of the riverriver to the west of adam ondi ahman
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in favor of the prophet s proposal 15 the next day sidney rig-
don went east with a company of men to reconnoiter an-
other area of the country for possible settlement they too
returned with a good report of that vicinity and with infor-
mation of valuable locations which might be secured of
the next day s activities the prophet joseph records wednes-
day 23 we all traveled east locating lands to secure a
claim on grove creek and near the city of adam ondi ah
man 16 three days later following the prophet s return to
far west the company surveyed land on the other side of the
river opposite adam ondi ahman 17

settlement ATTEMPTS

the foregoing information is important for at least two
reasons 1 1 it demonstrates that the explorations undertaken
by the saints inin northern missouri far exceeded the areas
known today as tower hill and spring hill or adam
ondi ahman As a matter of fact the exploring parties appear
to have gone in all directions from adam ondi ahman per-
haps using the latter as a hub from which to radiate through-
out the countryside 2 further the evidence suggests that
adam ondi ahman was not intended to be the narrow re-
strictedstricted town which some may have supposed but rather a
true city of zion as comprehended by the revelations of god 18

additional information clearly indicates that at least some
members of the exploration team had land allocated to them
as far away from adam ondi ahman as township 61 some
miles to the north 19 the entire matter takes on new per

HC 336
ibid p 37
ibid the evlevievidencedence sparse though it is clearly indicates that joseph

smith and many others were active inin seeking settlement locations for a few
days in late may also had the salsaisaintsntsants been permitted to locate in the grand
river area for any length of time they would have undoubtedly settled on
both sides of the river As it was they settled only north and east of the
same

18seesee ppap 559563559 563 below
see A record kept for the use of the church of lands surveyed

locations made and names to whom located giving the range town-
ship section and quarter also of the clcityty platts their surveyersurveyor sic etc
far west missouri and adam ondiondondl ammen geo W robinson gen clerk &
recorder the foregoing record Isis housed in the LIDSLDS historian s office in
salt lake city no 71648 R it gives the names of several persons to whom
lands were allocated in township 61 as well as of those in township 60 where
adam ondi ahman was located at some time subsequent to 1838 the record
fell into the hands of henry G sherwood resident of the city of nauvoo
who preserved it for the church
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spectivespective when one considers the following statement from
james H hunt a local resident of daviess county during the
time of its mormon occupation

early in 1837 daviess county began to have an influx of
mormon immigrants their settlements were mainly south of
grand river they had one settlement on lick fork near
the weldon settlement here a mormon by the name of
bosley and a widow by the name of ives besides others
whose names are not remembered settled further up
the river and in what is now monroe township the mor
mons formed another settlement this was on narrowbonemarrowboneNarrow bone
and honey creeks here perry durfey roswell stevens
henry belt the daleysdalays and john D lee settled and others
also came whose names are not remembered

it would be well to state here that at this time all the
lands in daviess county excepting colfax township were
subject to preemption not having as yet been brought into
market colfax township had been surveyed at the same
time ray and caldwell counties were and was therefore in
market here another settlement of mormonscormons was made
composed principally of a better class who were able to pur-
chase their lands and improve them 20

thus while most of the lands in daviess county were unim-
proved preemptionpre emption lands available from the federal govern-
ment at 1.25125 per acre at least some locations were obtained
from private owners 21

james H hunt history of daviess county and the mormon war st
louis ostick and davies 1844 p 162

this is the identical procedure used to procure lands for the saints in
caldwell county see gentry A history of the latter day saints ppap 57-
58 75 far and away the greater portion of the land obtained was by pre-
emption purchase presumably at the united states land office in lexington
missouri ibid p 48 in the two years that the saints occupied northern
missouri they opened two thousand farms and paid to the united states
government for land alone three hundred and eighteen thousand dollars
at a minimum price mentioned above this gave them over two hundred and
fifty thousand acres lucien carr missouri bone of contention boston
houghton mifflin and co 1888 p 181 still another source says all
the mormon settlements outside of this county ie caldwell were made
with the prior consent of the inhabitants then living where the settlements
were made the consent was obtained inin nearly every instance by the payment
of money either for the lands of the pioneer gentiles or for some articles of
personal property they owned money was scarce at that day and although the
pioneers did not approve mormon doctrines they did approve mormon gold
and silver and they were willing to tolerate the one if they could obtain the
other but afterwards certain of the gentiles claimed that the mormon occu-
pation had been by stealth and fraud and perhaps in some instances this was
true history of caldwell and livingston counties missouri st louis
national historical co 1886 p 118 B H roberts says of the last com-
ment it isis not true and there is no evidence that warrants the perhaps
of the quotation A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city deseret news press 1930 1420
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not all the saints who eventually settled in daviess coun-
ty located at adam ondi ahman but most certainly did so in
june 1838 when large companies of migrating saints began
to arrive in far west they were counseled to move on to
adam ondi ahman one such group was led by john smith
the prophet s uncle 22 the following information is gleaned
from john smith s private journal

june 16 1838 arrived at the city so long sought for
even farr west sic

june 18 1838 we think of going to grand river
davies sic county spent our time preparing to go

june 25 1838 got help moved all our goods to grand
river camped on the prairie with br hillman and
thayer

june 26 1838 crossed the river got on the land of
adamondiahman sic about ten oclock pitched our tent
on the bank of the river in the woodland here we are thank
the lord but we have no money neither house nor but little
provisions but the lord will provide 23

the city continued to grow at a steady rate one month
after the arrival of john smith the prophet recorded in his
journal that he joseph smith left far west for adam ondi
ahman in company with president rigdon to settle some
canadian brethren in that place as they are emigrating
rapidly to this land from all parts of the county 12424 on 4
october 1838 more than five hundred saints arrived in far
west at once this company known as the kirtland camp
no I1 came from ohio having completed a journey of
more than nine hundred miles they soon learned however
that their tedious journey was not yet at an end for they
were counseled to settle at adam ondi ahman 255

As with far west so with adam ondi ahman attempts
were made to set up a city of zion 20 As set forth by revela-
tion the chief city of zion comprehended an area extensive
enough to hold fifteen to twenty thousand people the city

22hcHC 358558338358538
journal of john smith church historian s office salt lake city

utah unpaged
2hcjhcHC 338

ibid ppap 147148147 148 see also ibid ppap 8714887 148 for an account of the
organization and journey of this group adam ondi ahman is some twenty-
five milesml lesies north of far west

20see gentry A history of the latter day saints ppap 757675 76
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plat itself was to be one mile square with square blocks of
forty rods to the square gridded out from a given centerplacecenterplace
the city s lots ran north and south or east and west in alter-
nating patterns each lot one half acre in extent in the center
of the city was the town square where the public buildings in-
cluding the temple and the bishop s storehouse were to
stand on the outskirts of the city were the agricultural areas
set at equal distances from every man s dwelling place 227 the
economic foundation of zion was the law of consecration
of property and stewardship which had for its basic premise
the idea that the earth isis the lord s and that man is merely
a steward thereon 28 the entire order of zion was intended
to make god s people free of earthly encumbrances and to
unite them inin a social compact where each person was bound
by covenants of mutual friendship and mutual love to seek
the welfare of zion rather than his own personal aggrandize-
ment 29

it appears that far west and adam ondi ahman did not
in the end follow precisely the plan laid down for the chief
city of zion 30 they were enough alike however that it is
apparent that they were patterned in many respects after the
latter the following statement by william swartzell a mem-
ber of the survey team at adam ondi ahman is significant
herehere31

brother white ieIiee lyman wight preached todayto day
on the consecration of property to the church of the latter
day saints sicsic he said that after the brethren had bought
lots to suit themselves with their own money inin the city
of adam on diammondiammond sic they should consecrate all their
money and property to the church so that the church can
purchase the lands and locations within 12 miles from the
centre of the stake inin every direction 32

27 for a descriptldescriptionon of the plat as set forth by the prophet joseph smith
as well as an accompanying drawing of the same see william E berrett and
alma P burton readings in LDS church history salt lake city deseret
book co 1953 11121131112 113

A more detailed analysis will be found inin gentry A history of the
latter day saints ppap 252625 26

ibid ppap 232723 27

the town plats of far west and adam ondi ahman were two miles
square rather than one see ibid ppap 969796 97

william swartzell mormonism exposed being a journal of a residence
in missouri pekin ohio by the author 1840 swartzell was a chronic
complainer he wrote his expose following the expulsion of the saints from
missouri and their subsequent unpopularity throughout the country

ibid ppap 232423 24
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the foregoing indicates how expansive the plans of the breth-
ren were where the city of adam ondi ahman was concerned
moreover it illustrates the intention of the church to purchase
extensive areas of land using consecrated monies as payment
further the reference to the city as a stake is also interest-
ing shortly after the first large influx of saints into the area
the residents of daviess county were organized into a stake
of zion john smith was appointed to serve as president of
the newly formed church unit while reynolds cahoon and
lyman wight were appointed first and second counselors
respectively vinson knight pending the arrival of newel K
whitney from kirtland was chosen as bishop protemporetemporepro
while the new high council was composed of john lemon
daniel stanton mayhew hillman daniel carter isaac perry
harrison sagers alanson brown thomas gordon lorenzo
D barnes george A smith and ezra thayer 33

As formerly noted the layout of adam ondi ahman was
much like that of the chief city of zion swartzell gives us
the following picture

two miles square in the center of the twelve mile circle was
laid out in lots of an acre each in the center of which was
the temple lot of four acres the lots nearest to the temple lot
were the property of the high priests and dignitaries of the
church these lots to a certain distance outside of the two
mile square were of different sizes from five to ten acres
each to be appropriated or disposed of to individuals with
a due regard to the sizesize of the family the larger families
each to have a ten acre lot and the smaller families to have
five acres as a homestead 34

the city then according to this description was to be the
center of the stake and in the center of the city undoubtedly
near the town square the temple of god was to stand evi-
dence has been found which tends to support swartzell s re-
port A map apparently based upon the survey of adam
ondi ahman in 1838 by alanson ripley clearly shows the city
occupying an area two miles square blocks with the city are

details of this conference will be found in the elders journal 161
august 1838 see also HC 338 39 and swartzell mormonism exposed

p 13
swartzell mormonism exposed p 24 an interesting dimension is added

to the picture when one studies a topographical map of the area the area
laid out for purchase in 1838 and known as spring hill is precisely four sec-
tions of land or two miles square in the exact center of this area is tower
hill
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marked off at right angles and each block is 36 rods in its
north and south dimensions and 32 rods east and west the
plat is clearly north and east of the grand river with the
town square better than a mile away from the river 35 swart-
zell s reference to the homesteads beyond the city s perime-
ter also finds support in another source joseph smith s land
for example was located in range 27 township 60 section
30 south west quarter and also in range 28 township 60
section 25 south east quarter this would place the proph-
et s holdings on both sides of the grand river and the
two pieces although situated in different ranges would be
adjacent sidney rigdon s land was located on the east in
range 27 township 60 section 30 south east quarter and
joined the prophet s land 36

the allocation of land was as always a ticklish matter par-
ticularlyticul arly when the leaders of the church received their allo-
cations first As formerly noted swartzell reports that the lots
nearest to the temple lot were thediedle property of the high priests
and dignitaries of the church he also noted chronic com-
plainer that he was that the least among the brethren were
the least noticed and got the least land 37 benjamin F john-
son a late arrival in the area allows that while all were
anxious including himself to securechoicesecure choice lots his unmarried
status placed his chance to select near the last under the rule
of oldest served first 38 harrison burgess who labored
nine days as a surveyor s helper wrote As a reward for rend-
ering this assistance at this time brother joseph selected me
a very fine city lot 39

in addition to their personal lots in connection with the
law of consecration the church collectively owned or it
was intended that it should own large quantities of land be-
yond the 12 mile radius quoting swartzell again

see A map of adam ondi ahman moafo in the LDS historians
office in salt lake city in the file folder marked adam ondi ahman
it is credited to R campbell A ripley surveyor it would appear that
adam ondi ahman included not only the ridge commonly known as spring
hill but also tower hill and the entire valley running south to the river

A record kept for the use of the church
Swartswartzellzeifzelfzeli mormonism exposed ppap 9109 10 his land was in range 27

township 60 section 19
benjamin F johnson my lifes review independence zion s press

1947 p 36 johnson however obtained the very lot on which the altar
which one stood

harrison burgess labors in the vineyard faith promoting series book
12 salt lake city juvenile instructor 1884 p 68
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upon the extremities of the twelve mile square there
were laid off lots of a thousand acres each one upon the
east west north and south these thousand acre lots were
designed as the general farming lands of the whole brother-
hood who were all to be under the direction of the digni-
taries or overseers of the congregations and from the pro-
ceeds of these thousand acre lots the laboring part or those
who tilled them were to receive their breadstuffsbread stuffs and their
seed grain while the residue of the crops was to go to sup-
port the church this stake is so laid out that all in
going to and from their dwellings to the center lots to work
have precisely the same distance to travel 40

the rapid growth in population made necessary the im-
mediate construction of houses joseph mcgee recalled in later
years that adam ondi ahman had more than five hundred in-
habitants at a time when gallatin the nearbynear by county seat had
but a few houses 41 george A smith son of john states that
he helped his father build a two story log house on a lot in
adam ondi ahman soon after the family s arrival he also
helped to raise twentyfivetwenty five log houses in 25 days 42 swartzell

is likewise expressive about the rapidity of the new building pro-
gram for his journal entry of 19 july he wrote all things
are going on a sic briskly as ever the brethren are getting
lots and raising houses on them two or three every day 43

in time however the rapid influx of settlers exceeded the
abilities and energies of the builders jonathan H hale re-
ports on the 4thath of october 1838 the camp the famous
kirtland camp arrived in davies sic county missouri on
grand river at a place which we called adam ondi ahman
the territory assigned to us there we lived in tents until
the last of november when we were driven to far west
caldwellcalcaidwell county missouri 44

swartzell mormonism exposed p 24
As quoted in brittonbutton early days on the grand riperriverrifer p 8 the vast-

ness of the area was impressive to the saints and the lord himself said of
the area Is there not room enough on the mountains of adam ondi ahman
and on the plains of olahablaha shinehahShinehah or the land where adam dwelt
doctrine and covenants 1178

george A smith journal of george A smith LDS church hist-
orian s office salt lake city utah unpaged

swartzell mormonism exposed p 19
heber Q hale bishop jonathan H hale of nauvoo his life and

ministry salt lake city by the author 1938 p 61 on arrival in Di ahman
this group was told brethren your long and tedious journey is now ended
you are now on the public square of adam ondi ahman this is the place
where adam blessed his posterity when they arose up and called him michael
the prince the archangel and he being full of the holy ghost predicted what
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THE ALTAR TOWER QUESTION

in the course of his labors in northern missouri the proph-
et joseph made several visits into the grand river country As
noted the first such visit was a rather extended trip for the
purpose of laying off a stake and making locations and
laying claim to lands to facilitate the gathering of the saints

under date of saturday 19 may 1838 the second day
of the journey the prophet writes

this morning we struck our tents and formed a line of
march crossing grand river at the mouth of honey creek
and nelsonsbelsonsNelsons ferry we pursued our course up the river
mostly through timber for about eighteen miles when we
arrived at colonel lyman wight s home he lives at the
foot of tower hill a name I1 gave the place in consequence
of the remains of an old nephite altar or tower that stood
there where we camped for the sabbath 45

one could devoutly wish that the prophet had told us more
about this old nephite altar or tower since it has given rise
to some controversy left as it is was it really of nephite origin
as the history of the church records or was it an adamic
altar as others have maintained the prophet told themthem4641

or were our sources referring to two altars instead of one if
so why did the prophet mention only one while people report
his speaking of another even if these and like questions can-
not be given final answers in this article the evidence at least
can be examined

the easiest and most logical explanation would appear to
be that of two altars 4717 this view has recently been challenged
should befall his posterity to the latest generation HC 3148 this
was the first of two kirtland camps the latter arriving in adam ondi ahman
late in the month of october

HC 33435334 35
A careful check of the earliest printed account of the history of jo-

seph smith which carries this incident concerning the identification of an
old nephite altar or tower is identical with that found in HC see

millennial star liverpool F D RIrichards 1854 16152 As the result of
a conversation with earl olsen church archivist it was discovered that there
is no original journal of the prophet joseph smith for 1838 the original man-
uscript history of the church also carries the same terminology however
the error if it is one then is of long standing the reorganized church of
jesus christ of latter day saints appears to place little credence in joseph
smith s mention of the altar which they say he speculatively referred to
as an old nephite altar charles A davies question time independence
herald house 1967 21671782167 178

on the basis of a preliminary survey of hhistoricalIstorical evidence made in the
course of writing a doctoral dissertation this was the view the present writer
adopted see gentry A history of the latter day saints ppap 237241237 241
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by at least one LDS scholar 48 however and it is to be expected
that others will also wish to take a serious look at the question

it is important to know that there are two hills or ridges
separated by a small valley in the area encompassed by adam
ondi ahman 49 tower hill where joseph smith located the
nephite altar or tower isis one of these the small valley con-
nects with the larger valley to form an interesting semicircle
in the words of B H roberts

north of the ridge on which the ruins of the nephite
altar were found and running parallel with it is another
ridge separated from the first by a depression varying inin
width from fifty to a hundred yards this small valley with
the larger one through which flows the grand river isis the
valley of adam ondiondl ahman 5010

the ridge on the north was first visited by the prophet joseph
and his company on 19 may 1838 on the afternoon of the
same day that tower hill was named of this visit the proph-
et wrote

in the afternoon I1 went up the riverniverriver about half a mile
ie from lyman wight s house to wights ferry accom-

panied by president rigdon and my clerk george W robin-
son for the purpose of selecting and laying claim to a city
plat near said ferry inin daviess county township 60 ranges
27 and 28 and sections 25 36 31 and 30 which the
brethren called spring hill but by the mouth of the
lord it was named adam ondi ahman because said he
it isis the place where adam shall come to visit his people or
the ancient of days shall sit as spoken of by daniel the
prophet 51

the account of the discovery of adam s altar is quite
different from that for the nephite altar or tower abraham
0 smoot a member of the survey team for adam ondi ahman
is quoted as having said that joseph smith was not present
when adam s altar was discovered

waw1wittorfttorfthorf an historlhistoryhistoricalcalcai investigation p 6
As originally laid out by alanson ripley the city plat of adam ondi

ahman included both ridges the small valley between them and the larger
valley to the south in other words all the land from spring hill on the
north to the grand river on the south see A map of adam ondondiondl i ahman
mo

50hcHC 340
ali511ibid511bidbid p 35 much of this is the identical area laid out for joseph smith

and sidney rigdon as formerly noted see ppap 555557555 557 above much of this land
has been recently acquired by the church see dyer the finersrefinersrefineryRe fire ppap
176177176 177 see also note 34 above
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president smoot said that he and alanson ripley while
surveying at the town ie adam ondi ahman which was
about 22 miles from jackson county missouri came across
a stone wall in the midst of a dense forest of underbrush
the wall was 30 feet long 3 feet thick and 4 feet high
it was laid inin mortar or cement when joseph visited the
place and examined the wall he said it was the remains of
an altar built by father adam and upon which he offered
sacrifices after he was driven from the garden of eden
he said that the garden of eden was located in jackson
county missouri the whole town of adam ondi ahman
was in the midst of a thick and heavy forest of timber and
the place was named in honor of adams altar the proph-
et explained that it was upon this altar where adam blessed
his sons and his posterity prior to his death 52

analysis of the foregoing report leads to the following con-
clusionsclusions 1 the stone wall not a tower was credited by
the prophet to father adam not the nephitesNephites 2 there was
an apparent construction an actual stone wall whose con-
stituent parts were seemingly laid in mortar or cement 3

the wall had measurable dimensions 4 the wall or altar
was inin the midstofmidst of a dense forest of underbrush 5 adam
ondi ahman or spring hill received its name in honor of
adam s altar

still another factor lends credence to the conclusion that
there were two altars rather than one the altar pointed out
and named by joseph smith as a nephite altar was apparently
discovered on 19 may 1838 smoot did not arrive at adam
ondi ahman until 20 june 1838 hence his discovery with
ripley must have been subsequent to that time 53 there is a
second report from smoot however which presents some diffi-
culty it purports to be a question and answer conversation
between president john taylor and abraham 0 smoot at the
latter s home in provo on 4 december 1881

question by president taylor brother smoot did you
see on the top of a hill inin a place called adam ondi ahman
the remainsremains of what joseph smith said had been an altar
built by adam upon which he offered sacrifice

ans yes sir I1 first saw it in 1837 and the spring of

matthias F cowley wilford woodruff history of his life and labors
salt lake city deseret news 1909 ppap 545546545 546 the statement about

adam ondi ahman being 22 miles from jackson county is an obvious error
see C elliott berlin abraham owen smoot pioneer mormon leader

master s thesis brigham young university 1955 p 23
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1838 when assisting to survey the town called by that
name

quest what was the condition of the stones of which the
altar had been built

ans I1 remember well the stones which lay scattered
around looked as though they had been torn from a wall

quest yes my remembrance is too that the stones
were scattered as you say they were having no particular
form except in one place you remarked that you helped to
make the survey and prior to this particular conversation
you told me that you assisted in making an excavation

ans yes sir I1 helped to excavate around the base of
the altar some 2 to 3 feet and from 6 to 8 feet in
length which was sufficient to thoroughly satisfy us that
the foundation of the wall was still there

quest did you examine the wall further at any later
period

ans no sir but we intended to do so after the war
or as some called it the mormon war was over the op-
portunityportunity however to do so did not present itself afterwards

quest do you know the name of the hill where the
altar was

ans I1 do not recollect that I1 will say that I1 heard
joseph say that it was the remains of an altar built by
adam and that he offeredd sacrifice on it and called his
family and blessed them there

quest that was on the point of the hill that formed
a curvature

ans yes sir and that point commanded a beautiful
view of the country 54

in this instance the wall or altar is described as having
no particular form except in one place and the stones which
looked as if they had been torn from a wall also lay scat-
tered around in addition some excavation work was appar-
ently undertaken to determine if the wall had a foundation
note the distinctions between the two accounts helpful in-
formation to aid in the solving of the dilemma comes from
john lyman smith the son of john smith president of the
adam ondi ahman stake

in 1838 my father moved to davis sicsic county mis-
souri where we assisted inin building adam ondi ahman
our house built of logs was located in a point of timber
near the edge of the prairie A few hundred yards from
our door toward grand river the ground seems to have

As cited in dyer the refineryrefinersrefinetsRereflRefifinersneysnets fire ppap 173174173 174
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dropped off from twenty to thirty feet leaving a line of
almost perpendicular rocks for two or three miles run-
ning nearly parallel with the river

about a quarter of a mile down the road toward the
river crossing three or four rods to the left of the road was
a copse of trees and bushes in the center of which was a
raised stone work which showed marks of fire coal etc
the falling of the leaves and blowing in of sand and dust had
rounded this knell until it was some feet above the road this
place was where the prophet joseph said adam offered sacri-
fices and blessed his children I1 looked upon this as a sacred
spot and often used to hide there when strangers passed
along the road 5515

here we may see the reason for the excavation work at least
in part the raised stone work was covered with leaves
and blowing in of sand and dust once again since the

lots nearest to the temple lot were the property of the high
priests and dignitaries of the church and since john smith
was the stake president it would seem that his home would
be located near the town square the altar was 11 a quarter
of a mile down the road rather than on top of tower hill
where the nephite altar was found 56

evidence from several quarters strengthens the two altar
concept heber C kimball in fact speaks of three altars of
stone a three tiered altar as having been used by adam
rather than one he said

the prophet joseph called upon brother brigham myself
and others saying brethren come go long with me and I1

will show you something he led us a short distance from
the place where the temple plat had been dedicated to a
place where were the ruins of three altars built of stone
one above the other and one standing a little back of the

john lyman smith diary 183918881839 1888 special collections library brig-
ham young university provo utah ppap 1 2

see page 564 above it is not known presicelypresicely where the temple lot
stood but it is quite likely that it was not on tower hill since the map or
survey by alanson ripley puts the town square some mile or more from the
grand river heber C kimball states while there ie at adam ondi
ahman we laid out a city on a high elevated piece of land and set stakes
for the four comers of a temple block which was dedicated brother brigham
being mouth there were from three to five hundred men present on the oc-
casion under arms this elevated spot was probably from 250500250 500 feet above
the level of the grand river so that one could look east west north or south
as far as the eye could reach it was one of the most beautiful places I1 ever
beheld orson F whitney life of heber C kimball salt lake city
juvenile instructor office 1888 ppap 222223222 223 the elevation of the northern
ridge exceeds that of tower hill by some twentyfivetwenty five feet when their highest
points are compared there is an even higher point than that to the east
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other like unto pulpits inin the kirtland temple representing
the order of three grades of priesthood there said joseph
is the place where adam offered up sacrifice after he was

cast out of the garden the altar stood at the highest
point of the bluff I1 went and examined the place several
times while I1 remained there 57

oliver B huntington just a lad at the time he lived at adam
ondi ahman recalled the following concerning the wall in
later years

that wall of rock that was in sight and rising above the
ground about thirteen inches was laid as accurately as any
wall nowadays and was five or six feet long one end
showed the corner and end wall enough to prove that it
ran back into the hill the other end of the wall was
covered with earth and I1 do not know that the visible end
was the real end dirt had naturally washed and worn
down so as to cover the body of the altar

one day while sitting on the wall and devoutly thinking
of the use that had been made of that place I1 got a naturally
sharpened stick and dug into the earth that covered the altar
and found charcoal quite plentiful

perhaps these coals I1 thought were from wood burned
by father adam and perhaps that altar had been used by
men of god hundreds and thousands of years after him

I1 felt sure however that the rocks were the identical
rocks that was sic placed there for joseph said that altar
was built by our father adam and there he offered sacri-
fice

the man who showed me the altar was with joseph when
he discovered it he said that within a rod or two of the
place joseph stepped quickly ahead of the little company
of men who were with him and standing upon the altar
told them what use had been made of that spot and who
built it

the rocks that were visible showed indisputable signs of
having been burned with fire I1 have hunted for rocks
around there of that kind but found none there were
plenty of other kinds not far distant

my fathers house stood about two hundred and fifty
yards from that altar on the bottom land of grand river
inin the valley of adam ondi ahman 58

ibid p 22 italics added this then is a three tiered altar rather than
three separate altars see altar drawings and discussion in lauritz G peterson s
the kirtland temple BYU studies vol 12 no 4 summer 1972 ppap

400409400 409
oliver B huntington adams altar and tower juvenile instructorgeorge Q cannon ed 3070070130700 701
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the nephite altar or tower should it have a separate ex-
istence from that denominated as adam s altar seems never to
have attained the significance that the latter did it may even
be that some of the brethren in time or perhaps from the first
confused the two because many of the accounts were written
years later from memory A possibility is that the altar on
tower hill fadedladed into graceful oblivion with the discovery of
adam s altar on spring hill in any case there is a problem
of identity precisely because variousvarious accounts of eyewitnesseseye witnesses
differ so radically from each other the following from ben-
jamin F johnson on whose city lot the altar of adam is said
to have reposed will show what is meant 59

the idea is being taken by some that the altar con-
structedstructed by adam is still standing in a fair state of preser-
vation such a statement would be very misleading for there
are those still living who inin 1838 were familiar with the
city seat of adam ondi ahman as surveyed by bishop alan-
son ripley who as agent recorded upon the city plat the
names of those to whom lots were given and I1 well know
to whom was given the lot at the top of the hill on which
was scattered the many different sized stones some of which
had been burned all partly buried and while there ap-
peared a center from which they were scattered yet no one
stone remained laid upon another to show the form and
sizesize of the altar this was before the identical place with
the rock of the altar had been pointed out by the prophet
joseph 60

at this point then we are confronted with some very inter-
esting discrepancies 1 the altar spoken of by johnson was

says johnson on our arrival at diahmandichman late in october 1838118381858 our
camp was pitched upon the town plat which had just been surveyed by ddi-
rectionrect on of the prophet and of course each one was anxious to obtain the most
eligible or first choice of lots As I1 was young and unmarried my choice
would come near the last under the rule of oldest served first so when it was
my choice I1 found I1 must take the top lot on the promontory overlooking
the grand river valley or go farther away and lower down than I1 wished
to so I1 chose the upper which at first appeared rocky but which made
the other lots appear almost enviable when after a few days the prophet
accompanied us to this spot and pointed out those rocks as thethe7thea ones of which
adam built an altar and offered sacrifice upon thisth s spot when they called
him michael and where he will again sit as the ancient of days then I1 was
not envious of anyone s choice for a city lot inin adam ondi ahman johnson
my lifes review ppap 353635 36

letter of benjamin F johnson to the deseret evening news 5 novem-
ber 1895 and published 9 november 1895 johnson speaks approvingly of
elder E stevenson s report in the news of 24 september 1895 stevenson
writes under date of 16 september from adam ondi ahman that the altar is
erected on the highest point hereabouts
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on the lot at the top of the hill 2 the many different
sized stones were somewhat burned all partly buried 3
11 not one stone remained laid upon another to show the form
and size of the altar 4 such was the case before the identi-
cal place with the rock of the altar was pointed out by the
prophet joseph 61

A somewhat similar report does not help clarify the picture
on the contrary the following from chapman duncan only
casts a greater mist over the problem

I1 think the next day sometime near the end of october
he ie joseph smith said to those present hyrum smith
bishop vincent sic knight myself and two or three
others get me a spade and I1 will show you the altar that
adam offered sacrifice on I1 believe that was the only time
joseph was in diamon sic 62 went about forty rods north
of my house he placed the shovel with care placed his
foot on it when he took out a shovelful of dirt it barred
the stone on the upper side nearly a foot deep the dirt
was two inches deep on the stone I1 reckon about four
feet or more was disclosed he did not dig to the bottom
of the 3 layer of good masonry well put up wall the stones
looked like dressed stone nice joints ten inches thick 18
inches long or more came back down the slope perhaps 15
rods on the level the prophet stopped and remarked this
place where we stood was the place where adam gathered
his posterity and blessed them and predicted what should
come to pass to the latest generation 63

according to this report the entire work was underground
also but the masonry was composed of 3 layers of good
masonry well put up how can either of the foregoing be
reconciled with the following from B H roberts without
postulating the existence of two distinct altars

on the brow of the bluff stood the old stone altar which
the brethren found there when it was first discovered ac-
cording to those who visited it frequently it was about six-
teen feet long by nine or ten feet wide having its greatest

johnson arrived in diahmandichman after october 20 probably about the 22
or 23 just about a week before the so called mormon war broke out in
grand river country see johnson my lifes rediereviewrevieredlewredle ppap 353635 36

wee know that the prophet was inin diahmandichman as early as may probably
before duncan arrived

chapman duncan autobiography of chapman duncan special collec-
tions library brigham young university provo utah unpaged duncans refer-
ence to dressed stone is vastly different from huntington s insistence that
there were no tool marks on the altar stones he visited juvenile instructor
30- 7003070050700
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extent north or south the height of the altar as the brethren
found it was some two and a half feet at each end but grad-
ually rising higher to the center which was between four
and five feet high the whole surface being crowning 64

it must be admitted that the evidence thus far examined
suggests two altar sites attempts to explain away the appar-
ent discrepancy among the accounts as being merely the dif-
ference between a pile of stones on the one hand and a wall
or stonework on the other the former on top of the hill
and the other further down the hillside merely obfuscate the
question 65 for they do not reconcile the many other conflicting
differences observed in addition to the location problem
would not those who were familiar with the pile of stones
have also been familiar with the fact that a standing altar in
a fair state of preservation enough to be recognized at least
was located a short distance away how about the reference
to buried stones on the one hand requiring a shovel to
uncover and a rising set or tier of altars on the other what
about the references to a nephite altar or tower in one
instance and adam s altar on the other

perhaps the following from oliver huntington is the key
to the problem huntington appears to distinguish between
the altar and a tower after speaking of the altar at length
he writes

after joseph the seer had stood upon that memorable
spot ieie where the altar stood and told his brethren
many things that had taken place there and inin the valley just
below while adam dwelt in that locality they traveled on
up into the prairie beyond about half a mile or between a
quarter and a half of a mile just in the edge of a grove of
timber they came to a little elevated spot of earth like a
knoll or slight hill the earth of which was thickly dotted
with cobble stones

here the prophet and seer said adam built a tower
from the top of which he could see all the surrounding
country and this knoll is formed of its remains

my father s house stood about two hundred and fifty
yards from that altar on the bottom land of grand river
in the valley of adam ondi ahman

when alanson ripley surveyed a part of the farming
13 H roberts the missouri persecutions salt lake city george Q

cannon and sons 1900 p 189 roberts visited the area on at least one oc-
casioncasioncaslon

wittorf an historical investigation p 6
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land around the settlement I1 was flagman and the spot of
ground designated as the place of adams tower came within
that survey 66

thus we have a new dimension added to the puzzle for the
farming land it will be remembered was on the outskirts of
the city plat of two miles square 67 the confusion appears to
come from the fact that both an altar and a tower of adam
were found in the vicinity

small wonder that oliver B huntington expressed a be-
lief on one occasion that edward stevenson formerly a resi-
dent also of adam ondi ahman and later a visitor to the area 68

had not found the true adamsadams altar stevenson s descrip-
tion clearly places the altar he visited on tower hill accord-
ing to an associate of huntington the altar with which the
latter was familiar was 11 not on top of the hill but a few yards
below perhaps 50 yards 69 in setting forth his belief in his
private journal that stevenson did not find the true adam s
altar huntington wrote

the night of october 4thath 1899 1I stayed with
elder arnold reiser in 6thath ward salt lake city he was the
missionary in missouri that I1 wrote to about the altar of
adam on diahmondishmon sic and through my request while on
his mission he visited diahmandichman again and searched according
to my minute directions and found remains of the wall of
the altar which wall however had been torn down to a level
or nearly level with the ground probably by cattle as it
was in a pasture so he proved that which I1 told elder ed-

wjuvenile instructor 30701 italics added
see p 561 above
stevenson made a visit to the area in 1895 and wrote a description of the

same which was printed in the deseret evening news on 24 september 1895
under the caption adam ondi ahman stevenson also visited the area with
andrew jenson in 1888 jenson s report will be found in the autobiography
of andrew jenson salt lake city deseret news press 1938 p 162
another account by stevenson which like the abovementionedabove mentioned altar on tower
hill will be found in joseph grant stevenson the stevenson family hist-
ory provo by the author 1955 463

arnold auer reiser missionary journal as cited by wittorf an
historical investigation p 6 roberts however speaks of the altar as
standing on the crown of the hill adam ondi ahman the contributor
7314 1886 andrew jenson states that the altar was located on the top
of what is supposed to be the highest point in the neighborhood autobi-
ographyography p 162 benjamin F johnson states that the altar was located on his
personal property on the lot at the top of the hill deseret evening
news 9 november 1895 edward stevenson states that the altar is erected
on the highest point hereabouts deseret evening news 24 september 1895
heber C kimball says that the altar stood at the highest point on the bluff
whitney heber C kimball p 223
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ward stevenson viz that he did not find the true adams
altar as he had published 70

the fact that the prophet s records make reference only
to a nephite altar or tower is difficult to explain if there
were but one altar the prophetmightprophet might have meant to teach
that although the structure was built by adam nephitesNephites at
a later time made use of the same for their own purposes 71

latter day saints have long believed that the ancient nephitesNephites
penetrated into the area now embraced by the united states
of america 772 and zera pulsipher onetimeone time resident of adam
ondi ahman even held that the saints supposed that there
had been an ancient city of the nephitesNephites at spring hill tower
hill and vicinity 73 the case for the two altar theory at this
point at least appears plausible perhaps the second structure
was a tower as huntington states

residents of adam ondi ahman have been known to tell
an entirely different tale regarding the altar or rather the pile
of stones which were said to have formed the same according
to some accounts the site marked the grave of father adam
according to another gold was buried there by the saints prior
to their rapid departure from the state of missouri 74 the fact

diary of oliver boardman huntington special collections library
brigham young university 13032130 32 35 439 as cited by wittorf an hist-
orical investigation p 6

we note for example huntington s statement that perhaps that altar
had been used by men of god hundreds and thousands of years after him
ie adam juvenile instructor 30700

latter day saints have long believed that at least some of the nephitesNephites
found their way into north america in the days of zion s camp the
brethren discovered the skeleton of a white lamanite whose name was
zelph a good man who served under the great chief omandagusOmandagus see the
historical record 7581 orson pratt was fond of pointing out evidence of
nephite meanderings during the so called mound building period on this
continent journal of discourses 13131 and 1429629814296 298 brigham young
is quoted as having said that moronimoron dedicated the site for the manti temple
see whitney heber C kimball p 447

history and life of zera pulsipher by himself p 12 special coll-
ections library brigham young university provo utah

among those who held to this view were hunt history of daviess
county p 164 and joseph mcgee missouri historical review 20342 see
also heman C smith ed history of the reorganized church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 2111 and the gallatin democrat 491 the people in
and around diahmandichman have peculiar viewsviews regarding the belief of the latter
day saints in connection with this ancient altar it is the prevailing belief
based on untruthful statements in the history of davies sic county that the
mormonscormons taught that the altar was adam s grave one country editor near the
place when told of the error and requested to correct the same through his
paper replied what you will not take our grave from us will you
the people have been taught it was the grave and fear it would lose its at-
tractivenesstr if the correction were made some of the waste places of zion
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that the saints did some digging in this area may have lent
some credence to these suppositions at any rate the non
mormonscormonsMormons to satisfy their curosity also did some digging which
work had the effect of breaking down what remained of the
altar As a result of their visit to diahmandichman in 1888 andrew
jenson and party reported

the mound of ruins of the ancient altar on the top of
the adainadam ondiondl ahman hill measures 36 feet in diameter A
largenumberlarge number of rock fragments which no doubt were once
part of the altar lie scattered all around 75

it would appear then that the evidence still suggests the
existence of more than one altar or at least one altar and a
tower admittedly the various classifications represent an
individual judgment and are certainly open to challenge the
following chart is a summation of the evidence on which this
conclusion is basedbased767671

area of difference altar A altar B

1 origin lnephite or adamic 1 adamic
2 condition 2 no one stone on an-

other
2 some stones scattered

in 1838 to show but altar standing in
size or form recognizable form when

discovered having meas-
urable dimensions

3 size 3 stones scattered to 3 five or six feet long
circle of 30 feet in another account says 16
diameter feet long by 9 or 10

feet wide 213212 feet
at each end but gradu-
ally rising in the center

4 description 4 good masonry work 4 untooled stones but
dressed stone nice laid accurately as any

joints ten inches wall nowadays inin actu-
althick 18 inches or mortar or cement no

more long stones stones like them in the
of different sizes area stones partly burn-

edand apparently native and many exposed
to the area some above ground 3 altars

as they appear today special correspondence from caldwell county mo
23 august 1904 as printed in the deseret semiweeklysemi weekly news 6 october 1904
p 8

751 report of andrew jenson et al deseret news 10 september 1904
the classiflclassiclassifyclassificationsfl cationscanions are artlartiartificialficialfacial sincesince the so called nephite altar lo-

cated on tower hillHI 11 has never been called by that name except by joseph
smith therefore it has been necessary for the writer to judge from the
variousvarious descriptions which was altar A and which altar B
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partly burned and inin rising tiers repre-
sentingmost if not all buried 3 orders of the

first stone bared by priesthood
joseph smith at
nearly a foot deep

5 location 5 on top of the hill 5 on a sidehill about
a quarter of a mile down
the road but also on
the highest point of
the bluff in the midst
of dense forest or un-
derbrushderbrush perhaps a

tower on the prairie
6 excavation 6 yes 6 yes
7 approximate 7 may 18 1838 with 7 after 20 june 1838

date of joseph smith present with joseph smith not
discovery present
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CHAD JFLAKEj FLAKE

with the untimely death of dale morgan in 1971 many
feared that mormonism had lost its only author of analytic
mormon bibliographies although mr morgan had only pro-
duced three such monographs bibliography of the church of
jesus christ bibliography of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints Strangstranglesiresites and bibliography of the
churches of the dispersion he was in the process of doing a
definitive bibliography of the early history of the church it is

therefore a great delight to see the emergence of another man
of mr morgan s abilities this is peter crawley whose A
bibliography of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
in new york ohio and missouri was published in BYU
studies in the summer of 1972 although professor crawley
possibly lacks some of dale morgan s erudition he makes up
for it amply inin depth and readability his bibliography
is as complete as is humanly possible and puts each imprint
into its historical perspective such a find as the broadside con-
cerning zion s camp is of immense importance one looks
with anticipation for his next publication which will be on
the mormon imprints during the nauvoo period As with
mr morgan bibliography is not professor crawley s livelihood
so that unfortunately neither devoted or is devoting a pre-
ponderance of his time toward this study this is a shame
inasmuch as so few scholars seem genuinely interested in bibli-
ography and can ably handle the subject

in paying tribute to this fine study of professor crawley s

an accolade should also be given to BYU studies for devoting

professor flake is special collections librarian at brigham young university
he also edits mormon americana

577
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72 pages to a bibliographic monograph which might have had
only limited appeal

in the current mormon bibliography all references to gen-
eral church periodicals have been omitted inasmuch as they
are cumulatively indexed in a separate publication As always
great reliance has been placed on mormon americana volume
13

historical
alexander thomas G A conflict of perceptions ulysses S grant

and the mormonscormonsMormons ulysses S grant association newsletter
82942829 42 july 1971

alienallenailen james B and richard 0 cowen the twentieth century
challenge for mormon historians dialogue 72636726 36 spring
1972

anderson richard lloyd joseph smiths new england heritage salt
lake city utah deseret book company 1971

arringtonarlington leonard J oliver cowdery s kirtland ohio sketch
book BYU studies 1241042612410 426 summer 1972

backman milton V jr the quest for a restoration the birth
of mormonism inin ohio BYU studies 1234636412346 364 summer
1972

barrett gwynn walter murray gibson the shepherd saint of
lanai revisited utah historical quarterly 4014216240142 162 spring
1972

beal merrill D henry allenalienailen beal and george washington bean
pioneers on the utah frontier garland utah V W johns
printing 1971

belnap joseph salem LDS ward history 188319721883 1972 salem
idaho joseph belnap 1972

bitton davis the waning of mormon kirtland BYU studies
1245546412455 464 summer 1972

blair A R the hauns mill massacre courage 25035072503 507 sum-
mer 1972

brigham young university college of religious instruction com-
pilers A catalogue of theses and dissertations concerning the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints mormonism and
utah provo utah brigham young university printing service
1971

britsch R lanier the latter day saint mission to india 1851-
1856 BYU studies 1226227712262 277 spring 1972

et al problems and opportunities of missionary work in
asia BYU studies 12851041285 104 autumn 1971

carr elmer J compiler twenty seventh ecclesiastical ward of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
hobby press 1970

coates lawrence G mormonscormonsMormons and social change among the sho
shoni 185319001853 1900 11 idaho yesterdays 15211152 11 winter 1972
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crawley peter A bibliography of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in new york ohio andmissouriand missouri BYU
studies 1246553812465 538 summer 1972

dixon joseph M mormonscormonsMormons in the third reich 193319451933 1945
dialogue 77078770 78 autumn winter 1971

fetzer leland bernard devoto and the mormon tradition dial-
ogue

D d
9 72338723 38 autumn winter 1971

grant H roger and david E kyvig A mormon plan for an
island kingdom of god prologue 42630426 30 spring 1972

hansen H N an account of a mormon familysFamilys conversion to
the religion of the latter day saints and of their trip from
denmark to utah parts I1 and II11il annals of iowa 4170972841709 728
and 756779756 779 summer and fall 1971

harrington virginia S and J C rediscovery of the nauvoo temple
salt lake city utah nauvoo restoration inc 1971

hawkins johnna nauvoo the beautiful and tragic dispatch from
the illinois state historical society 45 april 1972

higdon barbara the reorganization in the twentieth century
dialogue 794100794 100 spring 1972

hill marvin S joseph smith and the 1826 trial new evidence
and new difficulties BYU studies 1222323312223 233 winter 1972

holm francis the mormon churches A comparison from within
independence missouri herald house 1972

hyer paul V revolution and mormonism in asia what the
church might offer A changing society dialogue 78893788 93
spring 1972

jackson richard H myth and reality environmental perception of
the mormon pioneers rocky mountain social science journal
93039930 39 january 1972

jessee dean C the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff BYU
studies 1236539912365 399 summer 1972

law reuben D the founding and early development of the church
college of hawaii st george utah dixie college press 1972

leone mark P the evolution of mormon culture in eastern ari-
zona utah historical quarterly 4012214140122 141 spring 1972

mckiernan F mark the voice of one crying in the wilderness
sidney rigdon religious reformer 179318761793 1876 lawrence kansas
coronado press 1972

madsen truman G joseph smith among the prophets salt lake
city utah deseret book company 1970

mauss armand L moderation in all things political and social
outlooksOutlooks of modern urban mormonscormonsMormons dialogue 75769757 69
spring 1972

mormon semitism and antisemitismanti semitism sociological analy-
sis 2911272911 27 1968

saints cities and secularism religious attitudes and be-
havior of modern urban mormonscormonsMormons dialogue 782778 27 summer
1972
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murdock S mormon trails in the midwest travel 137586313758 63
january 1972

partridge scott H the failure of the kirtland safety society BYU
studies 1243745412437 454 summer 1972

petersen lauritz G the kirtland temple BYU studies 12400-
409 summer 1972

poll richard D god and man in history dialogue 71011097101 109
spring 1972

robinson adonis findlay ed history of kane county kane county
utah kane county daughters of utah pioneers 1970

sampson D paul and larry T wimmer the kirtland safety so-
ciety the stock ledger book and the bank failure BYU
studies 1242743612427 436 summer 1972

tullis F lamond three myths about mormonscormons in latin ameri-
ca dialogue 77797987779877987.798779 87 spring 1972

wilcox pearl G the latter day saints on the missouri frontier
independence mo herald house 1972

williams frederick G frederick granger williams of the first
presidency of the church BYU studies 1224326012243 260 spring
1972

woodbury lael J mormonism and the commercial theatre BYU
studies 1223424012234 240 winter 1972

DOCTRINAL

bennion lowelllo well L husband and wife salt lake city utah des-
eret book company 1972

looking Toivtowardsards marriage salt lake city utah deseret
book company 1972

the church in action 1971 salt lake city utah deseret news
1972

crowther duane S and jean D compilers the joy of being a wom-
an bountiful utah horizon publishers 1972

dart john saints in the city of los angeles west in the los
angeles times 23 april 1972 p 13

dejong gerrit jr selected writings provo utah 1971
dunn paul H I1I1 challenge you I71 promise you salt lake

city utah bookcraft inc 1972
win if you will salt lake city utah bookcraft inc 1972

harmon clyde J and ivan L bates jr the sons of ephraim A
compilation of the discourses of the prophets on the US
constitution mesa arizona tri city printing 1972

hobbs charles R balance in latter day saint teaching BYU
studies 1220922212209 222 winter 1972

kemp thomas jay the office of the patriarch to the church in
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints stamford con-
necticut thomas J kemp cl972c1972

kimball spencer W faith precedes the miracle salt lake city utah
deseret book company 1972
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kimball william clayton the christian commitment C S lewis
and the defense of doctrine BYU studies 1218520812185 208 winter
1972

lindgren A bruce the development of the latter day saint doc-
trine of the priesthood 182918351829 1835 courage 24394442439 444 spring
1972

madsen truman G and charles D tate jr eds to the glory of
god mormon essays on great issues salt lake city utah
deseret book company 1972

maples evelyn lehi man of god independence mo herald
house 1972

maxwell neal A A time to choose salt lake city utah deseret
book company 1972

olson kathryn A reappraisal of canonization of the doctrine and
covenants courage 23453522345 352 winter 1972

packer boyd K why stay morally clean salt lake city utah
deseret book company 1972

petersen mark E for righteousness sake salt lake city utah
bookcraft inc 1972

marriage and common sense salt lake city utah book-
craft inc 1972

richards legrand legrand richards speaks compiled by G lamont
richards salt lake city utah deseret book company 1972

sill sterling W the keys of the kingdom salt lake city utah
bookcraft inc 1972

spafford belle S mormon motherhood salt lake city utah des-
eret book company 1972

worlton lois F and opan D jasinski planning LDS weddings and
receptions bountiful utah horizon publishers 1972

inspirational
black don J seven keys to happiness provo utah brigham young

university 1972
carter kate B our pioneer heritage vol 14 salt lake city utah

daughters of utah pioneers 1971
curtis dr lindsay R tips for 2 isi2s112s salt lake city utah book-

craft inc 1972
evans richard L richard evans quote book salt lake city

utah publishers press 1971
gibbons helen bay letters to mary salt lake city utah H earl

bay 1972
hartshorn leon R outstanding stories by general authorities

vol 2 salt lake city utah deseret book company 1972
howard barbara ed daily bread A devotional guide for every

day of the year independence mo herald house 1972
mormon arts provoprove utah brigham young university press 1972
paxman monroe and shirley family faith and fun salt lake city

utah bookcraft inc 1972
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pearson carol lynn the order is love provo utah trilogy arts
1972

pearson gerald there is a way back provo utah trilogy arts
1971

petersen emma marr one of a city salt lake city utah book-
craft inc 1972

shafner evelyn when mothers work salt lake city utah book-
craft inc 1972

taylor barbara J I1 can do provo utah brigham young uni-
versityversity 1972

BIOGRAPHY AND FAMILY HISTORY

alexander thomas G reed smoot the LDS church and pro-
gressivegressive legislation 190319331903 1933 dialogue 74756747 56 spring
1972

baird mark J and rhea reminiscences of john W woolley and
lorin C woolley 3 vols draper utah mark J and rhea A
baird 1972

barrus david the way to the sun bountiful utah horizon pub-
lishers 1972

bracy maryruth and linda lambert maurine whipple s story of
the giant joshua dialogue 75562755 62 autumn winter 1971

christensen anna sketch of the lives of heber christian and annie
petersen christensen salt lake city utah 197011970

christensen madge M and anna compilers sketches of the lives of
winifred scott and anna elizabeth parker mcclellan salt
lake city utah 197011970

cole zula rich valiant hearts logan utah npap 1961
cook verla clark comp and ed book of remembrance of arthur

benjamin clarhdarkclarkdarf and descendents logan utah fl972fl19721972
dees harry C george W bean early mormon explorer BYU

studies 1214716212147 162 winter 1972
edwards paul M the sweet singer of israel david hyrum

smith courage 24814922481 492 summer 1972
hafen leroy R and ann W the joyous journey of leroy R and

ann W hafen an autobiography denver colorado the
old west publishing company 1972

harding glen F amos warner family book A record of the
ancestry life and descendants of amos warner ogden utah
glen F harding 1972

hartshorn leon R compiler exceptional stories from the lives ofour apostles salt lake city utah deseret book company
1972

hickman martin B and ray C hillam J reuben clarkdarkoark jr po-
litical isolationism revisited dialogue 73746737 46 spring 1972

hunter rodello A daughter of zion new york alfred A knopf
1972

johnson H E mary J webster and roas J baxter compilers jonas
johnson family 160019701600 1970 apnp nd
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jones dan captain dan jones millennial star letters 1845185618418618451847841867847861856186786
provoprove utah ronald D dennis 1971

jones york F and evelyn lehi willard jones 185419471854 1947 cedar city
utah york F and evelyn jones 1972

mccune george M autobiography of alice ann paxman mccune
provo utah mccune family association 1970

henry frederick mccune autobiography and biography of
hislifehiphis lifelijeliff and works 184019241840 1924 salt lake city utah 1971

maughan walter L ed peter maughan family history logan
utah peter maughan family organization 1971

peterson charles S A mighty man was brother lot A portrait
of lot smith mormon frontiersman western historical
quarterly 13934141393 414 october 1970

petty charles B my memoirs salt lake city utah the american
press 1971

poulsen ezra J pioneer portraits william budge idaho yester-
days 1520261520 26 winter 1972

smith joseph fielding jr and john J stewart the life of joseph
fielding smith salt lake city utah deseret book company
1972

stedman ardath tolson A memorial to thomas tolsontoson 181518541815 1841854
provo utah J grant stevenson 1972

stevenson joseph grant porter family history vol 1 provo utah
J grant stevenson cl967c1967

swensen russel B mormonscormonsMormons at the university of chicago divinity
school dialogue 73747737 47 summer 1972

talmage john R the talmage story salt lake city utah book-
craft inc 1972

taylor leone andrus compiler milo andrus junior the man
and his family provo utah J grant stevenson 1971

van alfen nicolas porter rockwell salt lake city utah deseret
book company 1971

walker william holmes the life incidents and travels of elder
william holmes walker apnp john walker family organi-
zation 1971
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F MARK mckiernan the voice of one crying in the
wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer 179318761793 1876
lawrence kansas coronado press 1971 190 ppap 7507507.50

reviewed by william D russell an associate professor of
religion and history at gracelandgravelandGraceland college lamoni iowa
and coeditorco editor of courage A journal of history thought
and action

in a paper presented at the spring 1971 meeting of the
mormon history association and later published in courage

vol 2 no 1 september 1971 mark mckiernan argued that
sidneysidney rigdon has not been given proper respect by religious
historians because his search for truth was not compatible with
any organized religion of his time since rigdon separated
himself from the baptists campbellitesCampbel lites and the mormonscormonsMormons
historians from these three traditions have tended to discount
his importance

historians should therefore welcome this biography of rig-
don based on mckiernan s phd dissertation at the university
of kansas mckiernan formerly a professor of history at ida-
ho state university and now with restoration trails founda-
tion has done considerable research on rigdon and deals sym-
pathetically with this important associate of joseph smith
mckiernan demonstrates rigdon s importance to the rise and
development of mormonism therefore the voice of one cry-
ing inin the wilderness should help correct the tendency to un-
derestimatederestimate rigdon s role in the early history of mormonism

it has been this reviewer s opinion that members of all
branches of mormonism need to learn to deal more maturely
with those people who separated themselves from the church
sidney rigdon provides a good example historians of mor-
monism will particularly welcome the chapter on rigdon be-
fore his contact with joseph smith and the concluding chapter
on rigdon from 1844 until his death in 1876

584
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mckiernan seems to grasp what this reviewer thinks is the
key to understanding the effectiveness of the book of mormon
in winning people to the church he portrays rigdon and
parley P pratt for example as finding the book of mormon
convincing because as he says of pratt it contained answers
for many of the problems which had plagued him p 30

mckiernan s book does have some significant weaknesses
however the author makes statements which seem stronger
than the evidence will support for example smith had al-
ways kept men like parley P pratt and brigham young in
distant areas so that he could be the complete master of his
own religious household p 126 rigdon changed the en-
tire course of mormon history when he persuaded smith to
move the headquarters of the church from new york where
it was stagnating to the western reserve p 12 and rig-
don seized upon the doctrine of the coming millennium and
heralded it everywhere p 27 similarly while robert
flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi isis an excellent
book one wonders if mckiernan isncisnisncisn t too flattering when he
calls his former professor s book the finest work on the early
mormon church p 178

organizational slips occasionally occur for example in his
very useful bibliographical essay the final paragraph should
have been placed much earlier p 179 and a paragraph on
smiths sense of humor is concluded with a sentence that is
out of place p 70

there are a number of places where greater editorial care
could have helped prevent unclear or confusing statements mc-
kiernan has a very confusing paragraph on joseph smith s re-
vision of the bible for example p 45 he indicates that rig-
don had denounced the church s participation in the masonic
order p 133 but earlier he mentioned that rigdon became a
master mason p 111 unfortunately he does not explain
the apparent contradiction

other examples where clarity is needed are he seems to
use the terms calvinism and revivalism synonymously p
16 he says sidney and his wife lived together in harmony
for ten years after sidney s death p 17 inthein the first chapter
rigdon retires ffromrom the ministry in 1824 but at the beginning
ofchapterof Chapter 2 we find rigdon in that year establishing a re-
formed baptistchurchbaptist church at pittsburghatpittsburgh with the aid of a young
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school teacher named walter scott p 25 rather than stat-
ing that smith later claimed that on 21 september 1823 he
had been visited by an angel mckiernan has smith claiming
on 21 september 1823 that he had received the angelic visitation

p 32 he says that many of smith s followers including
rigdon shared the animosity and wrath of the anti mormon

p 33 which gives the impression that rigdon was one of
smith s antagonists it is unclear as to who terminated corres-
pondencepondence between a mr barr and rigdon p 72 he has
rigdon s influence on mormonism a popular topic among anti
mormon writers from 1832 until 1947 but the reader is not
told why these two dates were selected p 171 in addition
mckiernan has joseph smith sanctioning rigdon s salt ser-
mon p 86 but later refers to rigdon s denunciation of
smith s policies in the salt sermon p 99

when mckiernan quotes the revelations of joseph smith
he uses the 1835 doctrine and covenants it would be more
appropriate to have taken his quotations from the 1833 book
of commandments since many of these revelations were re-
vised for the 1835 edition including some that mckiernan
uses he also quotes from the 1955 RLDS book of mormon
when it would have been more appropriate to use the 1830
edition appp 151152151 152 and from the 1952 salt lake city pearl
of great price when he could have used the original 1851
liverpool edition these original editions are easily available
and in fact mckiernmckiernanan does cite the 1830 book of mormon
at one time p 61

mckiernan says that the RLDS church does not have utah
section 115 in its doctrine and covenants because its doctrine
and covenants is based on the 1852 edition which does not
contain this revelation but richard howard in restoration
scriptures A study of their textual development herald
publishing house 1969 says that the first RLDS edition of
1864 was based on one of thediedle nauvoo editions p 223 and
was largely a duplication of the nauvoo editions which were
published in 1844 1845 and 1846

occasionally mckiernan seems to show an RLDS bias as
when he writes referring to independence missouri alt-
hough the headquarters of the church would change through-
out the years the location of zion could never be changed
p 59 he also seems to accept uncritically the RLDS
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contention that joseph smith set apart his son joseph III111

at the liberty jail in 1839 p 127 the statement he cites
from the memoirs of joseph smith III111 written many decades
later is rather vague

though marred by such imperfections the voice of one
crying in the wilderness is nevertheless a book that most stu-
dents of mormon history will find both interesting and useful

WILLIAM G DYER the sensitive manipulator provo utah
brigham young university press 1972 219 ppap 5955.95595

reviewed by neilnellneli J flinders director of educational re-
search for seminariesseminaries and institutes of religion

if the reader avoids stumbling over the multiple interpre-
tations of the title he will find the sensitive manipulator a
unique and comprehensive collection of concepts associated
with the process of change as it relates to human behavior the
author has attacked the difficult problem of cognitively dis-
cussing an affective subject with a gutty freshness from his
earthy anecdote of the strained relationship created between
two college roommates becauseonebecause one habitually kicked off
his shoes peeled off his socks and with obvious relief began
to systematically clean the accumulation of dirt and grime be-
tween each toe with his forefinger appp 343 4 to the nostalgic
recall of over the river and through the woods to grand-
mother s house p 165 as illustrative of the current stress on
family contiguity dr dyer has attempted to I1linkink the vitality
of his subject to the sterile world of psychological and systems
jargon

the effort to tie the content of the book to one s family life
makes this text a commendable contribution to the field of
social psychology it isis a marked shift from the bland profit
centered or free yourself from personnel problems approaches
that usually pervade such subject matter aside from a few
awkward overstatements that inaccurately attribute start and
stop characteristics to dynamic processes such as unfortun-
ately most people have not learned to be interdependent with
others p 45 or the couple needs to develop together a
whole new set of norms roles and expectations p 20 the
book is a well organized and pithy treatment of the process of
change compared with treatments of the subject by other
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qualified academiciansacademicians it is most refreshing and should be
welcomed by students and faculty alike it is probably still
too technical to generate much enthusiasm among lay readers
however

the major limitation of the work is the same limitation of
most if not all scholastic treatments of living processes they
are exhortations that tell what but not really how for ex-
ample sometimes this means that in order to achieve a new
and more effective level of interaction both subordinate and
authority persons need to examinereexaminere their attitudes and be-
havior and work out a change p 45 the work is des-
criptivecriptive but hardly causal in its impact more than other books
on this subject however dr dyer s material occasionally sends
faint impulses to the reader that suggest that its concepts and
interpretations are rooted in a vital reality that is being tact-
fully hidden one can only lament the fact that too often
marketing of a product requires compromising the packaging
process

perhaps the author should be challenged to share with the
readers of studies his exploration of the hidden root system
to the tree which he has so successfully painted in this secular
treatment of the changechange process recognizing thatdialdiat it may not
be economically realistic to write a document that spotlights
the true foundations of changing in directions of im-
proving maturity effectiveness and satisfaction p ix one
can still appreciate the value of shoveling the dirt away from
the footings with the contents of the sensitive manipulator
as preparation it seems that dr dyer could shed some light
on the nature of desire its origin and maintenance the ele-
ment of agency its impact and consequences the role of divine
influences such as the holy spirit and the place of principles
such as faith hope charity virtue knowledge temperance
etc a 1la the doctrine and covenants 45745 7 one job rather
well done certainly deserves the invitation to do another

LORIN F wheelwright editor and LAEL J WOODBURY

assocalsoc editor mormon arts volume 1I provo utah brigham
young university press 1972 88 ppap 1 long playing record
1395159513.951395

reviewed by dorothy J schimmelpfenningSchimmel pfenning aa visiting
assistant professor in cultural foundations of education
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graduate school of education university of utah dr
schimmelpfenningSchimmelpfenning has BA and MA degrees inin art and
a phd in cultural foundations

for those who anticipate an historical treatment or perhaps
a compendium of pioneer folk craft the book mormon arts
offers a pleasant change from the stereotyped the majority
of works of art included in this first volume of a proposed
series have been created by contemporary mormon artists
however under a doctrinal mandate to seek after anything
virtuous lovely or of good report or praiseworthy the edi-
tors offer a potpourri of artistic expression from mendel-
sohn s elijah to semi abstract paintings and avant garde the-
atrical productions

the editorial team of lorin F wheelwright and lael J
woodbury readily acknowledges that there does not yet exist a
style of art unique to mormondom but contends that the pur-
pose of art transcends style in importance the purpose in this
instance being the expression of cultural values of an idealistic
people dedicated to the service of god and his church

for some a preliminary examination of mormon arts may
prove disconcerting no attempt is made to organize the con-
tents in chronological sequence and the various artistic medi-
ums appear loosely interspacedinterspaced however the presentation of
works of art within the book closely follows two editorial ob-
jectivesjectives 1 to illustrate unifying principles of mormon aes-
thetics as proposed by mr wheelwright and 2 to categor-
ize works of art according to the medium of expression in the
final sections of the volume

the broad sampling of work created by mormon artists
including sculpture painting poetry dance photography and
theater arts offers something that should appeal to almost
anyone s personal preference quality color reproductions are
generous in size and number and encourage the casual browser
to consider editorial comment more deeply

A major bonus in the book is the series of twenty two
paintings begun by C C A christensen in 1869 reproduced
in full color with comprehensive explanations supporting each
picture these remarkable paintings provide a pictorial record
of tragic events in the early history of the mormon church

A strongly didactic publication making frequent reference
to unquoted LDS scripture and doctrine mormon arts may
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not appeal to the general public these very factors however
plus the low purchase price of 1395159513.951395 should encourage mem-
bers of the LDS church to add this introductory volume to
their personal libraries

A second review of mormon arts volume 1I

reviewed by richard G oman mr oman graduated
from brigham young university in 1970 he is presently
a graduate student in the history of art at the university of
washington inin seattle

since 1969 brigham young university has held a mormon
festival of arts each spring this book is basically an out-
growth and an expression of these festivals and thus many of
the strengths and weaknesses of the book are reflections of
strengths and weaknesses of the festival the book is lavishly
illustrated with over 120 photographs and illustrations 45 in
color of art mainly from the festival because of the large
size of the pages 13 x 13 many of the plates are quite
large some even covering two pages A long playing phono-
graph record containing music drama and dramatic reading
accompanies the volume

the first 43 pages contain several long essays by dean
lorin wheelwright these essays examine such topics as Is
there a mormon art the artistic goals of brigham young
university and the interrelationships of divine revelation sci-
ence and aesthetics dr wheelwright s basic point is that con-
tent not form should be the first concern of the mormon
artist sections on drama music photography literature and
dance follow the extended introduction to mormon art an
essay on the kirtland temple is included as well as a short
article on david hyrum smith poet musician son of the
prophet joseph smith and early leader in the reorganized
church the text ends with a short report on a symposium
held during the festival on mormon architecture design and
the environment most of the critical and analytical writing
is done by drs wheelwright and woodbury at the end of
the book appear the schedules of the first three festivals and
biographical listings of all persons whose art work or essays
are included in the book the accompanying record is corre-
lated with the book
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my immediate response to this book is enthusiastic no
matter what level of artistic sophistication the reader has he
will find something of interest in mormon arts this speaks
well for the pedagogical skills of the editors and the uni-
versalityversality of the subject the writers on music drama and
visual art each plead with the reader to extend himself and
take in a greater variety of new aesthetic experiences ap-
propriately a wide range of works is reproduced the re-
lationshipslationships drawn between art theology and life are quite pro-
vocative this reviewer tends to basically agree with dr
wheelwright and others that mormon art should have a deep
concern with content as well as form and that it should be
basically supportive of mormon values

however I1 do have some reservations about the book
though the title is mormon arts there are little more than
two pages devoted to poetry and literature perhaps this re-
flects logistical problems between different colleges of the
university since literature is not included in the college of
fine arts and communications we are not told

though the authors plead for greater acceptance of differ-
ent aesthetic viewpoints lorin wheelwright even reminds us
that the church is now multinationalmulti national and multi cultural
the only nonwesternnon western art in the book is a photograph of a
toltec sculpture dr wheelwright reveals his own western
post renaissance aesthetic value system when he begins to
link theology science and aesthetics for example he explains
that the numbers two and three are the basic numerical units
in art but this is simply not true of many nonwesternnon western cul-
tures this points out the difficulty of trying to establish a
single aesthetic broad enough to fit a broad spectrum of artistic
styles

drs woodbury and wheelwright both put great emphasis
on mormon art being optimistic buoyant and problem solving
I1 think there are mormon artists who would feel uncomfor-
table with this prescription there is much great art which
does not soothe answer or relax art often raises disturbing
questionsandquestionsquestionsandand lets the audience struggle with the solutions A
constant demand for optimism and clear solutions can lead to
art that is smug and insipid

A final problem is a seeming overemphasis on the subject
of the art and an underemphasisunder emphasis on the work itself none of
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the reproductions of the visual arts are accompanied with ref-
erences to dimensions or media this omission may not affect
the viewer s appreciation of the subject but it certainly may
impair his ability to understand the work of art itself less
than fifteen per cent of the article on the kirtland temple
deals with the structure itself there are no accompanying pho-
tographicto details A poem by alice morremorreyy bailey and a
painting by floyd E breinholt are juxtaposed with no com-
ment on either one why the subject of both is the tetonstemons
this emphasis on subject matter ignores whether the works of
art are compatible and forces one to be the comment on the
other

since mormon arts is optimistically labeled volume 1I it is
hoped that the kinds of problems just discussed can be dealt
with in future volumes volume I1 is certainly overdue

the preface states that this book justifies its existence
if it stirs the appetite of the reader for continued experience
with and enjoyment of mormon arts I1 for one feel stirred

ASHE GEOFFREY camelot and the vision of albion new
york st martin s press 1971

reviewed by dr glade burgon who received his phd
from brigham young university and currently teaches in the
LDS institute of religion at logan utah
att south cadbyri standithstandishstand ith camallatemallateCa surnsumtymesurntymetyme a famosedamose

toun or castelle the people can tell nothing thar but that
they have hard say that arture much resortidresortedresortid to camalatcamaratCamalat

so wrote johnjohn leland an author attached to henry VIII in
1542

in the summer of 1966 an archaeological organization be-
gan digging the hill of cadbury castle in the hope of finding
some evidence which would substantiate that king arthur was
an ancient royalty and that cadbury was his camelot the
secretary of the organization was geoffrey ashe who in came-
lot and the vision of albion records his own personal search
for the historicity of the legends of king arthur and camelot
the excavation of cadbury established the possibility that cad-
bury may have been a citadel of an arthur type figure but
nothing definite was found to substantiate that arthur was an
historical figure the castle hill had earmarks of a stronghold
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of a wealthy leader who imported expensive goods A dark
age knife was found also a dish marked with a christian
cross some tintagelTin tagel pottery and a bulk work three quarters
of a mile long all of which indicated the easy possibility
that this was the residence of a british chieftain

very little of the book in fact just a few pages tells of
archaelogicalarchaeologicalarchaelogical finds the bulk of the book deals with mr
ashe s theory that the king arthur legends although centered
around an historical figure are grounded in ancient myths of
the celtsbelts romans greeks anglo saxons druidsdruies and he-
brews he leans heavily toward william blake s idea that the
stories of arthur are the acts of albion applied to a prince of
the fifth century blake seems to have introduced the idea
that albion was an individual rather than a place a giant
who sought and won the golden age for the british isles with
artifacts showing early strata at cadbury to be myceneanmycenaeanMycenean and
minoan cretan mr ashe sees a natural link between the titan
myths of these cultures and the myths and legends of early
england even robin hood is brought into the parallel with
arthur to show the natural tendency of legend to find a
hero and peacemaker he also found parallels between the
story of the holy grail and the magic vessels of the ancient
myths between atlantis new jerusalem and camelot be-
tween joseph of arimethea and other christians in the lore of
the british isles and king arthur all of these lingsthingsti mr
ashe felt indicate that although british myth is called unique
it reflects a human phenomenon a motive thought and be-
havior that will be traced through the world in a profusion
of forms

the remainder of the book deals with a common ideal mr
ashe finds in the philosophies of confucius lao tzu vol-
taire rousseau the french revolution and even the hebrew
messiah the apparent ideal is a desire for the reinstatement
of a lost golden age which brings final victory over life s prob-
lems and sufferings the same ideal is found in the ideas
of hegel marx engels and lenin mr ashe calls this com-
mon parallel the mystic of renewal reinstatement transf-
iguration a fresh start and concludes that herein is the basic
philosophical factor that is the moving influence in the legends
which have been attached to king arthur

he next considers the question why does the reinstate
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ment and revival mystic occur and reoccur his answer is
the well worn and frequently overusedoverused resort to anthropology
and evolution man s need for security begets myth which
begets myth etc etc there is no consideration of course
of the possibility that the theory may be backwards that the
legends were influenced by true accounts of adamic forefathers
in former dispensations who communed with a living god and
taught of restorations and a god ruled millennium

the literature of shelley robert owen chesterton the
fabian society and gandhi are brought into parallelism as
further proof that the arthur legends are influenced by psy-
chologicalchological desire for a better age his statement christ was
a platonist cements the ever growing indications in mr ashe s

book that the author is caught in the parallel evolutions
and psychic origin trap so apparent in the intellectual liter-
ary criticism of today

mr ashe s conclusions are these arthur is best defined
as the british general who won the battle of mount badon
and who obviously was a real individual identified as a mili-
tary commander histories never called him a king welch
literature refers to him as an outstanding leader his name
became popular thereafter and many stories about his greatness
were circulated being influenced by the myths of the titans
of early legends and the psychological need of man to find a
renewal of life a golden age

HOWARD M BAHR BRUCE A CHADWICK AND DARWIN L
THOMAS eds population resources and the future non
malthusian perspective provo utah brigham young uni-
versity press 1972 352 ppap 5953955.955953953.95

reviewed by john H gardner professor of physics at
brigham young university who isis a past president of the
utah academy of scientific arts and letters and a recipient
of the karl G maesar distinguished teacher award

Is society perfectible this was a question much debated in
europe towards the end of the eighteenth century in dis-
cussionscus sions with his father who believed that it was thomas
robert malthus an english curate and economist advanced
the view that the realization of a happy society will always be
hindered by the tendency for population to increaseincrease faster than
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the means of subsistence the only positive checks to popula-
tion were held to be war famine and pestilence attended by
the influence of misery and vice he first published this
theory in 1798

although these views gained considerable attention at the
time and greatly influenced subsequent economiceconomic thought they
were contradicted by the facts in the large scale of history
superimposed on the ebb and flow of human fortune there is
a secular trend in the direction of progress by and large each
generation bequeathsbequeathes to succeeding generations a better life
than its own the idea of progress has hence become deeply
ingrained in the consciousness of western man

with the new ventures into outer space has come the al-
most universal realization that the earth and its resources are
limited pictures from the moon of spaceshipspace ship earth have
indelibly implanted in men s minds the finiteness of our world
and the fragility of our existence this together with the rapid
increase in urbanization and the attendant difficulties for hu-
man institutions of coping with the problems of high popula-
tion densities has again raised the spectre of overpopulation
A new breed of malthusian disciples has arisen with the cry
that whatever your cause it is a lost cause unless we check
the population explosion good causes will inevitably
become swamped by too many people time no 11
1969 the pervasiveness of the alarm in this country is evi-
denced by the appointment by president nixon of a commis-
sion on population and the public release by them of a film
urging restraint in propagation wider dissemination of birth
control information and devices and more liberal laws on con-
traceptiontraception and abortion

within the framework of man s present knowledge the
fact of the existence of a limit to the population the earth can
support is obvious at the present rate of growth within
500 years approximately the time elapsed since the discovery
of america there would be only one square yard of land
per person the neo malthusians suggest that if the stand-
ard of living of everyone on the earth were to be raised to that
of its average inhabitant which is considerably less than that
of the average north american the earth would support only a
small percentage more than live on it at the present time yet
the inertia of population growth is such that by the turn of
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the century world population will have almost doubled with
the result they claim that man will almost certainly have de-
graded his quality of life to the point that suffering misery
and despair will be the lot of the greater part of mankind
hence the urgent cry for government intervention into what
is considered by many as one of the most sacred rights of
individual couples the determination of family size

bahr chadwick and thomas have undertaken to examine
the premises of the neo malthusians with a view to providing
a calmer and more objective perspective on the problem of
population they have assembled a collection of essays on
various aspects of the problem of population and resources
some of them reprinted from other publications and some of
them written specifically for this one

the book is divided into seven parts 1 1 are proposals
for population control premature 2 overpopulation
the wrong problem 3 how full is the earth 4 what
everyone knows the disadvantages of large families and
high density 5 man the destroyer not necessarily 6
the crisis in future perspective and 7 population poli-
cies implicit values and ethical problems each part is pre-
ceded by an introduction by the editors which gives motivation
for and summaries of the articles included in that part alt-
hough technical material is not absent from the book the ar-
ticles are easily within the reach of the average reader

A number of the articles deal with the question of
whether or not we are reaching the limit of our natural re-
sources the collective impression one gains is that when-
ever we arrive at what is seemingly a limit of these resources
the ingenuity of man is brought to bear in such a way as to
break out of constraints which are seemingly impenetrable
for example the green revolution has led to surpluses in
food the fast breeder nuclear reactor can provide inexpensive
energy for centuries and fusion power which seems just around
the corner can supply inexpensive safe pollution free energy
for billions of years minerals can be recycled and man s
utilization of his living space can be restructured to accommo-
date comfortably many times the present world population
pollution can be avoided by innovative design of market and
control institutions that could more effectively cope with en-
vironmentalvironmental damage
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the notion of world population as being wildly out of
control is debunkedbunkeddebunkerde in a careful analysis to show that the
population of the world is decision determined right now
decisions are made however by individual families in response
to cultural forces in which they are immersed rather than by
government the ethical considerations relating to possible
governmental intervention into the loop are dealt with but
perhaps not adequately the moral problem involved in the
denial by a community of the right to life of the unborn when
there are those in the community willing and indeed anxious
to give them life is one of the deepest faced by man and
although bringing abundant new life into the world at the
present moment in history scarcely diminishes our own the
time seems to be not far distant when if indeed it does not
actually do so the better part of the community will be con-
vinced that it does diminish them as is made clearly evident
by the wide acceptance of the neo malthusian view then the
full force of the moral problem will be upon us and all
practical considerations aside this is the real issue which will
divide us

the book is very timely indeed it restores our faith in the
idea of human progress it provides an abundance of infor-
mation relating to an issue upon which we may all be bruised
by the course of events if we are not sufficiently well informed
to influence them

W EARL MERRILL one hundred steps down mesas past
mesa lofgrenloggren printing co 1970 244 ppap 8008.00800

reviewed by kenneth W godfrey a division coordinator
of seminaries and institutes of religion dr godfrey has
written many articles on topics important to the history of
the church and has contributed to several magazines and
publications of the church

having lived for three years in arizona and having visited
most of her towns and cities at least three or four times it
was a pleasant experience to go to mesa lehi again through
the pages of mr merrill s book this work not written for
the historian or the serious scholar provides many insights
into the settlement colonization and daily life of those people
who settled this part of arizona in the 1870s from this collec-
tion of very short articles which originally appeared in the
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mesa tribune we glimpse however briefly the courage faith
and devotion of those men and women who braved the heat
infrequent yet sometimes severe flash floods the dust and the
wind of pioneer arizona

through the diaries of henry C rogers and dan P jones
together with many pomeroy letters the reader is allowed in-
side the minds of those hearty frontiersmen their hopes and
dreams become his own through their own scanty records on
page 5636 we are given a list of the entire colony while on page
4543 we begin an article that discusses wild hay and rattlesnakes
should the reader of this review wonder what the two have in
common he upon reading the book will find that almost
every clump of wild hay contained a rattlesnake probably
seeking shelter from the intense heat one of the most fasci-
nating articles concerns what might be an apocryphal story of
how the settlers outwitted the crows by putting horse hair
through every kernel of corn other articles describe the
early crops of the mormon pioneers how they harvested grain
and the building of the mesa canal so that water from salt
river could be spread over the land and allow farming on a
scale hardly thought possible in the early settlers native utah
because of mr merrill s research we learn how dependent
early pioneers were on the mesquite tree which not only pro-
vided food for the people themselves but also for their live-
stock even the pods shed by this tree became a valuable part
of their diet

briefly we go to the marriage altar with dan P jones and
mary ellen merrill that hot sultry 26 august in 1877 as
they won the distinction of being participants in the first
wedding performed in mesa at least in recorded time hav-
ing followed with interest their romance the reader is glad
to vicariously feast on the wedding meal of venison provided
by a sheepman from the fort mcdowell hills and then begin
married life with the poor yet happy couple through a letter
never before published written by emily stratton pomeroy
the reader sits alone through one of those awful summer thun-
derstormsderstorms with only a tent for protection on 14 july 1878
mrs pomeroy describes her experience complete with severe
wind loud thunder and pelting rain not only does she have
to face thetiietiletl ie storm alone but we find out at the end of the
article that she was seven months pregnant
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anyone who has resided in the salt river valley for any
length of time has wondered how the early settlers lived
through the heat of those long air conditionless summers dur-
ing june july and august it is commonplace even today to
discuss this topic with the older settlers in the short article
titled summers were hot then too mr merrill provides
some very interesting and often tragic accounts of the effects
of the arizona heat those who have never lived through
day after day of temperatures over 110 degrees will find this
article most enlightening

in spite of its many good qualities this book is not without
some serious faults for example greater care could have been
taken in the selection of articles to become a part of this work
the reader is often left hanging as he leaves one article dis-
cussing pioneer life turns to the next article and begins reading
about an 1887 earthquake hardly felt in mesa or having read
about the trek to san pedro finds himself on the next page
reading what archaeologists say about the hohakan flying
birds mr merrill also tells of the dedication of the roosevelt
dam in 1911 well before his discussion of the mesa canal s

completion by the early pioneers in 1878 though such sequenc-
ing must have made interesting and timely reading in the news-
paper the chronology makes for some frustration in a book
I1 also found his article on pre mesa history less than convinc-
ing and hardly necessary greater care and selectivity and much
more attention given to the sequence of events would have made
this a better book had the writer wanted to have written a
really fine history of mesa he should have spent more time in
original records journals letters and diaries he relies too
heavily upon the published autobiography of dan W jones
and secondary sources such as leonard arrington s great basin
kingdom and thomas farishparish s history of arizona to name
only two

still with few if any books in print specifically relating
to the settlement and history of mesa arizona mr merrill s
book does fill a need and perhaps its appearance will stimu-
late arizona historians to do the needed research to give us a
thorough history of that important southwest community

this reviewer found mr merrill s book worth reading
insightful and for the most part a valuable contribution to at
least a beginning understanding of mesa s history
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THE KESLER collection
it has just been called to my attention that I1 made an error

in the notes and comments on the kesler collection BYU
studies vol 13 no 2 winter 1973 it was simply one of
those stupid mistakes of giving the man the wrong first name
I1 meant john whitmer instead I1 used david

if you offer corrections perhaps in your next issue you
would care to point out that I1 caught the error too late and
the statement on page 224 should read in the handwriting
of john whitmer rather than david as it now reads

everett L cooley
curator
western americana
university of utah

HINMAN COLLATION OF THE
FIRST EDITION OF THE BOOK OF MORMON

in her variations between copies of the first edition of
the book of mormon in a recent issueissue of BYU studies vol
13 no 2 winter 1973 1 janet jenson gives me credit for
industry and skills that belong to another the use of the
hinman collator on the book of mormon which I1 began sev-
eral years ago produced no concrete results until last summer
when a young scholar sharon pugsley had the patience per-
severance and skill to complete the collation of five copies of
the book I1 simply made the copies available and transmitted
the results of miss pugsley s industry to miss jenson credit
for the work which can be appreciated only by those with a
knowledge of the task presented by the hinman machine
must be given solely to miss pugsley

alfred L bush
curator
princeton collections of
western americana
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